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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 MODELS OF MOLECULES AT SURFACES

In this thesis we are primarily interested in describing the kinetics of molecules on
a well-defined surface; we want to know how they move around, interact, and react
in each other’s presence. We do this by simulating a system with a statistically sig-
nificant number of molecules (at least one thousand) on a piece of the surface during
experimental time scales (seconds to minutes). The dimension of the surface we sim-
ulate is schematically shown in the left part of Figure 1.1. In view of the size of our
system we do not look at individual atoms, instead we take one step back. We take
entire molecules to be the fundamental building blocks in our model, and we study
their movement through time. This type of modelling, which efficiently describes
large chunks of a material over longer periods, is generally referred to as mesoscale
modelling [1–4]. These systems of molecules on surfaces are the subject of both ex-
perimental and theoretical research. Our mesoscopic models connect the fundamental
microscopic events -movements of individual molecules- to the macroscopic proper-
ties, like coverages and reaction rates. These models enable us to validate assumptions
regarding reaction mechanisms, and understand and sometimes even predict experi-
mental behaviour.

1.2 SITE APPROXIMATION

The common way to describe adsorption on surfaces is based on the definition of sites.
A site is a particular position with respect to the surface atoms where an adsorbate (ad-
sorbed molecule) can chemisorb. Since an adsorbate strongly binds to its adsorption
site, it usually resides there (Figure 1.2). Only occasionally does the adsorbate really
leave that preferential position: it moves to a neighbouring similar position which also
binds the adsorbate strongly, a neighbouring site [5, 6].

For a physisorbed (weakly bonding) adsorbate one does not expect great abso-
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Figure 1.1: Left: part of the surface of a metal single crystal with a monatomic
step. The entire single crystal typically measures 1 cm in diameter. Middle: tiny
equilibrium-shaped metal particle. Right: larger metal particle on a support. The un-
supported metal particle in the middle has a shape which is distinctly different from
the shape of the supported one. Typical catalyst particles range between 1 and 100 nm
in diameter.
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Figure 1.2: Left: close up view of a metal surface with an adsorbate (in black) bind-
ing between three metal atoms (in white). This position is referred to as a threefold
site. Right: representation in our model of the system on the left in terms of unoc-
cupied positions between three metal atoms (indicated with � ) and occupied positions
(indicated by the A).
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lute differences in the interaction of the adsorbate with the surface depending on its
position on the surface. In this case the site approximation does not hold, since a
weak interaction with the surface also implies that the binding energy does not vary
much while travelling across the surface. Note that though the absolute difference in
interaction energy is small, the relative difference in interaction energy may still be
considerable.

For a more strongly bound adsorbate, like for example CO and NO, the stronger
interaction with the surface implies a larger difference in binding energy for the var-
ious types of sites. This kind of adsorbate therefore preferentially resides at certain
positions on the surface, and the site approximation holds. But the difference in bond-
ing energy for the various types of sites is still reasonably small, and as a result one
can still find the adsorbates in several types of sites.

There is a real preference for one type of site only when the interaction with the
surface becomes really strong, like for nitrogen and oxygen atoms on the surface. This
situation then conforms to the simple single-site lattice gas description of an adsorbate
on a surface.

1.3 ...AND LATERAL INTERACTIONS

Unfortunately, there can be a contradiction in the model described, since while as-
suming that the site approximation holds people often assume there is no interaction
between the adsorbates. We have just shown that the site approximation only really
works if the interaction with the surface is strong. If the interaction with the surface is
really strong, it is also very likely that the bonding of adsorbates close by is influenced
by other adsorbates present, and that therefore through-surface lateral interactions do
exist [7,8]. Secondly, the size of the adsorbed molecule usually is larger than the spac-
ing between the sites on the surface. In addition to the through-surface interactions,
this causes direct interactions between the molecules if they bind to neighbouring
sites. These lateral adsorbate interactions may be attractive, causing the adsorbates
to join and form islands of adsorbates. The lateral adsorbate interactions can also be
repulsive, so that the adsorbates will tend to stay away from each other.

Thus, the fact that the site approximation holds, implies that there is a strong in-
teraction with the surface. This, combined with the small spacing between the sites,
implies that lateral adsorbate interactions are very likely to be present too. A complete
description of adsorbates on surfaces includes more than adsorbates fixed on sites,
since sites imply lateral interactions. For weakly bound adsorbates the site approxi-
mation does not hold and a continuum model is needed. Through-surface interactions
can be neglected; the behaviour then is determined by direct adsorbate-adsorbate in-
teractions only.
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1.4 CATALYSTS

The relevance of these adsorbates-on-metal-surface systems lies in their relation to
catalysts. Transition-metal-based catalysts consist of small metal particles dispersed
on a high surface area support [9]. The surfaces of these particles are able to bond
molecules strongly. Breaking bonds in a molecule normally is very difficult. The
metal surface can stabilise the molecule during a bond-breaking process by forming
strong molecule-metal bonds. A molecule adsorbed to the metal surface can there-
fore more easily be transformed into another molecule compared to being in the gas
phase. The surface, after transformation of the molecule and desorption of the prod-
uct, remains unaltered, and can therefore repeat the cycle. This process is referred to
as catalysis [10–12].

The catalytic chemistry of supported catalysts is complicated [13, 14]. The small
metal particles have different facets (with each a different surface structure) on which
a reaction can take place [15–17]. The ratio of the size of the different facets present
is influenced by the support and the adsorbates bonding to it (Figure 1.1, middle and
right part), and may therefore change during the reaction [18–20]. The surface struc-
ture of a facet can be strained [21–23], reconstructed [24–29] or oxidised [30–32]
under reaction conditions. It is also very common to use additional chemicals, called
promoters, to improve the catalyst performance [33, 34].

1.5 SINGLE CRYSTAL SURFACES

The situation described above for real catalysts is far too complicated for study at a
molecular level. If we want to better understand what happens with such surfaces that
catalyse reactions, we need to characterise [35, 36] and simplify our catalyst [37, 38].
The usual approach is to eliminate the support and use only one type of surface, for
example a single crystal surface. Because we now have a bare metal surface, we can
also much more easily do measurements of the adsorbates on the surface. We do not
have to probe through the support. Even more analysis techniques are available for
studying the metal surface under vacuum conditions [36].

The downside of course is that by eliminating the support we can not investigate
support effects. Neither do we know for certain that the surface we are studying is the
one that is present and reactive in the real catalyst. Finally, by working under vacuum
conditions we may be looking at a different surface than the actual one: the stable
surface in the presence of high pressures of reactants may be different from the one
found under vacuum conditions. These differences between ‘real’ and model catalysts
are usually referred to as the materials and pressure gap [39, 40].

1.6 WHAT WE DID

In this thesis we extend the classic lattice gas description of non-interacting adsorbates
on surfaces by including lateral adsorbate-adsorbate interactions. We discuss the ef-
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fects of these interactions for three different single-crystal systems. The first system
discusses nitrogen species on rhodium. Rhodium is commonly used to remove NO
from automotive exhaust gases. The second system discusses the ordering of (R,R)-
tartaric acid (a chiral molecule) on a metal surface. Preadsorption of this molecule has
been used to perform enantioselective catalysis with ordinary heterogeneous catalysts.
The final system involves the adsorption of the sulfate or bisulfate anion. This anion
is commonly used as an electrolyte, and profoundly influences the electrochemical
properties of the metal surface it binds to. In general, we show the influence of lateral
adsorbate interactions for these systems on the type of site that is occupied by the
adsorbate. Next to that, we show that lateral interactions can cause ordering of the ad-
sorbates on the surface. Finally, we show how lateral adsorbate interactions influence
reaction rates, like adsorption, desorption and dissociation. Welcome to my thesis.
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CHAPTER 2

METHODS

We introduce here the type of model used to simulate our systems of
adsorbates on a surface, the so-called lattice-gas approximation. Next we
introduce the Master Equation, which expresses the temporal evolution of
a system in terms of a probability to find a system in some configuration,
and transition probabilities which transform the current configuration into
other configurations. Some kinetic Monte Carlo algorithms which are
used to solve this Master Equation are then discussed, in connection to
various forms of the transition probabilities.

�

We end this chapter by
discussing an algorithm which can be used to extract information on these
transition probabilities from experiments.

2.1 THE LATTICE GAS

The size of the time step, and with this the computational cost, in simulations of the
motion of atoms and molecules is determined by the fast vibrations of chemical bonds.
Because the activation energy barriers of chemical reactions are generally much larger
than the thermal energies, chemical reactions take place on a time scale that is many
orders of magnitude larger. If one wants to study the kinetics of molecules on surfaces,
then one needs a method that does away with the fast motions of these molecules.

The method that we present here does this by using the concept of sites. The
forces working on an atom or a molecule that adsorbs on a surface force it to well-
defined positions on the surface. These positions are called sites. They correspond to
minima on the potential-energy surface for the adsorbate. Most of the time adsorbates
stay very near these minima. Only when they diffuse from one site to another or
during a reaction will they, for a very short time, not be near a minimum. Instead
of specifying the precise positions, orientations and configurations of the adsorbates
we will only specify for each site its occupancy. A reaction or a diffusion from one

�

This chapter is largely based on Ref. 1
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Figure 2.1: The (111) surface of an fcc metal. Different primitive vectors
�����������	��
� �	�������
� are indicated by the arrows. A unit cell is indicated in grey.
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Figure 2.2: Different sites on the (111) surface of an fcc metal: on top (indicated by
circles), fcc hollow (open triangles) and hcp hollow (filled triangles). Each site forms
a sublattice with the same unit cell, they are only translated with respect to each other.
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site to another will be modelled as a sudden change in the occupancy of the sites
involved. Because the elementary events are now the reactions and the diffusion steps,
the time that a system can be simulated is no longer determined by the fast motions
of the adsorbates. The separation between the sites is larger than the amplitude of the
vibrations of the adsorbed molecules. So we can simulate a much larger time scale
by taking the separation between the sites as our fundamental (and therefore smallest)
unit of length. Note that we have now eliminated not only the fast internal motions
of the adsorbate, but also the surface-adsorbate vibrations and the vibrations of the
surface.

If the surface has two-dimensional translational symmetry, or when it can be mod-
elled as such, the sites form a regular grid or lattice. Our model is then a so-called
lattice-gas model. If the surface has two-dimensional translational symmetry, then
there are two vectors, � � and � � , with the property that when the surface is trans-
lated over one or both of these vectors the result is indistinguishable from the situation
before translation. It is said that the system is invariant under translation over these
vectors. The vectors � � and � � are called primitive vectors. In fact the surface is
invariant under translation for any vector of the form

����� � � ��� � � � � � (2.1)

where � � and � � are integers. These vectors are called the lattice vectors. The
primitive vectors � � and � � are not uniquely defined. For example a (111) sur-
face of an fcc metal (Figure 2.1) is translationally invariant for � � ���
	�� ���� and
��������	������ ��� ������� , where � is the lattice spacing. But one can just as well choose
��
� ���
	���������� � ������� and � 
� ���
	 ���!�����"� � �#����� . The area defined by

�$�&% � � ��� % � � � � (2.2)

with % � ��% �('*)  �"�,+ is called the unit cell. The whole system is retained by tiling the
plane with the contents of a unit cell.

Expression 2.1 defines a simple lattice, Bravais lattice, or net. Simple lattices have
just one lattice point, or grid point, per unit cell. It is also possible to have more than
one lattice point per unit cell. The full lattice is then given by all

�$���.-/ � � � � �0� � � � � � (2.3)

with 1 �2 �"� �435363 �4	87:9<;4=>�&��� . 7:9<;"= is the number of lattice points per unit cell. Each� -/ is a different vector in the unit cell. The set �$��� -/ � � � � �?� � � � � for a particular
value 1 forms a sublattice. This sublattice is a simple lattice, i.e., it has only one lattice
point per unit cell. There are 7 9<;4= sublattices, and they all are equivalent; they are
only translated with respect to each other.

Looking again at the (111) surface of an fcc metal (Figure 2.2), we see in the
solid unit cell three lattice points indicated ( 7 98;"= �@� ): one on top of a metal atom
(indicated by an open circle), and two in between three metal atoms (indicated by an
open and filled triangle respectively). These are known as the fcc and hcp sites. As
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indicated by the solid, dashed and dotted unit cell, these on top, fcc and hcp sites each
form a simple lattice, and their unit cells are identical in size and shape, but translated
with respect to each other. If we choose the first sublattice ( 1 �� ) to be the one of the
on top sites and assign it � // � 	 ����� . This yields for the fcc site ( 1 � � ) the vector� �/ � 	�������� � ��� � � and for the hcp site ( 1 � � ) the vector � �/ � 	 � � � ���!��� .

We assign a label to each lattice point. The lattice points correspond to the sites
on the surface, and the labels specify the the properties of the sites. The most com-
mon property that one wants to describe with the label is occupancy of the site. For
example, the short-hand notation 	8� ����� ���������>� can be interpreted as that the site of
sublattice � at position �	�/ � � � � � � � � � � is occupied by a molecule A. The labels can
also be used to specify the reactions. A reaction is nothing but a change in the labels.
An extension to the short-hand notation 	8� � ��� � �
�������� � indicates that during a
reaction the occupancy of the site at ���/ � � � � � � � � � � changes from A to B. If more
than one site is involved in a reaction then the specification will consist of a set of
changes of the form 	<� � ��� � �
���
���� � . A lattice with labels for all its lattice points
is called a configuration; a reaction transforms one configuration into another one.

The lattice-gas model is simple yet very powerful, as it allows us to model a large
variety of systems and phenomena. Yet not everything can be modelled with it. If the
surface reconstructs, it can not be described by a single ordered lattice. This is the case
at high temperatures or when the surface atoms have very low coordination. Also, if
the adsorbates do not reside in sites, but may bind at any position on the surface, the
lattice-gas does not work. The second case is referred to as incommensurate adsorp-
tion, and is generally related to a small interaction of the adsorbate with the surface,
yielding also a small corrugation of the potential energy surface. In that case the inter-
actions between the adsorbates can be comparable to or larger than the differences in
binding energies at different positions on the surface. This causes the position of the
adsorbate not to be at a certain specific site, but to be determined by the packing with
neighbouring adsorbates.

2.2 THE CHEMICAL MASTER EQUATION

The evolution of a system as a function of (real) time can be described by means of
the chemical Master Equation, which can be derived from first principles [2, 3]:

�����
��� ������� �

)  � � � � �  � � � ��! 3 (2.4)

In this set of equations,
� �

denotes the probability to find the system in configuration" at time
�
;  � � is the transition probability per unit time of the reaction that transfers

configuration # into " . These transition probabilities per unit time in our case specify
the rate at which the layer of adsorbates on the surface changes due to reactions. The
Master Equation is a gain-loss equation. The first term on the right stands for increases
in
� �

due to reactions that change other configurations # into the configuration " of
the adsorbates on the surface. The second term stands for all reactions that convert the
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current configuration " of the adsorbates on the surface into some other configuration# .
The Master Equation can be derived from first principles (as shown elsewhere [2]),

and hence forms a solid base for all subsequent work. Many different Monte Carlo
algorithms are known. Those that are derived from the Master Equation give necessar-
ily results that are statistically identical. Those that cannot be derived from the Master
Equation conflict with first principles and should be discarded. The Monte Carlo algo-
rithms below are one way to solve the Master Equation, but there are also other ways.
The Master Equation can, for example, also be used to derive the macroscopic rate
equation. For most systems of interest, however, it is impossible to derive analytical
results from the Master Equation without making approximations. For these systems
one can resort to Monte Carlo simulations to get a statistically correct solution.

2.3 TOWARDS AN ALGORITHM

The idea of the kinetic Monte Carlo method (also known as the dynamic Monte Carlo
method) is not to compute the probabilities

� � 	 � � explicitly, but to start with some
particular configuration, representative for the initial state of the experiment one wants
to simulate, and then generate a sequence of other configurations with the correct
probability. The Master Equation expresses the probabilities as a function of time.

What we need are typical times for a reaction to take place. To get an expression
for these typical times we leave the general case for many configurations " and many
possible reactions described by the Master Equation. We restrict ourselves to deriving
a solution for only one configuration � , and only one reaction �  �

that transforms
the current configuration � in an other configuration

�
. The Master Equation then

simplifies to �����
�
� � �  �� � � � 3 (2.5)

This is the equation we are going to invert to get typical times for a reaction. So if
we are currently at time

�
we can determine the chance that at time

� � � we are still in
configuration � by solving

��� 	 � � � �����
	��  ���������
�

 � � 	 ��� � ������� 3 (2.6)

The solution for time-independent  � � is discussed first. The more general case where � � is time dependent is slightly more difficult, and will be discussed further on. If
the transition probability  � � is time-independent, the equation can be solved analyt-
ically. The solution is � � 	 � � � ������	�� ) �  �� � 	 � � � � � � ! 3 (2.7)

This gives the chance that at
� � � we are still in configuration � . The chance that at

� � �
the system has reacted and is now in configuration

�
is given by:� � 	 � � � � � � � � � 	 � � � � (2.8)
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� � � �
	�� ) �  �� � 	 � � � � � � ! � (2.9)

since the system in our example is either in configuration � or in configuration
�
. If

we rewrite this equation, we can get the average time for the reaction �� �
when the

chance that the reaction has occurred equals
� � :

� � � 	 � � ��� � � �
 � � � � 	 � � �?� �,� (2.10)

We have now inverted Eqn. 2.5, which expresses a probability in time, into an equation
that expresses a time in a probability. This expression writes the average time till the
reaction occurs

� � � as a function of the probability
� � that the system is in state

�
. The

domain of the function is
� � ' ) ��"� ! . The range of the function is

� � � ' ) � ��� + , given
that  � � is real and non-zero. Eqn. 2.10 may seem odd at first, but the characteristic
(chance-averaged) time for the reaction �  �

produced by this expression still is

� � � � �
 � � 3 (2.11)

This result can be obtained by determining the average of
� � � � � over

� � :
� � � � � �

/
	�	 � � � 	 � � � � � � ��� � (2.12)

� � �

/
	�� �
 � � � � 	 � � �?� �,��� ��� � (2.13)

(2.14)

Substituting
� � by % � 	 � � � ��� yields

� � � � �
 � � � /

�
� � 	8%�� � % (2.15)

which can be integrated to

� � � � �
 � � ) % � �:	<%
� � % !�� � �
	�� /�

	 � � (2.16)

We can get the value of the limit
�����

	�� /  % � � 	<%�� by rewriting

�����
	�� /  % � �:	<%
� � �����

	�� / 
� � 	<%��
�
	

(2.17)

� �����
	�� / 

� 	<%
�
�
	8%�� 3 (2.18)

Since
� 	8%�� and � 	<%
� respectively go to minus and plus infinity for %  �� , we can

invoke the rule of de l’Hospital and write:

�����
	�� / 

� 	<%
�
�
	8%�� � �����

	�� / 
� � 	8%��
� � 	<%�� (2.19)
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� �����
	�� / 

�
	

� �
	��

(2.20)

� �����
	�� /  � % �  (2.21)

Filling in this limit in Eqn. 2.16 leads to

� � � � �
 � � ) 	  � �� �*	 ��*�,� ! � �

 � � 3 (2.22)

This is exactly what we expected.
In a Monte Carlo simulation we do not want to look at average times, but at a single

time for one single reaction �  �
. This time has a certain probability distribution.

We can generate such times by taking a uniform random number � on the interval [0,1]
and equating this to the probability that the reaction has occurred; i.e.,

� � � � � (2.23)

and then calculating the corresponding time according to Eqn. 2.10

� � � � � � �
 �� � � � 	���� � �,� 3 (2.24)

� is a random number on the interval [0,1], so ��� � � is an other random number on
the same interval. We can therefore replace ��� � � by � and write

� � � � � � �
 �� � � � 	����"3 (2.25)

The reasoning above shows that for one single reaction �  �
we can generate a

tentative time
� � � . The derivation above does not prove that if there are more reactions� �� , �  �

we can generate independently tentative times
��� �

,
�
	 �

. Neither is
the equation above a general solution to the Master Equation, since we have confined
ourselves to a single configuration � and a single reaction �  �

. The proof that
different tentative times can be generated independently and that the times generated
by Eqn. 2.25 yield an evolution of the system that obeys the general Master Equation
is reported elsewhere [4]. Based on this proof we can write

� � � � � � �
 � � � � 	���� (2.26)

for the time-independent case, even if more reactions "  # � , "  # � � are possible,
and we can also generate tentative times

� � 
 � and
� � 
 
 � for these reactions. The actual

reaction that will take place is the one with the smallest tentative time. For the new
configuration one can again determine all possible reactions, calculate the tentative
times, and perform the reaction with the smallest tentative time. In this way we can
describe the evolution of our system as a function of time.
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2.4 THE FIRST REACTION METHOD

The method of generating for each reaction a tentative time, performing the reaction
with the smallest tentative time and thus describing the evolution of a system is known
as the First Reaction Method. A more detailed description of the algorithm is given
below [1].

1. Initialise
Generate an initial configuration " .
Set the time

�
to some initial value.

Make a list
�����

containing all reactions.
Generate for each reaction "  # in

�����
a time of occurrence

� � � � � � �
 � � � � 	 ��� �

with  � � the rate constant for the reaction and � a random deviate on the unit
interval.
Choose conditions when to stop the simulation.

2. Reaction
Take the reaction "  " � with

� �


��� � � � for all # .

If the reaction is possible go to step 3. If not go to step 4.

3. Enabled update
Change the configuration to " � .
Change the time to

�  � �


�

.
Remove the reaction " �" � from

�����
.

Add new enabled reactions to
� ���

and generate for each reaction " �  # a time
of occurrence � � � 
 � � � �

 � � 

� � 	����43

Skip to step 5.

4. Disabled update
Do not change the configuration: " � is the same as " .
Remove the disabled reaction from

�����
.

5. Continuation
If the stop conditions are fulfilled then stop.
If not set " to " � and repeat at step 2.

This algorithm is called Discrete Event Simulation in computer science. The bot-
tleneck of the First Reaction Method is the determination of the reaction with the
smallest time of occurrence. Scanning a list of all reactions for each new reaction
scales as 	 	�
�� , where 
 is the length of the list. More efficient is to make the list of
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all reactions an ordered one, and keep it ordered during a simulation. Getting the next
reaction scales then as 	 	��,� , but inserting reactions in

�����
scales as 	 	 ����� 
�� . This is

not as good as constant time, but not particularly bad either.
When a reaction has been performed, the reaction list has to be updated. Some

new reactions have become possible, and these reactions together with their times
have to be added to the list. Many other reactions were possible in the old config-
uration, and are still possible in the new configuration, since a reaction usually only
changes a configuration locally. The entries for these reactions in the reaction list can
be maintained. Some reactions which were possible in the old configuration are not
possible anymore in the new configuration. These reactions are referred to as disabled.
Removing these disabled reactions from the reaction list requires searching through
the entire list, which is computationally expensive ( 	 	 
�� ). If, instead, we leave these
disabled reactions in the reaction list, and remove them when we encounter them, the
algorithm is much more efficient. We then need to check whether the reaction in the
reaction list is still enabled (possible) before we perform it. This check is implemented
in point 2 of the algorithm.

Also note that that we only have to generate the reaction times for the new enabled
reactions. Times for reactions already in

� ���
need not be generated again. This can

be seen by considering the following. Suppose that at time
� � � � a time has been

generated for a reaction with rate constant  . The probability distribution for that
time is  ��	�� ) �  	 � � � �4� ! . Now assume that at time

� � � ��� � � the reaction has
not occurred. We might generate a new time using the new probability distribution �
	�� ) �  	 � � � � � ! . However, the ratio of the values of these probability distributions
for times

� � � � is  �
	 � ) �  	 � � � � � ! �  ��	�� ) �  	 � � � � � ! ����	�� )  	 � � � � � � ! is a
constant. Hence relative probabilities for the times

� � � � that the reaction can occur
are the same for both probability distributions, and no new time need to be generated.

2.5 TIME-DEPENDENT TRANSITION PROBABILITIES

The determination of a tentative time in the case of time-dependent transition proba-
bilities  � � amounts to solving

� � �
	 � 
� � � ���

�
 � � 	 � � � ��� � � 3 (2.27)

This can be seen by realising that for the time-independent case we equated the prob-
ability that a reaction has occurred

� � to a random number � ,
� � � � � 	 � 3 �����

expressed
� � in

� � � � 	 � � � �0� � � � � 	 � � � � � 	 � 3 	��
and determined

� �
by integrating the transition probability over the time:

� � 	 � � � �����
	��  � � �����
�

 � � 	 � � � ��� ��� 3 	 � 3 � �
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Combining these three equations yields

��� � � ���
	��  ���������
�

 � � 	 � � � ��� � � � (2.28)

where ��� � � can again be replaced by � , and the result can be proven to be valid
as well for many reactions and configurations, yielding equation 2.27. Whether Eqn.
2.27 can be solved depends entirely on the form of  � � 	 � � . As an example, the
transition probability for adsorption on a surface may be modulated by playing with
the gas phase reactant pressure.

Common experiments to study adsorption, desorption and reaction on surfaces
include temperature-programmed desorption and reaction, and cyclic voltammetry.
In temperature-programmed desorption and reaction experiments, the temperature is
linearly increased with time � � �

/ ��� � � 3 (2.29)

Here
�
/ is the temperature at

� � �  s and � is the heating rate in K/s. If the transition
probability is given in the form of an Arrhenius-like rate constant [5]

 � � ��� �
	�� 
�
���	��
� � � � (2.30)

with
� ���


an activation energy, � a pre-exponential factor and
�

the gas constant, then
the integral to be solved in equation 2.27 becomes

� � ���
�

� �
	�� 
�

���	��
� 	 � / ��� � � � � ��� � ��� 	 � � � � ��� 	 � � (2.31)

where � 	 � � ��� �� 	 � / ��� � � � � � � �����
� 	 � / ��� � � ��� � (2.32)

where
� � 	�� � is an exponential integral of second order with argument � :� � 	�� ��� ���

�
�
	 �?	 ��� � � �� � � �
� � 3 (2.33)

Expressed in � 	 � � � , the equation to be solved becomes� 	 � � � ����� 	 � � � � � 	���� 3 (2.34)

Standard methods, such as the Newton-Rhapson method, can be used to solve this
equation [6].

In cyclic voltammetry experiments, the potential of the surface is linearly in-
creased with time � � �

/ ��� � � 3 (2.35)
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Here
�
/ is the potential at

� � �  s and � is the sweep rate in V/s. The transition
probability for a reaction that involves the transfer of an electron has the form

 � � ��� / �
	 � ) ��� � ! � (2.36)

with � / the transition probability at zero potential and � a constant determined by
a so-called transfer coefficient, the number of electrons that are transferred, and the
temperature. � can be negative or positive, depending on whether an electron is
transferred from the adsorbate to the surface or the other way around. If � is negative,
the transition probability increases with time, and a time

� � � can be determined for
any value of the random number � .

Interestingly, if � is positive, the transition probability decreases with time. Eqn.
2.27 may in that case have no solution

� � � for certain values of � . The reason for
this is that the integral in Eqn. 2.27 does not go to infinity for � �  . The physical
interpretation of the observation that Eqn. 2.27 has no solution

� � � for certain values
of � is that there is a finite probability that the reaction will never occur. Eqn. 2.27
only has a solution for any value of � if the integral goes to infinity. This is the case
when  � � goes slower to zero than ��� � , or does not go to zero at all.

If the integration in Eqn. 2.27 is not easy to solve, then one may attempt to ap-
proximate

� � � by taking  � � constant for a small time step � � . If the reaction occurs
within the small time step � � , then the time is updated to

� ����� �� � , where
� ���	� �� � is now

an approximate value of the ‘real’
� � � . If the reaction has not taken place within the

small time step, and is still enabled, then one can redetermine the value for the transi-
tion probability for this time  � � 	 � � � � � and generate a new estimate for the tentative
time

� ���	� �� � . This approach can be used if the time scale on which the transition proba-
bility changes is much larger than the time scale on which a reaction occurs. It reduces
computational effort at the cost of accuracy.

2.6 LATERAL INTERACTIONS

We have already discussed some forms of the transition probabilities. These transi-
tion probabilities are not only influenced by external factors like temperature, reactant
pressure, and the potential of the surface. The presence or absence of adsorbates on
neighbouring sites may also influence the transition probability. This effect is referred
to as a lateral interaction. These lateral interactions are usually divided into two
classes, direct and indirect. The second class is also referred to as through-surface.
The direct interactions are subdivided into electrostatic interactions (due to Coulomb
repulsion between neighbouring dipoles) and hybridisation between neighbouring ad-
sorbates (due to overlap between wave functions). The indirect interactions are sub-
divided into electronic through-surface interactions (due to sharing of substrate atoms
by the adsorbates) and elastic interactions (due to an adsorbate-induced change in the
substrate geometry). This is extensively discussed in Ref. 7 and 8. Here we discuss
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the shifts in energy of the transition state (T) caused by
upward shifts of the product (P, lower panel) or reactant (R, upper panel) states, as a
function of the type of transition state: early (left), middle (centre) and late (right).
Dashed line: original reaction path, solid line: modified reaction path. Shifts were de-
termined according to the Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi relation. This scheme shows that
lateral interactions do not alter the activation energy for an early transition state. Lat-
eral interactions moderately and strongly alter the activation energy for respectively a
middle and late transition state.
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the influence of lateral interactions on transition probabilities of the Arrhenius form

 � � ��� �
	�� 
�
���	��
� � � 3 	 � 3 ����

In this case the presence of neighbouring adsorbates causes a change in the activa-
tion energy

� ���

. Calculating activation energies, and shifts in activation energies due

to co-adsorbates using for example density-functional theory is quite laborious and
involves many calculations. One can estimate the influence of other adsorbates on
the activation energy by means of the Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi relation [9–12] which
holds provided that the energy changes are small ( � ��� � /���


) and the reaction mech-
anism does not change: � 
���
 � � /���
 � " � � (2.37)

where
� 
�	��
 (

� /���

) is the activation energy with (without) lateral interactions, " is

the Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi coefficient ( " ' ) ��4� ! ) and � � is the change in reaction
energy caused by lateral interactions,

� � � 	 � 
� ����� � � 
��� ���
 � �&	 � /� ����� � � /��� �	��
 � � (2.38)

where
� 
��� �	��
 (

� /��� ���

) equals the energy of the reactants with (without) lateral inter-

actions and
� 
� ����� (

� /� ����� ) equals the energy of the products with (without) lateral
interactions. This can also be written as

� � � 	 � 
� ����� � � /� ����� � �&	 � 
��� ���
 � � /��� �	��
 � 3 (2.39)

If the interactions are assumed to be pairwise additive, we can write� 
��� ���
 � � /��� ���
 � �
-
� ��� �	��
 	 1 � � (2.40)

and a similar expression for the products. The sum is over all pair interactions and
� 	 1 � is the corresponding energy. To calculate � � we only have to include terms that
change. Both experimental measurements and DFT calculations confirm that lateral
interactions are principally pairwise in nature; three-particle interactions do not play a
large role [13–18].

The Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi coefficient " defines the type of transition state (Fig-
ure 2.3). If "��  , there is an early barrier and the transition state shifts with the
reactant state. Lateral interactions therefore do not influence the activation energy. If"�� � , there is a late barrier and the transition state shifts with the product state. In
this case (and any other case in which " �* ) lateral interactions do influence the acti-
vation energy. The type of transition state is known to correlate with the exothermicity
of the reaction: a strongly exothermic reaction often corresponds to an early transition
state, a strongly endothermic reaction to a late transition state. The transition state of
an athermic reaction has characteristics of both reactant and product states [19, 20].
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The difference of the activation energies of the forward and the backward reaction
is always equal to the difference in energy between the reactant and the product state.
This implies that "�� � ��� � ��� � � � " = �	����� � ��� 3 (2.41)

At sufficiently high temperatures a correct Gibbs distribution will therefore be reached.
Note that in this section we have equated the transition probability to an Arrhenius rate
constant. In general the transition probabilities can indeed be seen as microscopic rate
constants. We will therefore usually refer to the transition probabilities as rate con-
stants when describing our results.

2.7 OTHER ALGORITHMS

The disadvantage of the First Reaction Method (FRM) algorithm lies in the fact that
maintaining the time-ordered reaction list

� ���
scales as 	 	 ����� 
�� . Other algorithms

do not require such an event list and may therefore be more efficient [1, 21].
The Variable Step Size Method (VSSM) is one example of an algorithm that does

not require an event list. It generates a time interval
� �

when no reaction takes place

� � � �
� �  � � � � 	 �!� � (2.42)

where � is again a random deviate on the unit interval, and
� �  � � is the sum of

all the transition probabilities that transform the current configuration " in some other
configuration. So, instead of having a time generated for each possible reaction as
in the FRM algorithm, we here have one time generated for all possible reactions
together, and after this time one of the possible reactions has occurred.

Next a reaction "  " � is chosen that takes place at this time
� �

by randomly
selecting it with probability  � 
 �� �  � � � (2.43)

and the configuration is updated. A new time step
� �

can be generated, and again a
reaction can be performed. The tricky point in this algorithm is related to the fact that� �  � � needs to be calculated. This still requires a list to be made with all possible
reactions, but it need not be time-ordered like in the FRM algorithm.

In principle this list needs to be updated after each reaction: new reactions need to
be added, and disabled ones need to be removed, otherwise the time step generated in
the algorithm will be incorrect. In FRM we also had to update our list, but in practice
we only needed to add the new reactions, we did not need to remove the disabled ones.

This same trick works for VSSM as well. It can be proven that if the disabled
reactions are not removed from the list in VSSM, the probability distribution for the
time that the first enabled reaction occurs does not change. We can therefore use
an approximate event list, which contains the desired enabled reactions and disabled
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reactions, and still get a correct evolution of our system with time. The scaling of the
VSSM algorithm with the approximate reaction list is 	 	��,� , better than FRM.

A third algorithm to solve the Master Equation is the Random Selection Method
(RSM). In this algorithm even less bookkeeping is done: the time, the site where the
reaction takes place, and the type of reaction are generated individually. In VSSM the
site where the reaction takes place and the type of the reaction are combined; the time
is generated separately. In FRM all three are stored together in the event list. The
RSM algorithm uses a technique called oversampling and assumes that all reactions
are possible on any site. The advantage of taking all reactions possible on any site is
that the reaction list remains the same over the entire simulation. This assumption,
like in the previous cases for FRM and VSSM where disabled reactions need not be
removed from the reaction list, simplifies the algorithm, but still yields the correct
evolution of our system with time.

A time step
� �

is generated

� � � � �
7  � � � � � 	 �!� � (2.44)

where 7 is the total number of sites, and  � � � is the largest transition probability
in the simulation. Next, a site is picked randomly, and a reaction is picked randomly.
The randomly picked reaction "  # at that certain site is accepted if it is possible on
that site, and even then only with a chance

 � �
 � � � � (2.45)

where  � � � is again the largest transition probability in the simulation. This algo-
rithm is efficient if the acceptance rate in the previous equation is reasonable, i.e., if
the rates of the different processes in our simulation do not differ by many orders of
magnitude.

The VSSM and RSM algorithm perform well for large system sizes 
 (because
they scale well) and for few transition probabilities  � � (since then the acceptance
rate is large). The cases discussed in this thesis often include lateral interactions,
which give rise to many transition probabilities  � � . We also often encounter time-
dependent transition probabilities. These also undo most of the advantages of the
VSSM and RSM algorithm. The simulations in this thesis are therefore all performed
using the FRM algorithm. Note that in principle these different algorithms can be
used together in one simulation, as long as each algorithm is associated with a dif-
ferent reaction. The algorithms mentioned above have been implemented in the pro-
gram CARLOS [22]. The implementation of the FRM algorithm allows inclusion of
time-dependent rate constants and lateral interactions. Other equilibrium Monte Carlo
algorithms are also known, these can generate typical configurations " for a certain
system. But these algorithms are (by definition) not able to describe the time-evolution
of a system. Therefore, no information on, for example, reaction rates can be derived
by using these equilibrium Monte Carlo algorithms.
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2.8 HOW TO GET TRANSITION PROBABILITIES

To do an actual simulation of a system, all the transition probabilities need to be
known. These transition probabilities can be obtained from both experiments and from
theory. The most common ways are to get them from temperature programmed des-
orption (TPD) experiments [23–26], scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) [13, 14,
27–29], single crystal adsorption calorimetry [30–32], laser desorption spectroscopy
[33–35], rate theory [36, 37], bond order conservation theory [38–40], and by solving
the Schrödinger equation [15, 41–44]. These different techniques can yield informa-
tion on desorption rate constants, lateral interactions, diffusion rate constants, and rate
constants for dissociation and recombination. It needs to be mentioned that the esti-
mates for these kinetic parameters are usually only obtained after assuming a certain
model.

If the information from these techniques is insufficient to determine all transition
probabilities, or if one wants an independent approach to finding the values of these
transition probabilities, then one needs to fit the experiment directly. This involves
doing a simulation with approximate values for the transition probabilities and com-
paring the results to the experiment. Based on the difference between the two one
can adapt the estimates for the transition probabilities and try again. This procedure
can be performed manually, but it can also be automated. If it is automated, then one
refers to it as a closed loop learning algorithm. One example of such algorithm is the
Evolutionary Strategy type algorithm.

2.9 EVOLUTIONARY STRATEGY OPTIMISATION

The Evolutionary Strategy optimisation algorithm, implemented in PLATYPUS [45],
works as follows. We will be looking for a set of kinetic parameters (lateral interac-
tions, prefactors, activation energies, etc.) which define the transition probabilities.

1. Initialisation.
We define the set of � kinetic parameters we want to optimise. For each of
these kinetic parameters we specify a range. We can then generate a starting
parameter set, or chromosome, by specifying a value for each kinetic parameter
in the parameter set. The value of each kinetic parameter is randomly generated,
but within the range of that kinetic parameter. To start the optimisation we make
a group of chromosomes, that is, a group of � randomly generated parameter
sets. This group of chromosomes is called the parent generation. We assign a
reference (e.g., an experiment), to which we are going to compare the results of
our simulations.

2. Variation.
We now generate � new chromosomes, with ����� , from the � old chro-
mosomes. This new set of chromosomes is referred to as the offspring. New
chromosomes are generally generated in two ways, by mutation and crossover.
These are defined below.
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Figure 2.4: Schematic depiction of the Evolutionary Strategy optimisation algorithm.

3. Filtering.
We run a simulation for each chromosome (parameter set). We compare the
result of the simulation for each chromosome to the reference. Based on the
likeness between the simulation and the reference, we grade each chromosome.
The grade is referred to as the fitness. Next, we retain only the � best of the �
offspring.

4. Termination.
If a certain number of generations has been evaluated, if the fitness of some
chromosome supersedes some critical value, or if the fitness of a population
does not change during several successive cycles, the optimisation is termi-
nated. The chromosome(s) with the best fitness can then be inspected to see
whether they correspond to a physically sound description of the system. If so,
the parameter set is accepted. If not, we repeat at 2.

The fact that only parameter sets are maintained which have a good fitness is
similar to Darwinian evolution theory in biology, where only species that are well
adapted to their surroundings will survive. Hence the name Evolutionary Strategy
optimisation [46, 47]. The encoding of the parameter set in a chromosome, and the
generation of new chromosomes by mutation and crossover has many similarities to
biological genetics. A parameter encoded in a chromosome is therefore also referred
to as a gene. Similar optimisation algorithms with genes that can only have the value
1 or 0 are therefore known as Genetic Algorithms [48, 49].
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The process of mutation involves randomly changing the value of one of the kinetic
parameters (or genes) in the parent chromosome, thus yielding a new chromosome.
Mutation in a Genetic Algorithm corresponds to a bit flip: a zero is converted into
one, or the other way around. For the case of Evolutionary Strategies, the mutation is
more complicated, since each gene may have any value. One therefore stores not only
the value of a gene % - , but also a mutation parameter (called � - ) which indicates how
much the value of that gene is changed upon mutation. The change of the value of
the gene is then calculated by drawing a random number from a Gaussian distribution
with width � - .

The process of crossover involves the use of two parent chromosomes to gener-
ate a new chromosome. The new chromosome may inherit some kinetic parameters
from one parent chromosome, and the others from the other parent chromosome. An-
other possibility is that the new chromosome is constructed by taking for each kinetic
parameter the average of the values of the two parent chromosomes. Note that usu-
ally the choice is made that chromosomes of the parent generation are not allowed to
pass on to the offspring unchanged. This prevents premature convergence if, at the
beginning of the optimisation, one chromosome is far superior to all the others.

The algorithm requires the assignment of a fitness to each chromosome. Defining
such a fitness can be very complicated, since a good kinetic parameter set reproduces
the experiment and is physically sound. The resemblance to the experiment can easily
be calculated by taking the difference between the experimental and the simulated
value. The judgement whether the kinetic parameter set is physically meaningful is
often much more difficult to determine automatically. The fitness is therefore often
determined only by the resemblance of the simulation to the experiment. One then
decides only after the optimisation has finished whether the optimum found is the one
one was looking for. This is why in the termination part of the algorithm there is an
explicit manual check to see whether the optimum found is physically sound.

Most conventional optimisation algorithms operate in a serial way. The old pa-
rameter set is evaluated, and based on the outcome for this parameter set (and possibly
others), the values for the parameters in the new parameter set are determined. This
implies that the new parameter set can only be evaluated after the previous parameter
set has been evaluated. The optimisation procedure can therefore not be efficiently
divided over different computers to speed up the optimisation. On the other hand, the
evaluation of the fitness of the chromosomes in the Evolutionary Strategy algorithm
can be performed in parallel, since the chromosomes are determined independently.
By dividing the evaluation of the chromosomes over different computers we can there-
fore significantly reduce the total time needed to optimise the parameter set.

Since the Evolutionary Strategy algorithm starts out with many randomly chosen
start parameter sets, the optimum found is less likely to be a local optimum. In a
conventional optimisation algorithm, the parameter set is usually very efficiently op-
timised to the nearest optimum, but there is no guarantee that this nearest optimum
is the best. There is no such guarantee either in the case of the Evolutionary Strat-
egy algorithm, but the overall odds of finding the global optimum are better since we
start out with many randomly chosen start parameter sets instead of one. If there is
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more than one global optimum, then this can also be detected using an Evolutionary
Strategy algorithm.

The Evolutionary Strategy algorithm does not look at local gradients to approach
the optimum, instead it relies on the small random changes to guide it to the desired
optimum. This makes the algorithm also suitable to optimise noisy functions, i.e.,
functions with rapidly varying gradients. It also makes optimisation possible for func-
tions for which no gradient can be defined. For the case of our kinetic Monte Carlo
simulations, the outcome does show noise since it is a stochastic simulation. De-
termining the gradient by taking a slightly different parameter set can therefore give
widely differing outcomes depending on which simulations are compared. These two
points also favour the use of the Evolutionary Strategy algorithm over a conventional
optimisation algorithm.

To run an Evolutionary Strategy optimisation, we need to fix the number of chro-
mosomes in the parent generation ( � ) and the number of chromosomes in the offspring
( � ). We need to decide how to encode the kinetic parameters to become the genes of
each chromosome. We need to specify how we will determine the fitness of a chromo-
some. We need to specify how often a gene will mutate, and the size of the mutation.
We need to specify how cross-over takes place, and how often.

To summarise, Evolutionary Strategy algorithms are suitable to optimise large pa-
rameter sets, for which each parameter can take many values. This is especially the
case if no derivative can be determined, and if there are many local optima. Small
parameter sets, or near-optimal parameter sets are better optimised using conventional
algorithms. Evolutionary Strategy optimisation algorithms have been successfully
applied in numerous fields. In the chemistry field they have been amongst others
applied to optimise femtosecond laser beams used to excite molecules [50–55], to
design combinatorial libraries [56,57], to construct quantitative structure-property re-
lationships [58–61], and to optimise the geometry of heterogeneous bimetallic catalyst
models [62, 63]. They have very recently also been used to optimise heterogeneous
catalysts [64–72].
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CHAPTER 3

ADSORPTION AND REACTION

OF NO ON RH(111)

We present a model that reproduces the experimentally observed adsorp-
tion and reaction behaviour of NO on Rh(111). The model describes the
adsorption of NO on threefold sites at low coverages, and the subsequent
ordering into a c(

��� � )-2NO structure. It describes the occupation of top
sites next to threefold sites as a result from adsorbate-adsorbate interac-
tions at higher coverages. It yields at saturation a ( � � � )-3NO ordered
structure with in each unit cell two threefold bound and one top bound
NO. Simulations of the temperature-programmed reaction were able to
explain the attenuation of the dissociation rate due to the presence of other
adsorbed species, i.e., NO and its dissociation products atomic nitrogen
and atomic oxygen. The attenuation of the dissociation rate is due to a
lack of accessible sites on the surface, that is, sites where a molecule can
bind without experiencing large repulsions with neighbouring adsorbates.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The ability of Rh to efficiently dissociate NO makes it the most suitable metal for
the removal of nitrogen oxides from automotive exhaust gases in catalytic converters.
The system of NO on Rh(111) has subsequently been extensively studied under UHV
conditions. Adsorption of NO is molecular below 275 K, and two ordered structures
can be formed depending on the temperature, one at around 0.50 ML, and one at close
to 0.75 ML [1, 2]. These structures have been deduced from LEED measurements.
The structure at 0.50 ML is thought to consist of three types of domains which are
rotated 120 degrees with respect to each other. It is known as the c(

��� � )-2NO
structure. A similar c(

��� � ) structure is also known for NO on Ni(111) and for both
NO and CO on Pd(111) [3–6]. The ( � � � )-3NO saturation structure is only formed at
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temperatures above 225 K. At lower temperatures the saturation coverage decreases
to 0.68 ML [7]. The configuration of the adlayer at these lower temperatures is still
unclear. The ( � � � ) saturation structure is known for NO on Pt(111) and Ru(001),
and for both NO and CO on Pd(111) and Rh(111) [4–6, 8–11].

In TPD experiments, it was found that there are three distinct coverage regions dis-
playing differing behaviour [12]. Below 0.25 ML all NO dissociates between 275 and
325 K, indicating sufficient accessible sites on the surface. The N adatoms formed
in the dissociation recombine in a second order peak between 450 and 650 K. The
oxygen adatoms recombine at temperatures above � � K. At intermediate coverages
(between 0.25 and 0.50 ML), part of the NO is thought to dissociate (above 300 K),
filling the empty available threefold sites on the surface. When all empty sites are
filled, the dissociation is inhibited till the desorption of NO. Above 400 K, part of the
remaining NO desorbs, while another part dissociates after all. Nitrogen gas is formed
in two peaks, one of which coincides with the NO desorption peak, the other one is at
higher temperatures. At coverages above 0.50 ML the top sites become occupied as
well, resulting in an additional NO desorption peak at 380 K. Dissociation of NO is to-
tally inhibited up to over 400 K, when the threefold bound NO starts desorbing. These
different types of behaviour are all related to the interactions between the adsorbates;
because of the repulsion reactions can be suppressed or enhanced, while different sites
may be occupied to prevent strong repulsion.

All these observations ask for a better view of the adsorbate distribution on the
single crystal surface. In this chapter we introduce a three-site Monte Carlo model
with lateral interactions in order to get a deeper insight into how the adsorbates, NO,
N and O in particular, are distributed on the catalytically active Rh(111) surface. A
similar study for the (100) surface of rhodium has been conducted in parallel, and is
reported elsewhere [13].

3.2 MODEL AND METHODS

3.2.1 THE REACTION MODEL

Our model consists of a lattice of top, fcc and hcp sites. These three sites form a
regular grid (Figure 3.1 ) with a spacing of �!� � � ����������� , where the grid unit cell
vectors ( � � and � � ) are at a 30 degree angle with the primitive lattice vectors ( � � and
� � ) of the (111) surface. Every site is labelled t, f or h according to its type, with a
prefix to indicate the type of adsorbate: NO, N, O or * (the last stands for an empty
site).

Based on the results from the DFT-calculations, which are presented in the Results
and Discussion section, we have excluded the sites nearest to an adsorbate from occu-
pation (at distance 	 ��	 , see Figure 3.1 ). Two other kinds of lateral interactions have
been taken into account: one at the next-nearest neighbour site (one lattice vector, 	 � 	 ,
or
� ���������

, apart), the other one at the next-next-nearest neighbour site ( ��� � � lattice
vector or 2 	 ��	 apart).
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Figure 3.1: Excluded sites and lateral interactions in the three-site model. The lat-
eral interactions for an adsorbate bound to the fcc site are similar to the ones for an
adsorbate bound to the hcp site, and are therefore not displayed.

nearest neighbour interactionadsorbate

hcpa

a1

2

Figure 3.2: Lateral interactions in the single-site model. The adsorbates only bind
to the hcp site, and therefore only experience interactions from adsorbates bound to
neighbouring hcp sites. The fcc and top site are not included.
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Table 3.1: Kinetic parameters for NO on Rh(111).� (s
� �

)
� �	��


(kJ/mol) Notes
NO Adsorption
NO adsorption 0.01 — Ref. 14
NO diffusion:
threefold  threefold 10 � –10

���
22.5 This work

threefold  top 10 � –10
���

47 This work
top  threefold 10 � –10

���
0 This work

NO TPD/TPR
Diffusion:
NO, N and O 1000 —
NO dissociation 10

� �
65 Ref. 12

NO desorption:
from top site 10

����� �
129 Ref. 12, adapted

from threefold site 10
����� �

133 Fitted
N � formation 10

� /
120 Ref. 12

We have included the following reactions:

� 
 � ��� � � � � ��� 	�
 
 � ��� � � � � � (3.1)
� 
 ��� � 	�
 
����

(3.2)	�
 
 � ��� � � � � � � � 
 � ��� � � � � �  	 
 � ��� � � � � � � 
 
 � ��� � � � � � (3.3)
� 	 
 � ��� � � � � �  � � 
 � ��� � � � � � (3.4)

and diffusion of NO, N and O:

	�
 
 � ��� � � � � � � � 
 � ��� � � � � � � � 
 � ��� � � � � � � 	�
 
 � ��� � � � � � (3.5)	�
 
 � ��� � � � � � � � 
���� � � 
 � ��� � � � � � � 	�
 
���� (3.6)	�
 � ��� � � � � � � � 
 � ��� � � � � �� � 
 � ��� � � � � � � 	�
 � ��� � � � � � (3.7)
 
 � ��� � � � � � � � 
 � ��� � � � � �� � 
 � ��� � � � � � � 
 
 � ��� � � � � � 3 (3.8)

We did not include the bridge site in our model, despite the fact that it has an
adsorption energy which lies between the values for the threefold and the top site.
The reason for not including the bridge site stems from the observation by means of
XPS [15] and EELS [1, 16] that NO on Rh(111) occupies only two kinds of sites,
which were later identified as top and threefold [2, 17]. Probably the bridge sites do
not allow for a favourable distribution of adsorbates avoiding lateral interactions, and
are therefore not significantly occupied.

The kinetic parameters we have used are listed in Table 3.1. Most have been
adopted from Ref. 12. Diffusion was modelled with Arrhenius-type rate constants
for the low-temperature adsorption simulations, with prefactors between 10 � and 10

���
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s
� �

and the activation energies derived from the differences in binding energies be-
tween top, bridge and threefold sites in the DFT calculations. For simplicity we have
treated the threefold sites as equivalent in our kMC model, though a difference in bind-
ing energy of typically 10 kJ/mol was observed between fcc and hcp sites. Diffusion
was not modelled with Arrhenius-type rate constants for the TPD/TPR simulations be-
cause it increases with several decades over the simulated temperature range. Instead,
rate constants for diffusion were set to 1000 s

� �
, modified by lateral interactions and

differences in site adsorption energies:

� 
 � ��� � � � � � � 
 � ��� � � � � � � �4����
� � � ��	�� � " � �� � � (3.9)

� 
 � ��� � � � � � � 
���� � �4����
� � � ��	�� � " � � � �  3�� � � �� � � (3.10)

� 
���� � 
 � ��� � � � � � � �4����
� � � ��	�� � 	�� � " � � � � �  3 � � � �� � � � (3.11)

where � � equals the shift in energy of the reactants and products due to lateral in-
teractions,

� � � is the difference in binding energy between the top and the threefold
site; " and " � are the Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi coefficients for threefold to threefold
site and threefold to top site diffusion respectively. Tests with various prefactors have
shown that the reduction of nitrogen diffusion only slightly lowers the rate of nitrogen
formation. The reduction of other diffusion rates did not cause significantly differing
behaviour. So our modelling of the diffusion yields an adlayer at equilibrium with-
out too much computer time spent on diffusion. The desorption of top bound NO is
reasonably well-defined, since it occurs from an ordered structure (the ( � � � )-3NO
structure). Desorption of threefold NO on the other hand only happens when the sur-
face is filled with N and O atoms. The measured activation energy of desorption is
dependant on the lateral interactions with the N and O atoms present. The spatial dis-
tribution of these atoms is unknown; we have therefore not used the activation energy
of desorption from threefold sites that has been reported in literature (Ref. 12), but
fitted the value using the prefactor for top bound NO desorption. The oxygen atom
formed in the dissociation reaction was deposited ��� � � lattice vectors away from
the nitrogen, nitrogen formation was allowed at a distance of ��� � � lattice vectors.
Precursor adsorption of NO [18] was not included in the model, since we are mainly
interested in the ordering on the surface, and not in the adsorption process itself. Since
dioxygen formation only takes place above 900 K, it was also left out of the model.
The grid sizes used were 132x132 for the adsorption simulations and 264x264 for the
TPD/TPR simulations.

In view of the difference in energy between reactant and product we have taken
desorption to be a late transition state (and therefore adsorption to be an early transi-
tion state), NO dissociation and N recombination to be late transition states ( " � � ),
and diffusion to be a middle transition state ( " �  3�� ).

A simpler model with only one type of site, which was described previously [14,
19], was also considered. This model consists of a lattice of threefold sites; one site
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per metal atom, so either fcc or hcp. A nearest-neighbour interaction has been taken
into account (Figure 3.2). Note that the nearest neighbour in this single-site model
is the next-nearest neighbour in the three-site model, one lattice vector or 	 � 	 apart.
Reactions described in equations (3.1), (3.3), (3.4), and diffusion of all species (Eq.
(3.5), (3.7), (3.8)) were included. The kinetic parameters used were the same as for
the three-site model, except for the desorption of NO, for which the prefactor and
activation energy were fitted to 10

� ��� �
s
� �

and 118 kJ/mol. Similar models but with
fewer types of adsorbates were previously published by Honkala et al., Stampfl et al.
and Hansen et al. [20–22].

3.2.2 DFT METHODOLOGY

The VASP code [23, 24] allows periodic DFT calculations (Perdew and Wang func-
tional [25]) with a plane wave basis set and the ultrasoft pseudopotentials introduced
by Vanderbilt [26] and generated by G. Kresse and J. Hafner [27]. The surfaces where
modelled by a supercell containing a five-layer slab and 13.5 Å of vacuum between
the surfaces. For all the calculations the energy cut-off for the plane wave basis set
was set to 400 eV as it corresponds to the value for which all the ultrasoft pseudopo-
tentials are converged. The k-point sampling was done following the Monkhorst-Pack
procedure, with � � � � � grids for the ( � � � ) and c(

� � � ) cells and a � � � � � grid for
the ( � � � ) cell, gaussian smearing ( " = 0.2 eV) was applied to the electronics levels.
Adsorption was done on both sides of the slab, with at least an inversion centre (no
spurious dipole-dipole interactions) and depending on the starting geometry additional
symmetry operations were used. A complete geometry optimisation was performed
for each configuration. All the parameters (k-points, FFT grids, numerical approxima-
tions) were extensively tested and the energies are converged within 3 kJ/mol. Various
coverages (0.11, 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 ML) with different structures (( � � � ), ( � � � ) and
c(
� � � )) were considered to determine the lateral interactions. Gas phase molecules

(NO, O � and N � ) were calculated in the ( � � � ) cell, spin polarisation was included
for NO and O � but was disregarded for adsorption as calculations showed that the spin
disappears upon adsorption.

3.3 CALCULATION OF THE INTERACTIONS

Some lateral interactions could be extracted from the data presented in Ref. 28 but the
data set was not sufficient for extrapolating a full set of pairwise lateral interactions
for the three species (O, N and NO) adsorbed simultaneously. We have therefore done
additional calculations, presented in Tables 3.2-3.4.

An important point in viewing these Tables concerns the accuracy of the DFT
calculations (i.e. the DFT functionals) with some systems and particularly for the
adsorption of NO on metals. Microcalorimetry experiments have shown an overesti-
mation of the calculated adsorption energies [29]. The absolute adsorption energies
have therefore not been used as an estimate of the activation energy for desorption.
Table 3.2 lists the adsorption energies at low coverages. A p( � � � ) and a p( � � � ) unit
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Table 3.2: Adsorption energies on Rh(111). Energies are in kJ/mol relative to the
molecular gas phase species (i.e. O � for O and N � for N).

Site Coverage (ML) NO O N
fcc 0.11 -245 -195 -23

0.25 -230 -195 -11

hcp 0.11 -248 -189 -37
0.25 -238 -185 -20

bridge 0.11 -224 -147 -17
0.25 -218

top 0.11 -187
0.25 -184

Table 3.3: Adsorption energies per adsorbate (averaged, kJ/mol) on Rh(111) for dif-
ferent ordered structures. The coverage is 0.50 ML unless otherwise stated. Energies
are relative to the molecular gas phase species (i.e. O � for O and N � for N).

NO hcp O fcc N hcp
p( � � � ) rows -212 -170 +20

NO fcc+hcp O fcc+hcp N fcc+hcp
c(
� � � ) zig-zag -232 -163 +6

( � � � ) honeycomb -233

NO fcc+hcp+top
( � � � )-3NO 0.75ML -208
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(2x2) honeycomb

fcc+hcp

(2x2) honeycomb
fcc or hcp + top

top

fcc
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Figure 3.3: Coadsorption structures simulated using DFT.

Table 3.4: Summed adsorption energies (kJ/mol) per unit cell on Rh(111) for different
ordered coadsorbed structures at 0.50 ML coverage. Each unit cell contains two (dif-
ferent) adsorbates. Energies are relative to the molecular gas phase species (i.e. O �

for O and N � for N).
NO fcc+O fcc NO hcp+N hcp O fcc+N fcc

( � � � ) rows -223 -211 -107

NO hcp+O fcc NO fcc+N hcp O fcc+N hcp
( � � � � ) zig-zag -403 -218 -165

NO top+O fcc NO top+N hcp
( � � � ) honeycomb -363 -205
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Table 3.5: Lateral interactions for NO on Rh(111) (kJ/mol) at 1
� ���������

(next-nearest
neighbour) and ��� � � ����� ����� (next-next-nearest neighbour); three-site model using
DFT-results. Since the interactions are pairwise, the lower left part of the table is
identical to the upper right part. We have therefore only reported the lower left part.

NO threefold ( ������� , ��������� ; kJ/mol)
NO threefold 26 , 0 NO top
NO top — , 5 0 , — N threefold
N threefold 24 , 16 — , 0 40 , 22 O threefold
O threefold 101 , 15 — , 7 46 , 25 26 , 26

cell were used to get the 0.25 and 0.11 ML coverage. The difference in the adsorption
energy for the two different coverages is small for the top and bridge site, while the
difference is in general larger for adsorbates in the threefold sites. This is due to the
way the rhodium atoms settle around the adsorbate. If the difference in adsorption
energy is treated as a pairwise interaction, it amounts to less than 5 kJ/mol. Because
of the large separation, and the many other interactions possible at closer range, these
interactions were not taken into consideration in our kMC model. As the difference
in adsorption energies between threefold and bridge sites is not large it is clear that
diffusion of all listed adsorbates is fast.

Table 3.3 lists the adsorption energies for higher coverages. The listed structures
were chosen in such a way that the interactions could be easily determined. If more
structures and a least-squares fit are used for determining the lateral interactions, they
remain essentially the same. The comparison of the values in Table 3.3 with the values
in Table 3.2 yields the pairwise lateral interactions for each adsorbate 1 :

� 	 1 ��� 	 ��� � 9�� � �� � 9 � � = � � � ��� � 9�� � � ��� � � ��� (3.12)

where � is the number of pairwise interactions per adsorbate in the coadsorbed struc-
ture. The pairwise additivity of the interactions is a good approximation provided
that the adsorption geometry does not change much (due to lateral interactions) and
the interaction energy is much smaller than the adsorption energy ( �	� � � � 9 ). For
example, to calculate the next-nearest neighbour interaction for O, we take the dif-
ference of the p( � � � ) adsorption energy (-170 kJ/mol) and the p( � � � ) fcc site
adsorption energy (-195 kJ/mol), and divide that by the number of pair interactions at
next-nearest-neighbour distance in the p( � � � ) structure (1). The result, 26 kJ/mol,
is listed in Table 3.5. Similarly for the next-next-nearest neighbour interaction of O
we take the difference between the c(

� � � ) zig-zag adsorption energy (-163 kJ/mol)
and the average p( � � � ) adsorption energy of fcc and hcp bound O (-190 kJ/mol), di-
vided by one. Interactions between different kinds of adsorbates were also calculated,
the ordered structures used in our calculations are shown in Figure 3.3 , the summed
adsorption energies are listed in Table 3.4.

The general trend in the interactions for threefold site bound adsorbates is that
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the next-nearest neighbour interaction is strongly repulsive (anywhere between 25 and
100 kJ/mol) due to the bonding of both adsorbates to the same rhodium surface atoms.
The next-next-nearest interaction is much smaller (0 to 25 kJ/mol). The interaction
between top-bound NO and other, threefold bound, adsorbates is weakly repulsive.
Because of the large repulsion at close distance we have excluded the occupation
of nearest-neighbour sites ( �!��� � lattice vectors separated), and applied the lateral
interactions for adsorbates at next- and next-next-nearest neighbours (1 and ��� � �
lattice vectors separated) in our kinetic Monte Carlo model.

The activation energy for the NO dissociation (( � � � ) structure) on a perfect
Rh(111) surface has been previously determined [30]. A calculation with our system
gives almost the same activation energy of 157 kJ/mol which is what we expected
as the models are similar and the method identical. This activation energy is much
higher than the experimental results, which can be explained by a different dissocia-
tion mechanism, most likely at steps in the surface.

3.4 ORDERING OF THE NO ADLAYER

We have started by simulating the adsorption of NO at low temperatures (150-225
K). At these temperatures NO adsorbs molecularly; dissociation only starts above
275 K [12]. In our simulations of the adsorption of NO, the threefold sites are oc-
cupied first, since they are energetically more favourable. Above 0.40 ML adsor-
bates start forming patches of ordered structures. Two ordered structures (Figure 3.4
) are encountered over the entire simulated temperature range (125–225 K), first the
experimentally found c(

� � � )-2NO structure, in which each adsorbed NO has two
nearest-neighbours. The other ordered structure is a ( � � � )-2NO structure, with one
adsorbate fcc, one adsorbate hcp, arranged in a honeycomb-lattice. Every adsorbate
has three nearest neighbours. The c(

� � � )-2NO structure can be transformed into the
( � � � )-2NO structure by shifting each second zig-zag row by one lattice vector. The
difference in adsorption energy between the two structures equals half a next-next-
nearest neighbour NO-NO interaction per adsorbate; each NO having one interaction
in the c(

� � � )-2NO structure, and 1.5 in the ( � � � )-2NO structure. Both structures are
therefore equal in energy when the DFT-based next-next-nearest neighbour NO-NO
interaction of 0 kJ/mol is used. Since this value has a non-negligible error margin, we
have investigated interactions between 0 and 4 kJ/mol repulsive. The ( � � � )-2NO
structure dominates at 0.50 ML in the absence of a next-next-nearest neighbour lateral
interaction, resulting in many small ordered islands of 50–200 adsorbates (Figure 3.5
). In the case of a small repulsive next-next-nearest neighbour lateral interaction, the
c(
� � � )-2NO structure dominates, with island sizes of 50–200 adsorbates for an inter-

action of 2 kJ/mol, and up to over 1000 adsorbates for an interaction of 4 kJ/mol (not
shown). The basic cause for ordering at this coverage is the avoidance of occupying
next-nearest-neighbour sites and/or low adsorption energy (i.e. top) sites.

If the coverage is gradually increased to values above 0.50 ML, the NO molecules
are forced to either adsorb close to each other (next-nearest-neighbour position, re-
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c(4x2)−2NO

hcp

fcc

top

(2x2)−2NO

(2x2)−3NO

boundary

(2x2)−3NO with boundary

Figure 3.4: Ordered structures of NO on Rh(111). The light grey circles indicate
threefold bound NO, the dark grey circles top bound NO.
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2 kJ/mol0 kJ/mol

Figure 3.5: Adsorbate distribution after adsorption at 225 K and 0.50 ML for a next-
next-nearest neighbour NO-NO repulsion of 0 (left) and 2 kJ/mol (right). Since the or-
dering is hard to recognise from the original output, two separate images are displayed
for each result, with the characteristic zig-zag lines of the c(

��� � )-2NO structure (up-
per panels) or the hexagons of the ( � � � )-2NO structure (lower panels) emphasised.
Snapshot of � � � � � ����� ����� .
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sulting in a 26 kJ/mol repulsion per interaction) or to adsorb on an other kind of sites,
the top sites (47 kJ/mol less stable). Experimentally the top sites are found to become
occupied. The top sites have a lower adsorption energy, but a structure can be formed
with lower repulsive interactions and a high coverage of 0.75 ML. The adsorbates in
this structure form a hexagonal packing, which is as dense as can be without next-
nearest neighbour interactions. In our model, this ( � � � )-3NO structure is also found.
The islands are separated by c(

� � � )-2NO-like domains (2 zig-zag lines, then another
( � � � )-3NO domain, Figure 3.4 ). For a zero next-next-nearest neighbour lateral inter-
action, the ( � � � )-3NO structure is easily formed at high diffusion and at 225 K. For
lower temperatures, the structure is formed less readily, and the saturation coverage
diminishes from 0.75 ML at 225 K to 0.65 at 150 K, in agreement with experimental
results [7]. Because of the lateral interactions the threefold and top sites get approx-
imately equal effective adsorption energies during the formation of the ( � � � )-3NO
structure. This results in a very fast hopping of NO from top sites to neighbouring
threefold sites and back, until another NO molecule moves in to block diffusion to the
threefold site. This forced us to reduce the prefactor for top-to-threefold and threefold-
to-top diffusion with respect to the prefactor for threefold-to-threefold diffusion, but
tests with equal prefactors showed no noticeable influence on the results.

For a non-zero next-next-nearest neighbour lateral interaction during adsorption
at 0.50 ML large c(

� � � )-2NO islands are formed, which hardly reconstruct. This
slow conversion of the c(

��� � )-2NO islands into the ( � � � )-3NO structure is due to
several factors. First, the strong next-nearest neighbour lateral interaction of 26 kJ/mol
prevents restructuring from within the islands, so reconstruction has to take place at
the edges of the islands. Another factor may be that reconstruction occurs through
bridge sites, which were not explicitly incorporated in our model. Last, the effective
adsorption rate is in reality higher than in our model because of precursor adsorption
behaviour. Tests with increased adsorption rates and/or defects in the c(

� � � )-2NO
adlayer give, as expected, a faster conversion into the ( � � � )-3NO structure.

Increasing the coverage above 0.75 ML causes adsorbates to occupy next-nearest-
neighbour positions. Since the repulsion between two next-nearest-neighbour NO
molecules is relatively strong (26 kJ/mol), 0.75 ML is the saturation coverage at low
temperatures and under UHV conditions. Under high pressures and higher tempera-
tures, however, another ordered structure for NO on Rh(111) was recently discovered
with a slightly higher coverage (0.778 ML). This structure does involve next-nearest
neighbour lateral interactions between the adsorbates, but these are compensated by
having less adsorbates in the high-energy top sites, resulting in comparable energies
for both structures [31]. It is interesting to note that with only minor changes in lateral
interactions we could also reproduce this structure. In this paper we restrict ourselves
to coverages up to 0.75 ML, however.

We conclude this section with a series of snapshots during NO adsorption. The
underlying lattice is not displayed. These snapshots show some typical configurations
for the intermediate stages between the ordered structures. Figure 3.6 shows the onset
of c(

� � � )-2NO domain formation, with also some small ( � � � )-2NO domains present.
The same area at higher coverage (Figure 3.7) shows the same c(

� � � )-2NO domains,
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Table 3.6: Lateral interactions for NO on Rh(111) (kJ/mol) at 1
� ���������

(nearest
neighbour) in the single-site model. Since the interactions are pairwise, the lower left
part of the table is identical to the upper right part. We have therefore only reported
the lower left part.

NO threefold ( ����� ; kJ/mol)
NO threefold 0 N threefold
N threefold 12.5 8 O threefold
O threefold 12.5 0 2

and around them ( � � � )-3NO domains. The c(
� � � )-2NO domains rearrange from the

outer boundaries, not from the inside out. Finally, at coverages close to saturation, the
( � � � )-3NO domains are separated by c(

��� � )-2NO -like domain boundaries (Figure
3.8).

3.5 TEMPERATURE PROGRAMMED DESORPTION

3.5.1 SINGLE-SITE MODEL

We first performed simulations with the single-site model [14, 19], which was very
well able to reproduce the TPD-spectra, but, since it was only a single-site model,
could not reproduce the correct spatial ordering of adsorbates on the surface. Ad-
sorbates in this model occupy neighbouring sites at higher coverages, i.e., sites one
lattice vector apart. We show here examples at two different coverages, 0.50 and 0.75
ML (Figure 3.9 ). At 0.50 ML, each NO has two neighbours at one lattice vector
distance, while in the three-site model and in the experiment it is found that each NO
has two neighbours at a larger distance, ��� � � lattice vectors apart. At a coverage
of 0.75 ML, the number of neighbours at one lattice vector distance even increases
to four. In the three-site model and the experiment on the other hand, the number of
neighbouring NO molecules increases to six, but they are still separated ��� � � lattice
vectors separated from each other.

Since large lateral interactions at nearest-neighbour distance in the single-site
model caused blocked adsorption and premature desorption (i.e., at lower tempera-
tures), the interactions had to be decreased to much lower values in order to reproduce
the TPD spectra. The lateral interactions in that model (Table 3.6) were therefore at
odds with the DFT calculations of Loffreda et al. [28] and our results in Table 3.5.

3.5.2 THREE-SITE MODEL

This discrepancy between the actual lateral interactions and adsorbate distribution and
the ones in our single-site model led us to do simulations on the more elaborate three-
site model. In this model the experimentally found ordered structures are reproduced,
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Figure 3.6: Typical configuration of the adlayer after adsorption of 0.47 ML NO,
showing the onset of c(

��� � )-2NO domain formation (indicated by the ovals and the
zig-zag lines). Snapshot of 40x40

� ��� �����
. The light grey circles indicate threefold

bound NO, the dark grey circles top bound NO.
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Figure 3.7: Typical configuration of the adlayer after adsorption of 0.60 ML NO,
showing the transformation of the c(

��� � )-2NO domains into ( � � � )-3NO domains.
Since the unit cells are similar in shape, c(

� � � )-2NO domains coexist with ( � � � )-
3NO domains. The light grey circles indicate threefold bound NO, the dark grey
circles top bound NO.
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Figure 3.8: Typical configuration of the adlayer after adsorption of 0.71 ML NO. The
surface is covered in large ( � � � )-3NO domains, separated by c(

��� � )-2NO-like
domain walls (indicated by the zig-zag lines). The ( � � � )-3NO unit cell is indicated.
The light grey circles indicate threefold bound NO, the dark grey circles top bound
NO.
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c(2x2)−3NOp(2x1)−1NO

hcp

fcc

top

Figure 3.9: Minimum energy adsorption structures at 0.50 ML (left) and 0.75 ML
(right) in the single-site model. All NO molecules are bound to threefold sites.
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Figure 3.10: NO and N � desorption rates (top), and NO, nitrogen and oxygen cov-
erages (bottom), during temperature programmed reaction and desorption. Starting
coverages are (from left panel to right) 0.15, 0.40 and 0.75 ML. N � desorption rates
have been multiplied by 5; the heating rate was 10 K/s.
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Figure 3.11: The NO (- - -) and N � (—) TPD rates (top), and ��� � � � � Rh � NO � /Rh �� (-
- -) and Rh � N � /Rh �� (—) TPSSIMS ion intensity ratios (bottom), during the temper-
ature programmed reaction of NO on Rh(111) for low (left panel), medium (central
panel) and high (right panel) initial NO coverages. The NO TPD spectra have been
divided by a factor 4 with respect to the N � TPD spectra. The adsorption temperature
was 100 K; the heating rate was 10 K/s. Adapted from Ref. 12.

and the lateral interactions are consistent with the values derived from the DFT calcu-
lations. Figure 3.10 shows a set of simulated TPD spectra, which closely resemble the
experimental spectra previously published in Ref. 12 and here reproduced in Figure
3.11 . The low coverage region (left), with a coverage below 0.20 ML, is characterised
by dissociation of all NO. NO occupies threefold sites. Dissociation starts at 275 K,
and is complete just above 350 K. Nitrogen formation occurs in a wide second order
peak between 450 and 650 K. The dissociation is not hampered by a lack of accessi-
ble sites at these coverages, since even after dissociation of all NO the total coverage
is only 0.40 ML. No desorption of NO takes place, since dissociation is faster than
desorption. We distinguish between free and accessible sites, since even for saturated
overlayers there are many non-occupied or free sites, but these are not accessible for
molecules to bind to since this would cause a large repulsion with the neighbouring
adsorbates.

The medium coverage region (between 0.20 and 0.50 ML, centre) is characterised
by partial decomposition of threefold NO. N and O form islands (local coverage 0.30-
0.35 ML, unordered) separated from the NO islands; dissociation stops when the NO
islands are compressed into an ordered structure of 0.50 ML coverage. The forma-
tion of separate N+O and NO islands can be explained by a closer look at the lateral
interactions (Table 3.5). NO adsorbates can be packed together at next-next-nearest
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neighbour distance without a penalty, while this is not possible for nitrogen or oxy-
gen adatoms. If the adlayer is therefore allowed to relax, then the adlayer will try
to remove most of the interactions, or at least the stronger ones. This is most easily
done by compressing the NO-islands to a local coverage of 0.50 ML, while leaving
the N+O islands untouched. Nitrogen and oxygen both have considerable interactions
at next-next-nearest neighbour distance; they therefore do not approach each other to
such close proximity. More NO can only dissociate when part of the NO desorbs,
above 400 K.

This clearly demonstrates the influence of the lateral interactions: NO dissocia-
tion causes an increase in coverage. Because of the increase in coverage, the amount
of repulsion increases, and the dissociation becomes more difficult. The dissociation
process therefore becomes more and more difficult until it just stops. There are still
empty sites present, but the activation energy for dissociation is too high due to all
the repulsions. A similar segregation into islands was seen in co-adsorption experi-
ments of NO+N and NO+O by Xu et al. [32]. Only after the onset of desorption of
NO at around 425 K are some more accessible sites (i.e., sites with less neighbouring
adsorbates) generated, and can dissociation proceed. The result is that (for this cov-
erage of 0.40 ML) 50% of the NO desorbs, and the other 50% dissociates, causing
the formation of 0.20 ML N atoms (which readily desorbs as N � ) and 0.20 ML of O
atoms which stay on the surface. The desorption of nitrogen gas occurs in two peaks,
one almost coinciding with the NO desorption peak, the other one much wider and at
higher temperatures. This coincidence of the first peak is caused by the fast formation
of N atoms on one hand and the repulsive interactions still present at 450 K. After
the NO has disappeared there are few interactions, the activation energy for nitrogen
formation is higher and the remaining N atoms on the surface desorb in a broad peak.

At coverages close to saturation (above 0.50 ML), dissociation is completely in-
hibited up to 400 K (right). Top bound NO desorbs around 380 K, but does not create
the vacancies needed for dissociation. After the desorption of threefold NO above 400
K, dissociation proceeds, and nitrogen formation occurs in a first and a second order
peak. This total blockage of dissociation is due to the absence of accessible sites.
When the top-bound NO desorbs, top sites are freed, but these are not capable of
binding N or O adatoms. Dissociation is therefore suppressed until the desorption of
threefold-bound NO. Then dissociation and desorption compete again, with 0.20 ML
NO dissociating and the rest desorbing. The amount of NO that dissociates therefore
does not increase with NO starting coverage increasing from 0.40 to 0.75 ML. This
maximum amount of dissociated NO is directly related to the competition between
desorption and dissociation, since it is known that upon re-adsorption of NO higher
N+O coverages can be generated. The amount of dissociated and desorbed NO versus
initial NO coverage thus shows the following trend: below 0.20 ML initial coverage
all NO dissociates, above 0.20 ML initial coverage 0.20 ML NO dissociates and the
rest desorbs. Experimentally this was also measured. Borg et al. [12] found that for
initial coverages up to 0.25 ML all NO dissociates, and that for higher coverages NO
both dissociates and desorbs. The amount of dissociated NO increases with the initial
NO coverage, even for coverages larger than 0.25 ML. Hardeveld [33] on the other
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hand found that for initial coverages up to 0.20 ML all NO dissociates. Between 0.20
and 0.45 ML initial coverage 0.20 ML NO dissociates while the rest desorbs. For cov-
erages above 0.45 ML a further increase in the amount of dissociated NO was found
while the amount of desorbed NO remained constant. Aryafar et al. [18] have also
shown that for coverages up to 0.20 ML all NO dissociates with little NO desorp-
tion. They found that at higher coverages 0.20 ML NO dissociates, the rest desorbs
molecularly.

3.6 DISCUSSION

It should be noted that in order to keep the model more simple, we modelled the
dissociation reaction and the recombination of nitrogen on the terrace, although there
is considerable experimental evidence that these in fact occur at steps in the surface
[15, 34–37]. In the case that diffusion to the steps is fast, the reaction at the steps can
be modelled as a reaction on the terrace with a correction in the prefactor to account
for the fraction of active sites. The prefactor for the terrace reaction rate constant
then becomes the fraction of steps times the prefactor of the reaction rate constant at
the steps. Since diffusion of NO, N and O is fast with respect to the reactions, the
condition holds and the macroscopic rates are the same. As for the spatial distribution
of adsorbates, it is expected that a similar segregation into separate N+O and NO
islands will be seen for the step-reaction, since also in this case the empty sites on
the surface will be filled causing compression of the adlayer. A similar suppression
of dissociation will be caused by the lack of empty terrace sites, and the fractions of
desorbed and dissociated NO will therefore also be comparable. Thus we conclude
that despite the omission of steps in our model, the simulations presented here are
able to describe the most important experimental features.

Comparing our results for Rh(111) with the results for Rh(100), we see that both
surfaces show lateral-interactions-induced blocking of dissociation, which can be well
reproduced by assuming pairwise interactions [13]. Similar coverage regions were
found and reproduced, for respectively unhampered dissociation, partial dissociation,
and absence of dissociation up to desorption of NO. The lateral-interactions-induced
occupation of a second type of site at higher coverages was also seen on Rh(100),
but not modelled. No ordered structures were observed upon adsorption of NO on
Rh(100), contrary to Rh(111). The role of steps in the reactions is thought to be less
dominant on the (100) surface since this surface is more open and reactive.

3.7 CONCLUSIONS

We have successfully reproduced the ordering behaviour of NO on Rh(111) during
adsorption and the temperature programmed desorption (TPD) of NO from Rh(111)
under UHV conditions using a kinetic Monte Carlo model involving lateral interac-
tions derived from DFT calculations and different adsorption sites (top, fcc and hcp).
The formation of c(

� � � )-2NO domains at 0.50 ML coverage strongly depends on the
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next-next-nearest-neighbour repulsion between the NO adsorbates used in the model.
The formation of the ( � � � )-3NO structure at higher coverage follows from the avoid-
ance of the strong next-nearest-neighbour repulsion in favour of the occupation of the
top sites.

A single-site model was able to reproduce the experimental TPD, but the lateral
interactions were at odds with the values of the DFT calculations. A three-site model
resolved this problem. All NO dissociates during TPD for initial coverages of NO be-
low 0.20 ML. For NO coverages larger than 0.20 ML, 0.20 ML NO dissociates while
the rest desorbs. This is due to a lack of accessible sites on the surface, i.e., sites where
a molecule can bind without experiencing large repulsions with neighbouring adsor-
bates. For NO coverages above 0.20 ML, the dissociation of NO causes a segregation
into separate NO and N+O islands. The dissociation causes the surface to be filled
with adsorbates, and the adsorbates are therefore pushed closer together. NO on one
hand can easily be compressed into islands of 0.50 ML coverage, because there is no
large next-next-nearest-neighbour repulsion. N+O on the other hand form islands with
a lower coverage (0.30-0.35 ML) due to the considerable next-next-nearest-neighbour
repulsion. Top bound NO (above 0.50 ML initial coverage) does not contribute to the
amount of NO dissociated during TPD, it desorbs in a separate peak at 380 K. Instead,
dissociation is blocked until the desorption of threefold bound NO.

This chapter has been published as: C. G. M. Hermse, F. Frechard, A. P. van Bavel, J.
J. Lukkien, J. W. Niemantsverdriet, R. A. van Santen and A. P. J. Jansen; Combining
density-functional calculations with kinetic models: NO/Rh(111); J. Chem. Phys., 118
(15): 7081–7089, 2003.
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CHAPTER 4

CHIRAL DOMAINS: TARTARIC

ACID ON CU(110)

To explain the formation of the asymmetric (9 0,1 2) structure for (R,R)-
bitartrate on the unreconstructed Cu(110) surface we propose a model that
takes into account the relevant interactions with the first and second shell
of neighbours and the influence of an adsorbate-induced surface stress.
We suggest that the surface stress occurs in the [1 � 0] direction, when
more than three carboxylate groups bind next to each other to the same
copper row. This stress is released if two or more copper atoms are left
vacant between them. Employing kinetic Monte Carlo simulations this
model was tested using electronic structure calculations based parame-
ters, reproducing the experimental (9 0, 1 2) (R,R)-bitartrate structure.
This confirms the proposal that the empty trough is formed to release the
surface stress caused by adsorption of (R,R)-bitartrate. This also leads us
to suggest that a similar mechanism is responsible for the formation of
empty troughs in other ordered structures, created by adsorption of simi-
lar molecules, such as acetate and succinate, on the Cu(110) surface.

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The development of enantioselective heterogeneous catalysts has received a lot of at-
tention in the past decades [1–5]. Such heterogeneous catalysts, which are able to
synthesise one optical isomer with an enantiomeric excess from a pro-chiral reagent,
have an extreme importance for pharmaceutical and chemical industries. This is be-
cause the effect of each enantiomer of a drug is often different in living beings. One
enantiomer may be much more active than the other one, or, which is worse, one
enantiomer may be harmful while the other enantiomer is wholesome. In synthesising
drugs one therefore always strives to produce only the desired enantiomer. The benefit
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of having an enantioselective heterogeneous catalyst is not only due to the production
of the chiral molecule itself (with high selectivity), but also due to the catalyst, which
is easier to handle and to separate than most of the currently used homogeneous ones.

Among different strategies for the preparation of these chiral heterogeneous cat-
alysts, an interesting approach is to modify the surface of an “ordinary” catalyst by
adsorbing chiral modifiers. One example of such application is the enantioselective
hydrogenation reaction of # -ketoesters on Ni catalysts, modified by an initial adsorp-
tion of tartaric acid [6–12]. Tartaric acid is a bi-acid with the formula HOOC-C*HOH-
C*HOH-COOH, where the * denotes a chiral carbon atom.

Scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) studies of the adsorption of tartaric acid
chiral modifiers on a model catalyst surface, Cu(110), have revealed that each isomer
forms different chemisorption domains, where the domain of the (R,R)-isomer is the
mirror image of the domain formed by the (S,S)-isomer [13–15].

These chiral domains of tartaric acid are found to be formed by its bitartrate form.
They follow a 2-dimensional ordered structure. For example, in the case of the (R,R)-
isomer the supramolecular assembly can be described by the following matrix nota-
tion, which defines the unit cell unambiguously [16]:

�
R,R

�
� � 

� � �
This matrix notation will be referred to as (9 0,1 2) in the text.

The molecules form extended molecular rows along the
�

1 � 4 � direction. These
parallel rows are assembled in groups of three, each group being separated from the
next by an empty space (trough), see Figure 4.1. These troughs can provide a chiral
adsorption site on the otherwise achiral Cu(110) surface. These self-assemblies were
originally attributed to the close proximity of the " -hydroxy groups on the neighbour-
ing bitartrate [13, 14, 17], leading to intermolecular hydrogen-bond interactions.

In an earlier study, we have demonstrated by first-principles calculations that " -
hydroxy groups prefer to interact with oxygen atoms of the COO- group of the bitar-
trate species, forming an intramolecular hydrogen bond [18]. The formation of these
H-bonds stabilises the adsorbed species compared to its gas-phase configuration, in
which it has several intramolecular H-bonds. This has been confirmed by studying
the adsorption of a similar molecule: succinic acid (HOOC-CH � -CH � -COOH) [18].
The adsorption of this molecule is less strong than for tartaric acid due to the lack of
H-bond formation in its adsorbed form.

On the Ni(110) catalyst, a similar intramolecular hydrogen bond has been ob-
served from theoretical calculations of bitartrate adsorption [19], however there is no
long range ordering of the tartaric acid molecules [19]. This implies that there is no
correlation between intramolecular hydrogen bonds and the long range ordering of
bitartrate on the (110) surface. Contrary to Ni(110), several ordered structures were
observed for tartrate adsorption on Ni(111) [20].

It was possible to demonstrate that lateral interactions are responsible for the for-
mation of the different chiral domains by distinct optical isomers of tartaric acid on
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[110]

(9 0,1 2) unit cell

[001]

trough in <114> direction

(3 1,1 2) unit cell

(R,R)−bitartrate (9 0,1 2)−0.167ML

Figure 4.1: The (9 0,1 2) structure for (R,R)-bitartrate on Cu(110). The overall (9 0,1
2) unit cell is indicated with a solid line, the dashed unit cell indicates the local (3 1,1
2) ordering within the rows. The trough in the

�
1 � 4 � direction can provide chiral

adsorption sites on the otherwise achiral Cu(110) surface.

the Cu(110) surface [18]. These interactions also play an important role upon increas-
ing the coverage; the bitartrate form transforms to the monotartrate form, leading to a
re-organisation of the molecular domain to a (4 0, 2 3) arrangement [13, 14, 17].

To attain more insights into the creation of the empty troughs and understand why
such specific chiral domain, viz. (9 0,1 2), is formed upon adsorption of (R,R)-tartaric
acid on Cu(110), the present work combines two important and well-known theoret-
ical tools: periodic Density Functional Theory and kinetic Monte Carlo simulations.
From the results obtained for bitartrate we will finally discuss similar empty trough
structures, formed through adsorption of acetate [21] and succinate [22] on Cu(110),
for which the formation mechanism until now was unclear.
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Figure 4.2: The adsorption geometry of (R,R)-bitartrate and acetate on Cu(110). The
dashes protruding from the tartrate ovals represent the tartrate hydroxyl groups stick-
ing out.
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4.2 MODEL AND METHODS

4.2.1 THE REACTION MODEL

The model is formed by a rectangular (110) surface, with adsorbed (R,R)-bitartrate
molecules. The (R,R)-bitartrate is assumed to be adsorbed with one carboxylate group
attached to two copper atoms in one row, and the other carboxylate group attached to
two copper atoms in the next row (see Figure 4.2) [13, 15].

Adsorption took place on an empty grid, during a simulated time of 100 s (100
times �

� � 9�� �!� � � � 9 ). The grid size was a multiple of the (9 0,1 2) unit cell, i.e., 90x36,
with each grid point representing a tartrate binding site between four surface copper
atoms. The simulated temperature was equal to 365 K, well within the experimental
region of 350–405 K where the bitartrate adlayer was equilibrated [15].

Adsorption of (R,R)-bitartrate required a rectangle of four empty copper sites;
each copper atom binds one of the four carboxylate oxygen atoms of the bitartrate.
The adsorption rate constant was set to unity (1 s

� �
). The Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi

coefficient " for adsorption was zero, implying barrierless adsorption.
In the experiment, no new (R,R)-bitartrate can adsorb in the empty troughs of the

(9 0,1 2) structure (though at higher pressures adsorption of monotartrate is possi-
ble) [13]. This gives, apart from the requirement that a rectangle of four protruding
copper atoms is free, the additional condition that the neighbouring atoms in the [1 � 0]
direction also have to be empty to allow adsorption. This extra requirement that the
neighbouring sites (at the 1 hor position) need to be empty to allow adsorption of
(R,R)-bitartrate is justified by the large repulsive value of the 1 hor interaction, see
Table 4.2.

The surface adlayer was equilibrated by allowing diffusion. Diffusion was allowed
in the [1 � 0] and in the [001] direction, so along the copper rows and perpendicular
to the copper rows, where the diffusion rate was modified by the interactions. The
hopping rate constant was set to 20,000 hops per second ( � � � � � � � � 9���������� ) in each
direction, with tests performed with rate constants up to 200,000 s

� �
. The Brønsted-

Evans-Polanyi coefficient " for diffusion was set to 0.5, implying a middle transition
state.

We included interactions between neighbouring adsorbed (R,R)-bitartrate molecules.
The first neighbour shell consists of eight different possibilities, which are displayed
in Figure 4.3. Because of the presence of the OH groups, all of these interactions are
in principle different.

Due to the extent of the interactions along the copper rows, some additional in-
teractions were also included in our model. These additional interactions are the ones
where a copper row is being shared by two carboxylate groups of different tartrate
molecules (see Figure 4.4). These interactions are part of the second neighbour shell.
The other second neighbour shell interactions are expected to be close to zero, since
the first neighbour shell interactions closer by for those positions are already small.

It is well known that the fcc(110) surface has an anisotropic surface stress, i.e., the
surface stress in the [1 � 0] direction is different from the surface stress in the [001] di-
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Figure 4.3: The first neighbour shell interactions � 	 1 � for (R,R)-bitartrate on Cu(110)
in our model.
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1_hor spaced 1_diag spaced6_diag spaced

Figure 4.4: The second neighbour shell interactions � 	 1 � for (R,R)-bitartrate on
Cu(110) in our model.

lower left molecule in the [110] direction

. . .

Stress relieved by diffusion of theStress relieved by diffusion of the

right molecule in the [001] direction

Stressed section of copper row: more than

three molecules bonding to the same row 

and no two empty copper sites in between

Figure 4.5: The additional through-surface interaction for (R,R)-bitartrate on Cu(110)
in our model. If more than three (R,R)-bitartrate molecules bind next to each other
to the same section of copper row (i.e., in the [1 � 0] direction) with one or no empty
copper atoms in between, the adsorption energy is lowered (top). This causes an
increase in the diffusion rate for jumps releasing this surface stress, like the lower two
examples show for a jump in the [001] (bottom left) and a jump in the [1 � 0] (bottom
centre) direction. The two jumps shown are examples; six other jumps also release the
adsorbate-induced surface stress in this case.
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rection [23,24]. The surface stress in the [1 � 0] direction increases upon adsorption of
different molecules. In some cases, the stress is released by reconstruction of the (110)
surface, for example the Cu(110) surface shows an added/missing row reconstruction
upon adsorption of oxygen [25].

Previously, we have observed that the Cu-Cu surface bond increases from 2.58 to
2.62 Å in the [1 � 0] direction upon adsorption of bitartrate [18], thus causing an in-
crease in the surface stress along the copper rows in the [1 � 0] direction. We therefore
proposed that the empty trough of the (9 0,1 2) pattern forms to reduce the surface
stress along the copper rows (i.e., the [1 � 0] direction), similar to the added/missing
row reconstruction of the Cu(110) surface upon oxygen adsorption [18]. So, sum-
marising, the proposal of an adsorbate-induced surface stress in the [1 � 0] direction
is motivated by (1) an increase in the Cu-Cu spacing (in the [1 � 0] direction) due to
bitartrate adsorption, (2) the observation of (2x1) reconstructions for many fcc(110)
surfaces which are related to surface stresses and (3) the fact that the nearest neighbour
copper atom in the [001] direction is farther away than for the [1 � 0] direction. The
induction of a surface stress in the [001] direction is in principle possible for bitartrate
because the bitartrate backbone is deformed to bond to two neighbouring copper rows.
No such surface stress in the [001] direction is possible for the similar ordered struc-
ture of acetate on Cu(110); this molecule binds to only one copper row (see Section
4.5.2). The fourth argument in favour of an adsorbate-induced surface stress in the
[1 � 0] direction is therefore provided by the existence of a similar ordered structure for
a molecule which cannot induce a stress in the [001] direction.

This adsorbate-induced surface stress can be seen as an elastic interaction [26]: the
adsorbates induce a change in the substrate geometry, and this influences the bonding
of adsorbates farther away. Elastic interactions are known to be long-range in nature.
In our case the adsorbed tartrate molecules stretch the copper-copper distance in the
[1 � 0] direction, thus resulting in an elastic interaction (or stress) in this direction.
The interaction (a special form of � ) is modelled in the following way (Figure 4.5):
copper atoms along a copper row are postulated to experience a surface stress due to
adsorption of (R,R)-bitartrate on copper atoms nearby in the same row. This stress
builds up when more than three (R,R)-bitartrate molecules bind next to each other to
the same section of the copper row and is removed if two or more copper atoms are
left empty between the (R,R)-bitartrate molecules.

In other words, starting from a section of copper row with two (or more) empty
copper sites, one counts the number of tartrate molecules binding to it until again
two (or more) empty copper sites are encountered. If the number of tartrate molecules
counted is more than three, than that section of copper row is stressed. If no two empty
copper sites are found at all for a copper row, the entire row is stressed. The binding
energy of bitartrate to a stressed section of a copper row is less than the binding energy
to a non-stressed section of a copper row. This causes an increased rate for jumps that
remove the lining-up of stressed adsorbates; and a decrease in the number of jumps
that form this kind of stressed line-ups.
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Figure 4.6: The usage of subsites for information storage in our model.

4.2.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ADSORBATE-INDUCED SURFACE STRESS

The question whether a bitartrate binds to one or more stressed copper rows can only
be answered by looking at the occupancy of several neighbouring sites. The standard
implementation of lateral interactions in the program we use checks each neighbouring
site, and modifies the activation energy by a certain amount if a site is occupied. Three-
particle interactions and interactions like the stress used here require some additional
bookkeeping. Below we will indicate for the interested reader how the stress was
implemented.

The model uses of a grid with four different subsites to do the bookkeeping as-
sociated with the implementation of the stress. The first subsite stores the centre of
the bitartrate molecule in between the copper rows (Figure 4.6). A second subsite is
located on top of each copper atom of the copper rows. This site can either be empty,
or bonded to by a carboxylate oxygen of the bitartrate. An adsorbed bitartrate is there-
fore defined by its centre (stored in the first subsite) and the the four copper atoms it
is binding to (stored in the second subsite).

If we want to look whether a stretch of copper row is stressed, and we only store
the centres of the bitartrates, than we need to look both above and below the copper
row, as well as along it. With the occupation of the copper atoms known, we only
need to search along one direction, along the copper row. By using this additional
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subsite which describes the occupancy of the copper atoms we can therefore more
easily answer the question whether a copper row is stressed: the problem is now one-
dimensional instead of two-dimensional.

The other subsites number three and four are then used to store whether the bitar-
trate is currently bonding to stressed copper rows, and to store whether the bitartrate
will be bonding to stressed copper rows if it hops up, down, left or right. By storing
this in a subsite, we can use the standard implementation of the program, check only at
one subsite whether the bitartrate binds to a stressed row, and based on the information
in that single subsite modify the activation energy. The information in these subsites
needs to be updated after diffusion. This is done by a set of immediate reactions. The
simulation procedure then becomes:

1. Adsorb or move an (R,R)-bitartrate molecule; the new positions of the centre of
mass (subsite 1) and the four oxygens binding to the copper rows (subsite 2) are
stored.

2. Check along the copper rows (i.e., subsite 2) the tartrate binds to, whether the
carboxylate groups of the (R,R)-bitartrate are currently bound to stressed or
non-stressed copper rows; store the answer for both copper rows each (R,R)-
bitartrate binds to in the third type of subsite.

3. Check along the copper rows (i.e., subsite 2) the tartrate binds to, whether diffu-
sion to the left or to the right (along the copper rows) of the bitartrate will cause
one or both of the carboxylate groups to bind to a stressed copper row; store the
answer for each carboxylate group and each direction (left or right) in subsite 4.

4. Check along the neighbouring copper rows (up or down, in the [001] direction),
whether a jump up or down of the bitartrate will cause a carboxylate group to
bind to a stressed copper row; store the answer for each jump direction (up or
down) in subsite 3.

5. Move an (R,R)-bitartrate molecule, using the labels in subsite 3 and 4 to modify
the reaction rate constant for the stress if present; the neighbouring subsites 1
(storing the bitartrate centres of mass) are checked to modify the reaction rate
constant for the ‘normal’ nearest- and next-nearest-neighbour interactions.

4.2.3 DFT METHODOLOGY

In the work reported here all electronic structure calculations were performed using
the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) [27, 28]. This code allows for peri-
odic Density Functional Calculations (DFT) using pseudopotentials and a plane wave
basis set. The DFT was parameterised in the local-density approximation (LDA),
with the exchange-correlation functional proposed by Perdew and Zunger [29] and
corrected for nonlocality in the generalised gradient approximations (GGA) using the
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Perdew-Wang 91 functional [30]. The interaction between the core and valence elec-
trons is described using the ultrasoft pseudopotentials introduced by Vanderbilt [31]
and provided by Kresse and Hafner [32].

In the calculations performed here the Cu(110) surface is modelled by a periodic
five-layer slab with a bitartrate adlayer adsorbed on one side of the slab. One slab
is separated from its periodic image in the z direction by a vacuum space which is
equivalent to eight metal layers. Only the two bottom layers have been kept frozen at
bulk distance in all optimisations.

To minimise the effect of the stress that occurs due to the constraints in the slab
model, the optimal bulk Cu-Cu distance was calculated to be 2.58 Å [18], which is in
good agreement with the experimental value of 2.56 Å [33].

The aim of the electronic structure calculations is to gather information on the
lateral interactions between the bitartrate species on the Cu(110) surface. Beyond
1/6 ML bitartrate species undergo a chemical transformation to monotartrate species
[15], therefore, all systems studied here have a coverage equal to or below 1/6 ML.
Several different relative positions of two neighbouring bitartrate species have been
investigated here as listed in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.7. To achieve low coverage limit
on the surface, the unit cells were rather large: 18 atoms per metal layer for the

� � �
arrangement and 24 atoms per metal layer for the

� � �
arrangement. In addition,

the experimental (9 0, 1 2) unit cell, which has 18 atoms per metal layer and three
bitartrate molecules (1/6 ML), has been studied.

The Brillouin-zone integrations have been performed on a 1x2x1 Monkhorst-Pack
grid of k-points, allowing to reach the desired convergence for the system energy.

The hydrogen atoms, which were released during the formation of the bitartrate
phase, were considered to recombine and desorb as molecular hydrogen, which is
well-known experimentally for Cu-surfaces at room temperature [34, 35].

4.3 DETERMINATION OF THE IMPORTANT INTERACTIONS

The model has 8 first neighbour shell interactions (see Figure 4.3). Each of these
interactions can be thought of as having a direct and a through-surface part. The
symmetry breaking in the (R,R)-bitartrate case is caused by a direct hydroxyl-hydroxyl
interaction, separated by less than 2 Å [18]. This close proximity is only realised when
the adsorbates are arranged according to the 1 diag position in Figure 4.3. All other
arrangements result in a larger distance between the hydroxyl groups. Since the direct
repulsive interaction between two hydroxyl groups decreases with distance, it can be
argued that the hydroxyl groups do not contribute to other interactions besides 1 diag.

All other interactions are due to carboxylate groups bonding to neighbouring cop-
per atoms, and they are therefore surface-mediated and more long-range. As a con-
sequence of this, it can be argued that 2 diag and 5 diag (short: 2,5 diag) are similar,
and 3 diag and 4 diag (3,4 diag) as well. Interestingly, the through-surface part of
1 diag should be similar to the through-surface part of 6 diag, even though the total
value of the first neighbour shell interaction for each position should be distinct. We
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(6x4)−1Ta (6x3)−2Ta at 1_hor(6x3)−1Ta
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Figure 4.7: Ordered structures for (R,R)-bitartrate on Cu(110) calculated by DFT.
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Table 4.1: Adsorption energies per adsorbate molecule for ordered structures of (R,R)-
bitartrate on Cu(110) calculated by DFT.

designation coverage (ML)
� � � 9 (kJ/mol)

(
� � � )-1Ta 0.056 -158

(
� � �

)-1Ta 0.042 -158
(
� � � )-2Ta at 1 hor 0.111 -145

(
� � � )-2Ta at 1 hor spaced 0.111 -147

(
� � �

)-2Ta at 1 diag 0.083 -147
(
� � �

)-2Ta at 1 vert 0.083 -153
(
� � �

)-2Ta at 2,5 diag 0.083 -153
(
� � �

)-2Ta at 3,4 diag 0.083 -153
(
� � �

)-2Ta at 6 diag 0.083 -150
(
� � �

)-2Ta at 1,6 diag spaced 0.083 -151
(9 0,1 2) 0.167 -128
(3 1,1 2) 0.200 -113

�
(-3 1,-1 2) 0.200 -103

��
Adapted from Ref. 18.

can thus effectively reduce the number of first neighbour shell interactions from 8 to
6: 1 hor, 1 diag, 2 diag (=5 diag), 3 diag (=4 diag), 1 vert and 6 diag.

All the interactions mentioned above may play a role in the formation of the
(9 0,1 2) structure, so we have applied DFT calculations to determine their values
(Figure 4.7 and Table 4.1). The similarity in the adsorption energy for the (

� � � )-1Ta
and the (

� � �
)-1Ta structure shows that there is no further interaction in the [001]

direction. The (
� � � )-1Ta structure can therefore be taken as a reliable estimate of the

zero-coverage limit. By coadsorbing other (R,R)-bitartrate molecules, we were able to
extract the pairwise interactions � 	 1 � , listed in Table 4.2:

� 	 1 ��� 	 ��� � 9�� � �� � 9 � � = � � � ��� � 9�� � � ��� � � ��� (4.1)

where � is the number of pairwise interactions per adsorbate in the coadsorbed struc-
ture. As an example, the value for 1 vert was deduced by taking the difference between
the ‘(

� � �
)-2Ta at 1 vert’ and the ‘(

� � �
)-1Ta’ adsorption energy: � � ��� ��� � � ��	

kJ/mol, with � equal to one. From Figure 4.7 one can see that in the ‘(
� � �

)-2Ta at
1 vert’ unit cell there are two tartrate molecules, and two 1 vert interactions (one in
the middle of the unit cell, one across the unit cell boundary in the [001] direction;
this interaction spans from the top of the unit cell into the bottom of the next unit cell).� therefore equals two interactions per unit cell divided by two tartrate molecules per
unit cell, so one interaction per adsorbate.

As a second example, 1 hor was determined by taking the difference between the
‘(
� � � )-2Ta at 1 hor’ and the ‘(

� � � )-1Ta’ adsorption energy and dividing by one
half: � � � ) 	���� � � � � ��	�� �! 3�� ! kJ/mol, with � equal to one half. From Figure 4.7 one
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can see that in the ‘(
� � � )-2Ta at 1 hor’ unit cell there are two tartrate molecules, and

only one 1 hor interaction (in the middle of the unit cell, and none across the unit cell
boundaries). � therefore equals one interaction per unit cell divided by two tartrate
molecules per unit cell, so one half interaction per adsorbate.

As shown in Table 4.2, 1 hor, 1 diag and 6 diag turn out to be considerable, with
all other first neighbour shell interactions being much smaller. The large value of the
three mentioned interactions is due to carboxylate groups bonding to neighbouring Cu
atoms. In the case of 1 hor, there are two times two carboxylate groups bonding next to
each other to the same copper row. This results in a strongly repulsive interaction of 26
kJ/mol. For 6 diag, there is only one couple of two carboxylate groups binding next to
each other to the same copper row, and the value of this interaction is therefore roughly
half the value for 1 hor. The 1 diag interaction is larger than the 6 diag interaction
due to the additional hydroxyl-hydroxyl repulsion. A rough value for the additional
hydroxyl-hydroxyl interaction can be derived from the difference in energy between
the (3 1,1 2) structure and the (-3 1,-1 2) structure, about 10 kJ/mol [18]. If one adds
the hydroxyl-hydroxyl repulsion to the 6 diag through-surface interaction, the total
1 diag interaction would be about 26 kJ/mol, which is quite close to calculated value
of 22 kJ/mol. The interactions 1 vert, 2 diag, 5 diag, 3 diag and 4 diag do not involve
tartrate molecules bonding to the same copper rows, they bind to neighbouring copper
rows. This results in a much smaller interaction of 5 kJ/mol repulsive.

It is striking to see that one of the interactions present in the (9 0,1 2) structure,
the 6 diag interaction, is actually strongly repulsive. This immediately leads to the
conclusion that the (9 0,1 2) structure is only formed at coverages close to 0.167 ML,
in avoidance of other, even stronger interactions (1 hor, for instance). Because of the
strong interactions along the copper rows (1 diag, 6 diag and 1 hor), we have also
looked at the second neighbour shell along the copper rows.

The calculations of the second neighbour shell structures (‘(6x3)-2Ta at 1 hor
spaced’ and ‘(6x4)-2Ta at 1,6 diag spaced’) also show a decrease in binding energy
with respect to the zero-coverage limit. The decrease in binding energy is here due to
both surface stress (which will be defined in the next section) and the second neigh-
bour shell interaction. Nevertheless the results clearly show that these interactions are
less repulsive than 1 hor and 6 diag respectively. 1 diag spaced and 6 diag spaced
are taken to be equal since at this larger distance the hydroxyl-hydroxyl repulsion
observed for 1 diag is likely to be negligible.

The surface stress was determined from the difference in binding energy between
tartrate adsorbed in the (3 1,1 2) and (9 0,1 2) arrangement; both structures have
similar interactions, but one is stressed, the other one not. In the (3 1,1 2) structure,
the first neighbour shell interactions experienced by each tartrate are:

� � � � � � � � � � � � � ������� � � �43 (4.2)

The stress is included twice, since both carboxylate groups of the tartrate bind to a
stressed copper row. For the (9 0,1 2) structure, the interactions are (averaged over the
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Table 4.2: Values for the lateral interactions (kJ/mol) derived from the adsorption
energies listed in Table 4.1 and for the kMC model.

interaction DFT kMC model
first neighbour shell:
1 hor 26 26
1 diag 22 22
1 vert 5 5
2 diag, 5 diag 5 5
3 diag, 4 diag 5 1
6 diag 16 10

second neighbour shell:
1 hor spaced 11 11
1 diag spaced,

6 diag spaced 7 7

Stress 5 6

2 different tartrate molecules in the unit cell):

� � � � � � �
�
� � � � � � 3 (4.3)

From the difference in adsorption energy of tartrate in the (3 1,1 2) and (9 0,1 2)
structure, having previously derived the value for 6 diag, we can therefore derive the
value of the stress. The value of the stress then amounts to 5 kJ/mol per stressed
row (with each tartrate binding to two copper rows, this can add up to 10 kJ/mol per
adsorbate).

The additional stability of the (9 0,1 2) structure with respect to the (3 1,1 2)
structure amounts to 10 kJ/mol, if corrected for the absence of the 6 diag interaction
in the (9 0,1 2) structure. This clearly indicates the effect of the empty troughs in the
(9 0,1 2) structure: by locally leaving sites empty, the bonding of tartrate molecules
nearby is stronger.

4.4 ORDERING OF THE ADLAYER

As mentioned before the DFT-based parameter set includes some very repulsive inter-
actions. In computational terms this means that a great amount of diffusion is needed,
such that rare events (rare because they are energetically unfavourable) are also well
represented during our simulations. This led us to use large diffusion rates and rela-
tively small grids (as seen in the Section 4.2.1). Still, with these diffusion rates and
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b

a

Figure 4.8: Snapshots of simulated adsorption of (R,R)-bitartrate on Cu(110). (a)
the (3 1,1 2) rows of the (9 0,1 2) structure (upper left of the picture) form through
compression of the wider spaced rows in a (4 1,1 2) structure (middle of the picture).
The difference in row spacing is indicated by the arrows above the picture. Common
defects in the (9 0,1 2) structure are indicated by the arrows in (b) and (c). (b) missing
tartrate defect between the (3 1,1 2) rows.
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d

c

Figure 4.8: (continued) (c) missing tartrate within the (3 1,1 2) rows. (d) under con-
tinued adsorption, a perfect (9 0,1 2) structure is obtained; the unit cell is indicated.
Snapshots of 30x20 sites, taken from a full simulated grid of 90x36 sites.
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grid sizes we needed to reduce the value of some interactions to improve the simu-
lation time, but keeping the overall order of the DFT parameter set, see the column
‘kMC model’ in Table 2.

The rationale for reducing 3 diag, 4 diag and 6 diag with respect to the DFT-
value is that since they are repulsive, diffusion to these positions is a rare event. Of
course a given amount of these diffusion steps is necessary for the formation of the
(9 0,1 2) structure; this means that the less probable these diffusion events are (i.e.,
the more repulsive the interactions are), the larger the total number of diffusion trials
must be. These diffusion trials determine the overall computational cost. With the
diffusion rate constant of 20,000 s

� �
, the 3 diag, 4 diag and 6 diag interaction can

not be chosen more repulsive, since otherwise the attempt frequencies become too
low, and the adlayer does not order within the simulated time. Adsorption at higher
temperatures and thermal annealing of the adlayer have been considered to make the
rare events more likely, but this results in a collapse of the (9 0,1 2) structure into a
(3 1,1 2) structure because of the small value of the stress. Choosing a much smaller
simulation grid than the one we used reduces the computational cost, but it will contain
only a couple of (9 0,1 2) unit cells. This is undesirable, since for small grid sizes
diffusion is severely hampered by interaction with the periodic boundary images of
the bitartrates present, mitigating the advantage of reduced computational cost.

In conclusion, the reduction of 3 diag, 4 diag and 6 diag is needed to limit the cpu
time used. If we then compare the parameters used with the DFT-based parameters,
we still have a very good match: for most of the interactions we were able to use the
DFT-based values, and the overall order of repulsiveness of the first neighbour shell
interactions is maintained. For both parameter sets the overall order is 1 hor � 1 diag
� 6 diag � all other first neighbour shell interactions. Both parameter sets yield the
same energetical order of the possible ordered structures. This modified parameter set
is therefore in good agreement with the DFT calculations and suitable to simulate the
ordering behaviour of tartrate.

The first interesting result appears when the second neighbour shell interactions
are not used, the (9 0,1 2) structure does not form in our simulations. Instead the ad-
sorbates collapse into a (stressed) (3x2)-0.167 ML structure, even when the influence
of the surface stress is added to this simulation. In addition, the (9 0,1 2) arrangement
is also not formed if the second neighbour shell interactions are added but not the
stress. This suggests that both the second neighbour shell interactions and the surface
stress are important for the formation of the (9 0,1 2) configuration.

The formation of the (9 0,1 2) structure is displayed in Figure 4.8. Since all in-
teractions are repulsive, the (9 0,1 2) structure only forms at coverages close to 0.167
ML. It forms as a consequence of the avoidance of strongly repulsive interactions
(like 1 hor, 1 diag and the stress). At around 0.15 ML, the tartrate orders in rows in
the

�
1 � 4 � direction, forming a (4 1,1 2) structure (centre of panel a). The (4 1,1 2)

structure is similar to the (3 1,1 2) rows in the (9 0,1 2) structure, except for the larger
spacing in the [1 � 0] direction (indicated by the arrows above the panel). Upon increas-
ing the coverage, the rows of the (4 1,1 2) structure collapse to form the (3 1,1 2) rows
of the (9 0,1 2) structure (left and right of panel a). Common defects during formation
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of the (9 0,1 2) structure are displayed in panels b and c. If one of the tartrates at the
edge of one of the (3 1,1 2) rows is missing, the one opposite to it can jump out of its
(3 1,1 2) row and sit in the middle of the trough. This reduces the number of interac-
tions experienced by this tartrate molecule, without the copper rows getting stressed
(panel b). Sometimes also a tartrate in the middle of the (3 1,1 2) rows is missing, but
in our model this does not cause other tartrate molecules to move, as shown in panel
c. This is due to the hard-rectangular shape of the bitartrate in our model. None of the
bitartrates in Figure 4.8c can hop to the empty site without other bitartrates having to
move aside. Finally, when also these defects are filled, a perfect (9 0,1 2) structure is
formed, as shown in panel d.

4.5 DISCUSSION

4.5.1 RECONSTRUCTION OF THE SURFACE

We have done our DFT calculations under the assumption that the bitartrate binds
to a non-reconstructed Cu(110) surface; i.e., all the slabs in our calculations have a
clean (110) termination. The interactions derived from these calculations reproduce
the (9 0,1 2) structure. A reconstructed surface with bitartrate binding to it would have
given a different set of interactions, which would not necessarily cause the formation
of a (9 0,1 2) structure. In hindsight we can therefore conclude that the assumption
that the Cu(110) surface is not reconstructed is justified. This conclusion may be
extended to the low-coverage ordered structures for succinate and acetate on Cu(110).
Reconstruction of the surface is known for higher coverages of acetate on Cu(110)
[36], though, and also for formic and (p-amino-)benzoic acid [37, 38]. Mobile copper
atoms are known to be included in ordered structures of for example benzoic acid on
Cu(110) [39]. As shown here, no such mobile copper atoms are needed to explain
the stability of the (9 0,1 2) structure. This does not, however, totally exclude the
possibility that additional copper atoms are present.

For (R,R)-bitartrate on Ni, the surface is also reconstructed [19, 20]. Lateral inter-
actions different from the ones on copper (110) system are therefore present, and no
(9 0,1 2) ordered structure is formed.

In addition, calculations of the surface stress along and perpendicular to the metal
rows (i.e., in the [1 � 0] and [001] direction) for different metals have shown that there
is a correlation between these stresses and the (non-)occurrence of the (1x2) missing
row reconstruction [23, 24]. This difference in stress may also explain why bitartrate
on Cu does not cause reconstruction of the surface, while on Ni it does.

4.5.2 SIMILAR PATTERNS FORMED BY OTHER ADSORBATES

We have also looked at other adsorbates, and it turns out that the adsorption of (R,R)-
bitartrate on Cu(110) shows many similarities to other acids adsorbed on this surface.

In the case of acetate, the bonding is between two copper atoms and the carboxy-
late group (as seen by IR spectroscopy [21, 36] and theoretical calculations [40, 41])
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acetate (1 1, 4 −4)−0.375ML or (8 0,1 1) bisuccinate (9 0,2 2)−0.167ML(R,R)−bitartrate (9 0,1 2)−0.167ML

2

31
1 32

1 2 3

Figure 4.9: Comparison of the (R,R)-bitartrate (9 0,1 2) ordered structure (left panel)
with the acetate (1 1,4 -4) ordered structure (middle panel) and one of the proposed ar-
rangements for the bisuccinate (9 0,2 2) ordered structure [22] (right panel). Due to the
similar bonding through the carboxylate groups (R,R)-bitartrate and acetate form rows
of each three molecules, separated by empty troughs of each two unoccupied copper
atoms (see shaded atoms). The bisuccinate also forms rows of each three molecules,
but the empty trough is three instead of two copper atoms wide. An alternative unit
cell to the acetate (1 1,4 -4) structure is indicated by the dashed line, its designation is
(8 0,1 1).

with the hydrocarbon backbone more or less perpendicular to the surface (i.e., sticking
outwards, Figure 4.2). The only difference in the bitartrate case is the possibility of
binding the second carboxylate group to a neighbouring bridging copper-copper site.

The (9 0,1 2) (R,R)-bitartrate structure has an acetate equivalent: the (1 1,4 -4)-
0.375 ML acetate structure (Figure 4.9, left and middle panel) [21, 36, 42, 43]. Two
unit cells are indicated, first the common (1 1,4 -4) with a solid line, and added to
that one more resembling the geometry of the (9 0,1 2) unit cell of the (R,R)-bitartrate
structure, with a dashed line and the designation (8 0,1 1).

There are a number of striking similarities between these structures. First, in both
structures the stacking of molecules in the [001] direction is avoided. This is easily
explained by the steric hindrance of the methyl groups of neighbour acetate species at
the 1 vert position This avoidance of the neighbouring sites in the [001] direction is
also seen for the higher coverage ordered structure of acetate on Cu(110), the c( � � � )-
0.50 ML structure [21].

Second, both ordered structures have a binding of three carboxylate groups in
the [1 � 0] direction (shaded copper atoms in Figure 4.9) , then an empty trough of
two unoccupied copper atoms, and again binding of three carboxylate groups. In the
acetate structure these groups are all adsorbed next to each other, while in the (R,R)-
bitartrate case, two of them are adsorbed next to each other, while the third one is
displaced in the [1 � 0] direction.

Both are “empty trough” structures, and due to their binding similarities, the cause
of the empty trough formation is likely to be similar. In principle, for the (R,R)-
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bitartrate structure a stress could appear in the [001] direction because of the deforma-
tion of the bitartrate backbone. The acetate, on the other hand, has no second contact
in the [001] direction; no direct stress can, therefore, build up in this direction. The
stress causing the empty trough formation must therefore lie in the [1 � 0] direction,
along the copper atom rows in the acetate case, as was also suggested for the bitartrate
case.

Third, considering the amount of carboxylate groups bound to the surface, they
are almost identical: 1/3 ML for the (R,R)-bitartrate versus 3/8 ML for the acetate
structure.

In a recent experimental study of the adsorption of succinic acid on Cu(110) an
empty trough structure was also found, again with three bisuccinate molecules binding
to one copper row, then a trough of three empty copper atoms, and again bisuccinate
molecules [22]. Its unit cell is (9 0,2 -2), slightly different from the (R,R)-bitartrate
unit cell (Figure 4.9, right panel). This is probably due to the absence of the internal H-
bonds between the OH and the carboxylate groups in the bisuccinate case but present
in the bitartrate [18], which leads to a different local bonding geometry (succinic acid
is a bi-acid like tartaric acid, but with the hydroxyl groups replaced by hydrogen).

The similarity in the ordered structures of these three molecules (bitartrate, bisuc-
cinate and acetate) suggests a common way of binding to the surface in order to release
the surface stress, as demonstrated here for the bitartrate case. For bitartrate only the
(9 0,1 2) domain is experimentally observed, since the repulsive hydroxyl-hydroxyl
interaction prevents the formation of the (9 0,-1 2) structure. For acetate and succinate
however, apart from the structures depicted in Figure 4.9, also domains of the mirror
structures (-1 1,4 4) and (9 0,-2 2) are observed since they are energetically identical.

4.6 CONCLUSIONS

We have analysed the (9 0,1 2) (R,R)-bitartrate structure on the unreconstructed Cu(110)
surface in terms of pairwise first and second neighbour shell interactions and an
adsorbate-induced surface stress along the copper rows. We suggest that the surface
stress is caused when more than three bitartrate molecules bind next to each other to
the same section of copper row.

We have quantified these interactions and the stress using DFT calculations. As
for the stress, a decrease in binding energy of about 5 kJ/mol is caused by adsorbing
more than three carboxylate groups next to each other to the same section of copper
row. This stress causes the empty troughs in the (9 0,1 2) structure. The interactions
causing the (3 1,1 2) arrangement within the (9 0,1 2) structure are the direct (chiral)
hydroxyl-hydroxyl repulsion, and the repulsion between carboxylate groups adsorbed
right next to each other to the same copper rows. Aside from the first neighbour shell
interactions along the copper rows, the second neighbour shell interactions along the
copper rows are shown to be important for the formation of the (9 0,1 2) pattern:
without them the bitartrate orders into an achiral (3x2) pattern.

Using a kinetic Monte Carlo model that incorporates the pairwise interactions and
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the surface stress, we were able to explain the formation of the (9 0,1 2) (R,R)-bitartrate
structure during the simulated adsorption of (R,R)-bitartrate on Cu(110).

Due to the similarity of bonding of acids to Cu(110), we expect an adsorbate-
induced surface stress similar to the one observed for bitartrate will also cause the
empty troughs in the ordered structures observed for acetate and succinate on Cu(110).

This chapter has been published as: C. G. M. Hermse, A. P. van Bavel, A. P. J. Jansen,
L. A. M. M. Barbosa, P. Sautet and R. A. van Santen; Formation of chiral domains
for tartaric acid on Cu(110): a combined DFT and kinetic Monte Carlo study; J. Phys.
Chem. B, 108 (30): 11035–11043, 2004.
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CHAPTER 5

MODELLING THE BUTTERFLY:
BRIDGE-BOUND ANIONS

The adsorption of a bridge-bonded anion onto an fcc(111) surface is stud-
ied using kinetic Monte Carlo simulations. Different models with first
neighbour shell exclusion and finite second neighbour shell lateral inter-
actions are considered. All simulated voltammograms show one peak as-
sociated with anion adsorption in a disordered phase, and one peak related
to a disorder-order transition in the adlayer. The disorder-order transition
transforms the adlayer with a coverage of 0.18 ML into a ( � � � � � ) or-
dered structure with a coverage of 0.20 ML. The shape of the adsorption
isotherm and the simulated voltammogram is strongly influenced by at-
tractive or repulsive lateral interactions, as well as by the sweep rate and
the presence of steps in the surface.

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In a typical electrochemical experiment one brings a solution of ions into contact
with an electrode. If we focus on the anions (i.e., the negatively charged ions) only,
then part of these anions will adsorb on the electrode surface, while the rest remains
in solution. The anions are (partially) discharged during adsorption by transfer of
electrons to the electrode. This adsorption current can be measured. The potential of
the electrode determines how many anions will adsorb. By varying the potential of
the electrode one can perform adsorption/desorption experiments of the ions. This is
used in linear sweep voltammetry. In linear sweep voltammetry one starts with the
electrode at a negative potential, such that no anions are adsorbed on the electrode
surface. Next, the electrode potential is linearly increased with time (or “swept”) up
to a certain value. This causes adsorption of the anions present. During the sweep the
current is measured as a function of time, and this momentary current is a measure
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for the adsorption rate of the anion. One can easily extend this type of experiment;
if the potential is subsequently gradually decreased to the starting potential, electrons
will be transferred from the electrode to the adsorbed anions, which will then leave
the surface. The current measured while decreasing the electrode potential is similar
to the current measured while increasing the electrode potential, but opposite in sign.
The experiment where the potential is first increased to some value and then reduced
to the original value is referred to as cyclic voltammetry [1].

The adsorption of anions on single-crystal electrode surfaces usually gives rise
to the appearance of ordered adsorbate adlayers. The formation of these ordered ad-
layers is often accompanied by a characteristic sharply peaked current response in
the cyclic voltammetry, commonly referred to as “butterfly” in the electrochemical
community (see for an example Fig. 5.1) [2–4]. These adsorbed anions are, apart
from their characteristic voltammetric response, also known to influence profoundly
the electrochemical and structural properties of electrode surfaces. Adsorbed anions
influence the reactivity, they may cause reorientation of the steps at the surface and
suppress oxidation of the surface [5–7]. They may cause, but also lift reconstruc-
tions of the surface [8–11]. Finally they can greatly enhance metal dissolution, or be
used in under-potential deposition (UPD) [5, 12–14]. Understanding these processes
requires a thorough insight into the interactions between the anion and the surface
and among the anions themselves, thus meriting theoretical study. Previous studies
trying to model specific anion adsorption have treated atop and fourfold hollow ad-
sorption of ions on fcc(100) and atop and threefold hollow adsorption on fcc(111)
surfaces [15–23]. From these studies it has become clear that the combination of the
adsorption site and the lateral interactions defines the voltammogram shape and the
ordered structure formed.

In extension to these studies we treat here bridge-bonded adsorption on fcc(111)
surfaces in the presence of lateral interactions. The distinguishing factor of the model
considered here from those studied previously is that the interaction model does not
have the same symmetry as the underlying substrate. We show that the behaviour of
this model anion has many similarities to the adsorption behaviour of (bi)sulfate on
fcc(111) surfaces. The simulated voltammogram shows a broad peak associated with
adsorption in a disordered phase, and a sharp one associated with a disorder-order
transition in the adlayer. The disorder-order transition converts the adlayer with a
coverage of 0.18 ML into a ( � � � � � ) ordered structure with a coverage of 0.20 ML.
The ( � � � � � ) structure with 0.20 ML saturation coverage is experimentally known
for the adsorption of anions from sulfuric acid solution on many fcc(111) surfaces.
The anion involved is either bisulfate (HSO

�
� ) or sulfate (SO

� �
� ).

Previous models of this system assumed threefold-bound (bi)sulfate, and were
only able to explain the ( � � � � � ) structure by using a complicated set of two- and
three-particle interactions. The model presented here does not require such interac-
tions, and is therefore more promising.

Many different effects are likely to influence the adsorption of (bi)sulfate on these
fcc(111) surfaces. In this article we will systematically study these effects for our
model anion. We start with the influence of the voltammetric sweep rate and the
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presence of steps on the surface. Next we treat the influence of both attractive and
repulsive interactions between the adsorbates on the voltammogram. We also discuss
the consequences for the voltammogram shape of having both sulfate and bisulfate
on the surface. We conclude by linking the effects found for our model anion to
experimental data.

5.2 MODEL

We model the adsorption of the adsorbate (an anion A) by Monte Carlo simulations
employing a lattice-gas model for the substrate:

� � � � � ��� � � � 9 � � � � � (5.1)

where � � denotes an empty bridge site (formed by two empty surface atoms); each �

corresponds to a surface atom. Fig. 5.2 shows the (111) substrate and the neighbouring
sites around a central bridge-bonded adsorbate (in black). We model the interactions
between the adsorbates in two different ways. First, we consider a shell of purely hard
interactions, in which the simultaneous bonding of two anions to neighbouring sites
is simply excluded. These excluded neighbouring sites are displayed in white in Fig.
5.2. This model is equivalent to the elongated hard hexagon model considered by Orts
et al. [24]. Next, we consider a second shell of neighbouring sites with either finite
attractive or finite repulsive interactions � � � . These are displayed in grey in Fig. 5.2.
A negative value of � � � here indicates that the interaction is attractive. The exclusion
of the first shell of neighbouring sites is a very common approximation related to the
fact that the metal-metal distance is usually smaller than the Van der Waals diameter
of the adsorbate [16,17]. Significant repulsion is therefore expected if two adsorbates
bind this close together.

The isotherms were calculated by determining the coverage � on the lattice as a
function of the electrode potential

�
. The isotherms were calculated by including ad-

sorption, desorption and surface diffusion steps and scanning
�

. The algorithm used
was the First Reaction Method. In this algorithm, a tentative time is calculated for
every possible reaction. All reactions together with their tentative times are stored in
an event list. The algorithm proceeds by repeatedly performing the following steps:
select the reaction with minimal time from the event list, advance the system time
to the time of this reaction, adjust the lattice according to the reaction, and update
the event list. For the case of time-dependent rate constants (such as in voltammetry,
where rate constants are time dependent because of the time dependent potential), one
can determine the tentative times exactly or approximate them by taking the rate con-
stants constant for a small time step. In this work the times were determined exactly.
We have used kinetic Monte Carlo simulations rather than equilibrium Monte Carlo
simulations to allow us to study also the non-equilibrium adsorption of anions, which
is important for high sweep rates. The rate constants for adsorption and desorption
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Figure 5.1: Simulated cyclic voltammogram (or “butterfly”) for the model described
in Fig. 5.2 with first neighbour shell exclusion. The potential was increased from
-0.25 to +0.25 V with a sweep rate of +20 mV/s, and then decreased to -0.25 V with a
sweep rate of -20 mV/s. At -0.25 V the surface is empty, while at +0.25 V the surface
is fully covered with anions. The positive-going sweep is displayed in the top half of
the figure. This current corresponds to adsorption of the anion. The negative-going
sweep, which is shown in the bottom half of the figure, corresponds to desorption of
the anion. The sharp spike in the current at 0.1 V in the positive-going sweep is due
to the formation of an ordered phase in the adlayer. The sharp spike in the current at
0.1 V in the negative-going sweep is due to the break-up of the ordered phase.
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Figure 5.2: Lateral interaction model on a fcc(111) lattice. The adsorbed anion binds
to two surface atoms in a bridged fashion (black atoms), making bonding to the first
shell of neighbouring sites (white) impossible. There is a finite attractive or repulsive
interaction with anions binding to the second neighbour shell (grey).

are:

� � � 9 � � / ��	�� � � " � � 9���� �
��� � � �
	 � � ��� � � 9 7 � � ���� � � (5.2)

� � � 9 � � / ��	�� � " � � 9 �	� ���� � � ��	�� � � � � 9 7 � � ���� � � (5.3)

where " � � 9 � ����� is the transfer coefficient for adsorption, � is the electrosorption
valency (taken as -2 unless otherwise stated), � is the elementary charge,

�
is the elec-

trode potential, �
� � 9 � ����� is the Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi coefficient for adsorption,

and 7 is the number of occupied second neighbour shell sites in the adsorbed state.
The first exponent describes the potential-dependent adsorption of the anion, the sec-
ond exponent describes the potential-independent change in binding energy due to the
interaction � � � between the adsorbed anions. The definitions in equations 5.2 and 5.3
imply that in our model at zero potential the adsorption rate constant is equal to the
desorption rate constant: � � � 9�� � � � 9 � � / , if � � � � 0. The transfer coefficient and
Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi coefficient for desorption are given by

" � � 9�� � � " � � 9 (5.4)

and
� � � 9 � � �
� � � 9 3 (5.5)

The diffusion steps were defined as hopping between neighbouring bridge sites. The
diffusion rate constants were chosen such that detailed balance was satisfied:

� � � � � � /� � �
��	�� � ��� � � �

� 7 � � ���� � � � (5.6)

where �
� � � � ����� is the Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi coefficient for diffusion and

� 7 is
the difference in the number of occupied second neighbour shell sites before and after
the hop. If after the hop the anion has more second neighbour shell neighbours, then
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a negative value of � � � (an attractive interaction) will make the exponent positive, thus
making the hop more probable.

Apart from the coverage-voltage ( � – � ) isotherm itself, we are particularly inter-
ested in the compressibility

� � � � � of the adlayer, as this quantity is proportional to
the Faradaic current measured in an electrochemical voltammetry experiment:

� � � � ����� � � �� � � (5.7)

where
�

is the Faradaic current in A/cm
�
, ��� is the number of surface sites per unit

surface area (taken to be ��3 � � �4 ��� sites/cm
�
), and � is the sweep rate (typically 50

mV/s).
The voltammograms shown here are averages over four individual simulations on

a 256x256 lattice with periodic boundary conditions, to increase the signal-to-noise
ratio. The temperature was fixed at 300 K. The compressibility

� � � � � of the adlayer
was determined by taking the difference of the adsorption and the desorption rate for
each time interval of 0.05 s and dividing it by the sweep rate. The disorder-order
transition at 0.11 V in Fig. 5.3 is particularly sensitive to the level of equilibration;
an insensitivity of this peak to reducing the sweep rate indicates that the surface is
well equilibrated. The isotherms were therefore calculated by choosing the rates of
adsorption, desorption and diffusion such that upon reducing the sweep rate from 50 to
5 mV/s the disorder-order transition peak is shifted by less than 5 mV. This is also what
is expected experimentally. The values fulfilling this requirement are � / � �4 � � � �
and � /� � �

� �4 � � � � . The sweep rate used was 50 mV/s unless stated otherwise. All
snapshots are 30x30 sites, taken from the full simulated grid of 256x256 sites.

5.3 LINEAR SWEEP VOLTAMMETRY AND ORDERING

Figure 5.3 shows the adsorption isotherm and simulated voltammogram for the model
described in Fig. 5.2 with first neighbour shell exclusion and no interaction with the
second neighbour shell ( � � � �  ). Going from more negative to more positive poten-
tial, the anion adsorbs between -0.1 and 0.1 V in a disordered phase (see snapshots in
Fig. 5.4a,b). This results in a broad adsorption peak in the voltammogram. There is a
disorder-order transition at 0.11 V, indicated by the sharp peak in the voltammogram.
At this voltage the anion coverage rapidly increases from 0.18 ML to 0.20 ML, which
is the saturation coverage. This result was previously obtained by Orts et al. using
an elongated hard hexagon type model [24]. The onset of the disorder-order transi-
tion is shown in Fig. 5.4c. ( � � � � � ) Islands are forming, and, as indicated in the
figure, these can have three different orientations. After the disorder-order transition
(at potentials of 0.12 V and above) only large ( � � � � � ) domains are present on the
surface. These typically consist of more than thousand adsorbates. The ( � � � � � )

ordered structure shown in Fig. 5.4d can also be referred to as

� � �
� � � , using the

matrix notation, which relates the unit cell vectors of the adsorbate overlayer to the
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Figure 5.3: Simulated voltammogram (top) and adsorption isotherm (bottom) for the
model with first neighbour shell exclusion.
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b: 0.10 V, 0.18 ML

a: 0.00 V, 0.12 ML

Figure 5.4: Snapshots of the surface during anion adsorption for the model with first
neighbour shell exclusion. Before the disorder-order transition (panel (a) and (b))
there is no ordering.
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0
1( )

1
0( )

c: 0.11 V, 0.19 ML

d: 0.12 V, 0.20 ML

Figure 5.4: (continued) During the disorder-order transition ( � � � � � ) islands grow
((c); the three different domain orientations are indicated by the small arrows); after
the disorder-order transition large islands dominate (d). The ( � � � � � ) unit cell is
indicated in (d).
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unit cell vectors of the surface. The other two (rotationally equivalent) domains in-
dicated at the lower left and the lower right part of Fig. 5.4c are then described by� � �

� � � �� �
� � �

� � � .

At 0.10 V, the surface is occupied by anions which have three different orien-
tations. Packing of equal amounts of these anions of different orientations is only
possible up to about 0.18 ML. This causes a decrease in the adsorption current close
to 0.10 V. It is only with the alignment of the adsorbates in the same direction that
more anions can adsorb, since the ordered ( � � � � � ) structure allows for a tighter
packing of anions.

5.3.1 THE INFLUENCE OF THE SWEEP RATE

Upon increasing the sweep rate from 50 to 500 mV/s the voltammogram remains
largely the same, only the peak corresponding to the disorder-order transition becomes
broader and shifts to higher potential (Figure 5.5). This is because the equilibration
of the adlayer by means of desorption and diffusion does not keep up with the adsorp-
tion. The desorption rate decreases rapidly with increasing potential, thus preventing
long-range ordering. The ordered islands formed on the surface are smaller and the
total coverage is lower, since ordered packing allows for the largest amount of anions
binding to the surface. For a sweep rate of 5000 mV/s, the peak of the disorder-
order transition completely disappears from the voltammogram, leaving only small
ordered islands typically consisting of 50–100 adsorbates. Sweep rates smaller than
50 mV/s give a sharper disorder-order transition peak. The full width at half maxi-
mum (FWHM) of the disorder-order transition peak for a sweep rate of 50 mV/s as
shown in Fig. 5.5 equals 7 mV. When a lower sweep rate of 5 mV/s is used, the
peak sharpens even further and the full width at half maximum becomes smaller than
the voltage interval over which the current was determined, which was 2.5 mV (not
shown). Since the disorder-order transition is very sharp, it is difficult to determine
the order of the transition. By similarity to the hard hexagon model we expect it to be
second order [25].

5.3.2 THE INFLUENCE OF THE TERRACE SIZE

The presence of defects in the surface prevents long-range ordering of adsorbates. The
voltammogram is therefore expected to change when steps are introduced. We have
investigated this effect by introducing steps sites at regular intervals in our model.
Bonding to these step sites is excluded, and the adsorbates are also not allowed to
diffuse across the steps. Our results indicate that for different terrace sizes only the
disorder-order transition peak changes (as expected); the broad peak associated with
adsorption in a disordered phase hardly changes. This is similar to the case of fast
adsorption presented in the previous section. The disorder-order transition peak de-
creases in intensity with decreasing terrace size (Figure 5.6). The saturation coverage
decreases as well. For terrace sizes of 64 and larger, the orientation of the ( � � � � � )
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Figure 5.7: Snapshot of the surface at 0.25 V after anion adsorption for the model
with first neighbour shell exclusion and a terrace width of 16. Bonding to the steps
(shaded circles) is forbidden. The arrows show the alignment of the adsorbate islands
(in black) to the steps (shaded), the coverage equals 0.19 ML.

domains is independent of the step orientation; i.e., islands of all the three different
orientations of the ( � � � � � ) structure are found. The intensity of the disorder-order
transition peak is comparable to the one for the case without steps. For terrace sizes
of 16 and 32, the ( � � � � � ) domains align to the steps, as shown in Figure 5.7. For
an even smaller terrace size of 8, no ordering is observed, even if the sweep rate is
reduced to 5 mV/s.

5.3.3 ATTRACTIVE INTERACTIONS

Interactions between the adsorbed anions strongly influence the adsorption isotherms.
An attraction ( � � � �  ) causes the broad peak associated with adsorption in a disor-
dered phase to sharpen and shift to lower potential (Figure 5.8). At the same time
the disorder-order transition peak looses intensity and also shifts to lower potential.
The adsorbates on the surface group together in islands even at low coverages, but
within the islands there is initially no ordering. Only at a coverage of 0.18 ML does
the disorder-order transition take place and are ( � � � � � ) ordered domains formed.
The islands are slightly smaller in size (100–500 adsorbates) than the ones obtained
for the simulations without interactions. This is due to the attractions between the
adsorbates, which effectively reduce the diffusion rate. Small ( � � � � � ) islands of
different orientations are therefore less easily joined into larger islands, and packing
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faults are less readily removed. The sharpening up of the adsorption peak because
of attractive interactions is due to (1) a shift in the adsorption/desorption equilibrium,
since the adsorption and desorption rate constants are influenced by the presence of
neighbouring adsorbates, and (2) the presence of more sites accessible for adsorption,
since the empty sites are joined into adsorbate-free areas.

5.3.4 REPULSIVE INTERACTIONS

A repulsion ( � � � �* ) causes the broad peak associated with adsorption in a disordered
phase to broaden even further (Figure 5.9). The onset of adsorption is not influenced,
since repulsive interactions only become apparent at higher coverages. Only at higher
voltages does adsorption become more troublesome, and the broad peak associated
with adsorption in a disordered phase thus extends to higher potential. The disorder-
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order transition in this case retains its intensity, it only shifts to higher potential. After
the adsorption sweep, large ordered islands of the ( � � � � � ) structure are formed,
despite the repulsive interactions. These islands are comparable in size to the ones
obtained for the simulations without interactions.

5.3.5 SEQUENTIAL TRANSFER OF THE ELECTRONS

As mentioned in the introduction, anion adsorption from sulfuric acid solutions can be
as bisulfate (HSO

�
� ) or sulfate (SO

� �
� ). In the previous sections we have assumed the

anion to be sulfate-like, and two electrons were transferred per model anion. In this
section we extend our model to include also adsorption of bisulfate. Bisulfate, upon
adsorption on the surface, transfers initially only one electron. If it is deprotonated to
sulfate at a higher potential, then it may transfer a second electron to the surface.

The adsorption in our model then becomes:

� � � � � ��� � � � � 9 � � � 3 (5.8)

The species adsorbed on the surface can then be deprotonated to yield the second
electron:

� � � � 9 � � � � 9 � � � � � � 3 (5.9)

This second reaction is an acid/base equilibrium where the charge of the base is neu-
tralised by the surface. For simplicity we have taken HA

� � 9 and A
� � 9 both to be

bonded in a bridging fashion as displayed in Figure 5.2. We assume HA
� � 9 and A

� � 9
to be completely discharged. However, the key quantity here is the electrosorption va-
lency, which has been taken -1 for both reactions. This electrosorption valency could
also correspond to a transfer of the anion through the double layer. Both HA

� � 9 and
A
� � 9 are allowed to diffuse across the surface, only HA

� � 9 is allowed to desorb. No
attractive or repulsive interactions were used.

The rate constants for the adsorption equilibrium in Eqn. 5.8 is still described by
Eqns. 5.2 and 5.3. We can write the following expressions for the rate constants in
our simulation that describe Eqn. 5.9:

����� � � � � /� ��	�� � � " � �	� �
��� � � (5.10)

� � � ��� � � /� ��	�� � 	�� � " � ���	� �
� � � � (5.11)

where " � is the transfer coefficient for the forward (acid) reaction, taken to be 1/2,
and � equals -1. We assume that these reactions are in equilibrium during the entire
simulation by taking � /� and � /� sufficiently large. The microscopic rate constants � /�
and � /� can be related to their macroscopic counterparts:

� /� � � �	� � � (5.12)
� /� � ��= � 9 � ) � � ! (5.13)
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model with first neighbour shell exclusion and sequential electron transfer. The ratio
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where � �	� � � and ��= � 9 � are the macroscopic acid and base constants respectively, and
[H � ] is the hydronium ion concentration. The ratio � /� � � /� can then be written as

� /�
� /� � � �� � �

��= � 9 � ) � � ! � �
�

) � � ! � (5.14)

where �
�

is the equilibrium acid constant.
We first discuss the case where the ratio � � /[H � ] has some intermediate value.

Next we will discuss the limits of �
�
/[H � ] going to infinity or zero. The voltam-

mogram for �
�
/[H � ] � � is displayed in Fig. 5.10. For voltages more negative than

-0.05 V, the surface is mainly occupied by HA
� � 9 , and the current measured is only

due to adsorption (dashed line). Between -0.05 V and +0.05 V adsorption continues,
and the majority species on the surface changes from HA

� � 9 into A
� � 9 . This causes,

aside from the adsorption current, a broad current peak due to conversion of HA
� � 9

into A
� � 9 (dotted line in the upper panel). The conversion yields the second electron

per adsorbate. At potentials more positive than +0.05 V, HA
� � 9 is immediately con-

verted into A
� � 9 upon adsorption, and the adsorption and conversion current (dashed

and dotted line) are therefore identical. The total measured current consists of two
components, one due to adsorption to form HA

� � 9 , and one due to the conversion of
HA

� � 9 into A
� � 9 .

The value of the ratio � � /[H � ] determines at which potential the majority species
changes from HA

� � 9 to A
� � 9 . A high value of this ratio (indicating a strong acid

and/or a low hydronium ion concentration) causes the surface to be occupied by A
� � 9

even at low potentials. The current peak due to conversion of HA
� � 9 into A

� � 9 then
essentially coincides with the current peak due to adsorption of HA

� � 9 . This is shown
by the dotted line for a ratio � � /[H � ] � �4 in Figure 5.11. The model becomes iden-
tical to our original model when the ratio � � /[H � ] goes to infinity: in that case both
electrons are transferred simultaneously, and the only adsorbed species is A

� � 9 . The
voltammogram for that case is similar to the one depicted in Fig. 5.3, except that it is
shifted to lower potentials (because of the different way the model has been defined).
The size of the shift increases with the ratio of the acid constant to the hydronium ion
concentration, � � /[H � ]. This is due to the fact that the coverage of HA

� � 9 is con-
trolled by the adsorption equilibrium in Eqn. 5.8. If at a certain potential some of the
HA

� � 9 is converted into A
� � 9 , the adsorption equilibrium will be restored by adsorb-

ing additional HA
� � 9 . This causes an increase in the total coverage of HA

� � 9 and A
� � 9

together. If more HA
� � 9 is converted into A

� � 9 , thus, if the acid HA
� � 9 is stronger,

more HA
� � 9 needs to be adsorbed to restore the adsorption equilibrium, and the total

coverage will be higher. This causes the down-shift of the adsorption isotherm.
Figure 5.11 also shows the case where � � /[H � ] �� 36� . In this case the current peak

due to conversion of HA
� � 9 into A

� � 9 is shifted to higher potentials, ranging from 0.0
to +0.1 V. It needs to be mentioned that if the � �

/[H � ] ratio is further decreased,
the broad peak for the conversion of HA

� � 9 into A
� � 9 can shift into and even to the

right (positive) side of the disorder-order transition. The disorder-order transition only
depends on the geometry and lateral interactions of the adsorbates present, not on
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the amount of electrons these adsorbates have transferred previously. Both HA
� � 9

and A
� � 9 are modelled in the same way, as binding in a bridging fashion with first

neighbour shell exclusion, thus the disorder-order transition also takes places in the
mixed HA

� � 9 +A
� � 9 adlayer when the total coverage exceeds 0.18 ML. In practice the

species HA
� � 9 may well be adsorbed in a different fashion than A

� � 9 , for example
threefold bound instead of bridged. In this case the disorder-order transition will not
take place in the mixed HA

� � 9 +A
� � 9 adlayer, but will be shifted to higher potentials

where all the HA
� � 9 has been converted into A

� � 9 .
If the acid/base equilibrium is far to the left, i.e., if the ratio � �

/[H � ] equals zero,
then only one electron is transferred, and only HA

� � 9 is present on the surface. The
peak due to conversion of HA

� � 9 into A
� � 9 is then absent from the voltammogram.

The shape of the voltammogram in this case remains similar to the shape of the voltam-
mogram of the anion where both electrons are transferred. This can be seen by taking
a closer look at Eqn. 5.2 and 5.3. In the absence of adsorbate-adsorbate interactions,
the ratio of the adsorption to the desorption constant conforms to the Nernst equation:

� � � 9�� � � � 9 ����	�� � � �	� �
� � � � � (5.15)

since " � � 9 � " � � 9 � � . This ratio determines the equilibrium anion coverage on the
surface. For a given temperature, this ratio is only dependent on the product of the
electrosorption valency with the voltage, �

�
. For a value of � of -2 (two electrons

transferred) adsorption of the anion starts at -0.1 V and is complete at +0.12 V, see
Fig. 5.3. If we take � to be -1 (only one electron transferred), we can immediately
see from Eqn. 5.15 that the adsorption process will be smeared out over double the
potential range: from -0.2 V to +0.24 V. The change in intensity of the current can
be derived by realising that the integral of the current over time is equal to the to-
tal charge transferred. By doubling the potential (or equivalently time) range during
which adsorption takes place, a reduction of the current with a factor two would be
required if the transferred charge remains the same. The total transferred charge is
also divided by two, however, since only one instead of two electrons per adsorbate
is transferred. This causes a total decrease in intensity of the current by a factor four.
The voltammogram for the case where only one electron is transferred is therefore re-
duced by a factor four in intensity of the current, while at the same time being doubled
in potential range with respect to the original model voltammogram depicted in Fig.
5.3.

Summarising, the main effect of the sequential conversion of HA
� � 9 into A

� � 9 is
that the current peak associated with adsorption in a disordered phase becomes flatter
and less intense than for the case where both electrons are transferred simultaneously
(compare Fig. 5.3 with Fig. 5.11). The disorder-order transition peak retains its
intensity.
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5.4 COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENT

Several factors influence the adsorption behaviour of anions on a metal surface. Be-
low, we will discuss the most important ones for (bi)sulfate. First and most important
is the adsorption geometry. Second is the nature of the adsorbate, bisulfate or sulfate,
and the amount of electrons that are transferred. Next, the presence of other species,
like coadsorbed water, in the adlayer is discussed. Finally we discuss possible causes
for effective lateral interactions between adsorbed (bi)sulfate species.

Many (111) surfaces of fcc metals show a ( � � � � � ) ordered structure upon ad-
sorption of (bi)sulfate. This strongly suggests that the binding geometry of (bi)sulfate
on these surfaces is similar. In the literature, mainly STM and IR have been used to
assign the adsorption site of (bi)sulfate. A threefold binding geometry, with three
(bi)sulfate oxygens each binding to a metal atom, has long been considered most
likely [10,26]. This has also been proposed as the bonding geometry for the ( � � � � � )
ordering of (bi)sulfate under UHV conditions [14, 27]. Top adsorption with only one
(bi)sulfate oxygen bonding to a metal atom has been proposed by Edens et al. [28]. A
bridge-bonding geometry, where two of the (bi)sulfate oxygens bind to the metal sur-
face, has also been suggested [11,14,29,30]. Most of the modelling work of (bi)sulfate
on fcc(111) surfaces so far has focused on threefold bound (bi)sulfate, with the excep-
tion of the work by Orts et al. [24] who considered a elongated hard hexagon model
which can represent bridge-bonding (bi)sulfate. The modelling studies of threefold
bound (bi)sulfate only produced the ( � � � � � ) ordered structure when three-particle
interactions were introduced [18,19,31], in all other cases they produced a ( � � � � � )
ordered structure [20–23]. The model with bridge-bound (bi)sulfate on the other hand
quite naturally produces the ( � � � � � ) structure, without the need of balancing two-
and three-particle interactions as shown in the results section and previously by Orts
et al. [24].

Several studies were devoted to the issue of whether the adsorbed species is bisul-
fate (HSO

�
� ) or sulfate (SO

� �
� ). Earlier studies pointed either to bisulfate [11, 26] or

sulfate [28, 32–35]. More recent studies clearly show the effect of the pH and the
electrode potential on the adsorbed species: with higher pH and higher electrode po-
tential, the adsorbed species converts from bisulfate to sulfate [6, 29, 36]. This is also
supported by the experimental data in Refs. 26 and 37, though not by the discussion
in these references. The electrosorption valency is also known to increase from about
-1 to -2 with electrode potential, in agreement with the conversion of bisulfate to sul-
fate [6, 38]. These more recent measurements have also provided an estimate for the
acid constant of adsorbed bisulfate, which is about 10

�
�

[36]. Summarising, the re-
sults suggest that at potentials where the ( � � � � � ) structure is present, the surface is
occupied mainly by sulfate, whereas at lower potentials mainly bisulfate is present. In
the rest of this discussion we shall -for matter of convenience- refer in general to the
adsorbed species as sulfate, keeping in mind that this species may be either sulfate or
bisulfate.

The ( � � � � � ) structure as viewed by STM shows additional weak spots in the
unit cell. These have been assigned to a second sulfate molecule and coadsorbed
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hydronium ions, but are now generally accepted as being coadsorbed water [4, 6, 10,
11,14,28,39,40]. We have taken the suggestions above, of a bridge-bound anion with
an electrosorption valency of -2, into account in our model, and the results compare
favourably with the experimental observations.

The voltammograms of sulfate adsorption on well-prepared Pt(111) surfaces [4,
15, 41–43] show a saw-tooth adsorption peak and a sharp disorder-order transition
comparable to our voltammograms for the anion adsorption without interactions with
the second neighbour shell. The experimental saw-tooth adsorption peak is about
0.2 V wide, and has a maximum intensity of about 30 � A/cm

�
. It is followed by

a sharp disorder-order transition peak, typically having a maximum intensity larger
than 75 � A/cm

�
(all values for a sweep rate of 50 mV/s). The experimental saw-tooth

peak is more flat than the simulated peak. This may be due to a conversion of bisul-
fate into sulfate, as shown in the section on the sequential transfer of electrons. The
simulated width is in good agreement with the experimental one. The intensity of
the disorder-order transition in our simulations is smaller than the experimental one.
It is determined by the diffusion rate used in our simulations and the time interval
used to calculate the current. Larger diffusion rates and smaller time intervals give a
sharper disorder-order transition peak. However, larger diffusion rates imply longer
simulations. In addition, the voltammogram becomes more noisy with smaller time
intervals, since less anions adsorb in a smaller time interval. The diffusion rate con-
stant, 10

�
s
� �

, and the time interval used in the simulated voltammograms, 0.05 s, are
therefore a compromise between getting good statistics, limiting simulation time, and
getting a sharp disorder-order transition.

Experimentally, the equilibration of the adlayer is believed to be very fast. The
peak due to the disorder-order transition is therefore not expected to vary with sweep
rate. Our results indicate a dependence of the disorder-order transition on the sweep
rate applied. This is due to the choice of the values of the individual rate constants for
adsorption, desorption and diffusion. The equilibration in the experimental adlayer
may be faster or slower, depending on the values of the real rate constants for ad-
sorption, desorption and diffusion. Bringing the time dependence of such adsorption-
desorption and diffusion processes in a simulation in complete correspondence with
experiment requires additional study. For a discussion of this problem in the related
system of bromine electrosorption on Ag(100), see the papers by Mitchell et al. and
Abou Hamad et al. [44, 45].

The intensity of the disorder-order transition peak is known to decrease with the
fraction of steps on the surface. Experimentally, this peak disappears for terrace sizes
between 20 and 14 atoms [15, 46]. In our model a phase transition is still seen for
terrace sizes down to 16 atoms. A terrace size of 8 atoms does not show a phase tran-
sition anymore, and the ( � � � � � ) structure is not formed. Note that the presence of
the disorder-order transition peak can also be masked by the peak associated with ad-
sorption in a disordered phase, giving slightly different estimates for the lower limits
of the terrace size. The simulated adsorption isotherms also agree well with the ex-
perimentally measured charge density–voltage ( � –

�
) and ion density–voltage ( � –

�
)

plots [38,46]. These three types of plots are similar since a coverage can be related to
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an ion density and/or a charge density and vice versa.
Attractive lateral interactions strongly influence the simulated voltammogram for

our model. In experimental literature, two cases have been described where effec-
tive attractive lateral interactions between the adsorbed sulfate molecules have been
deduced. For the adsorption of sulfate on copper, it was seen that the sulfate-metal
interaction was so strong that the first metal layer expands, and looses registry with
the bulk metal [9]. The sulfate-metal interactions are therefore more geometrically de-
manding than the metal-metal interactions, that is, deviations from the optimal sulfate
bonding geometry drastically reduce the binding energy. Conversely stated, stretching
the surface metal layer to optimise the sulfate bonding geometry causes a significant
gain in binding energy. Wandelt et al. also showed that even at low coverages of
sulfate, islands of a ( � � � � � ) ordered structure can be formed on Cu(111). Based
on these observations they concluded that there is an effective attraction between ad-
sorbed sulfate molecules on Cu(111) [8, 9, 47]. This can be rationalised by realising
that if the copper lattice is locally expanded by one sulfate molecule (at a certain en-
ergy penalty), a second sulfate molecule binding close to the first will also bind more
strongly, without having to expand the lattice by itself. Unfortunately the voltammo-
gram of sulfate adsorption on copper is dominated by slow surface reconstruction, and
is therefore not comparable to our results in Fig. 5.8.

On palladium, iridium and rhodium, hydrogen desorption and sulfate adsorption
occur at similar potentials, and this also influences the voltammogram peak shapes
[27, 37, 39, 40, 48, 49]. The effective sulfate-sulfate interaction in this case is due to
the balance between the sulfate-hydrogen, hydrogen-hydrogen and sulfate-sulfate in-
teractions. The voltammograms of all these metals show very sharp adsorption peaks
(typically several hundreds � A/cm

�
high and with a width of less than 0.05 V). A weak

disorder-order transition peak is seen for palladium at a potential 0.05 more positive
than the adsorption peak. No disorder-order transition peak is reported for iridium and
rhodium. In addition, for these metals a large hysteresis (of 0.05-0.1 V) is seen be-
tween the sulfate adsorption in the positive going sweep and the sulfate desorption in
the negative going sweep. These sharp adsorption peaks indicate effective attractive
interactions, even though the individual two-body interactions (hydrogen-hydrogen,
sulfate-sulfate, and hydrogen-sulfate) may be repulsive. Sharp and narrow adsorption
peaks and a small disorder-order transition peak were also found in our simulations
with attractive interactions (Fig. 5.8). A similar hysteresis between the forward and
backward going sweep was also found in our simulations (not shown). Repulsive lat-
eral interactions have a much smaller influence on the voltammogram shape (Figure
5.9) than attractive interactions. Finding solid experimental proof of repulsive inter-
actions based on the voltammogram shape only is therefore very difficult.

Gold(111) shows a deconstruction from the (23x1) structure upon adsorption of
sulfate, and this effect is clearly visible in the corresponding voltammogram by the
broad adsorption feature [11, 28]. The effect of the deconstruction on the voltam-
mogram cannot be reproduced by our model. The ( � � � � � ) ordered structure was
also observed for sulfate adsorption on ruthenium, but no peak associated with sulfate
adsorption was reported in the corresponding voltammogram [50, 51]. Incommensu-
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rate adsorption into a c( � � � � � ) structure was observed for sulfate adsorption on
silver [33, 52].

The exact nature of the adsorbed adlayer with the coadsorbed water is more com-
plicated than the model of one anion bonding in a bridged fashion presented here.
Electronic structure calculations reported so far only considered adsorption on clus-
ters [53–55]. We think that a combined approach of periodic DFT slab calculations
with surface relaxation and vibrational spectroscopy may yield more detailed infor-
mation on the exact nature of the interactions between the sulfate, the water and the
metal surface.

5.5 CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the adsorption of a bridge-bonded model anion on fcc(111) surfaces.
The voltammogram for this model anion displays two peaks: the first peak is a broad
one associated with adsorption in a disordered phase, the second peak is sharp and due
to a disorder-order phase transition. The disorder-order transition converts the adlayer
with a coverage of 0.18 ML into a ( � � � � � ) structure with a coverage of 0.20 ML.
High sweep rates or defects in the surface do not influence the first peak, but cause a
decrease in intensity for the disorder-order transition peak.

Attractive interactions cause an increase in intensity and sharpening of the first
peak, and a decrease in intensity of the disorder-order transition peak. The potential
range during which an adsorption current is measured becomes smaller with increas-
ing attraction. Repulsive interactions broaden the first peak, reducing its intensity. The
shape of the disorder-order transition peak is more or less unaffected by the repulsive
interactions. The potential range during which an adsorption current is measured be-
comes larger with increasing repulsion.

The voltammogram shape is similar for the cases when one or two electrons are
transferred upon adsorption. A sequential transfer of the electrons (by an acid/base
reaction of the adsorbed species) causes the peak associated with adsorption in a dis-
ordered phase to be more flat and less intense, leaving the disorder-order transition
unaffected.

This chapter has been accepted for publication in Surface Science as: C. G. M. Hermse,
A. P. van Bavel, M. T. M. Koper, J. J. Lukkien, R. A. van Santen and A. P. J. Jansen;
Modelling the butterfly: ( � � � � � ) ordering on fcc(111) surfaces; 2004.
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CHAPTER 6

LATERAL INTERACTIONS AND

MULTI-ISOTHERMS

Lateral adsorbate-adsorbate interactions cause desorption rate con-
stants to vary with coverage. This effect can be studied in great detail
from the shape of a multi-isotherm. To produce the multi-isotherm, the
temperature is increased in a (semi)stepwise fashion to some temperature,
followed by maintaining the temperature constant at this temperature for
a prolonged time. After this time the temperature is stepped to a higher
value, and held constant at this new temperature. This cycle is continued
until all the adsorbates have desorbed. Using a detailed kinetic Monte
Carlo model and an Evolutionary Strategy based optimisation algorithm
we are able to reproduce the shape of the experimentally measured multi-
isotherm of nitrogen on Rh(111) [1]. Kinetic parameters deconvoluted
from lateral effects are extracted from the experiments.

6.1 INTRODUCTION

A common technique to study surface reactions is temperature-programmed desorp-
tion (TPD), where the temperature of a surface is linearly increased with time. As a
consequence, the adsorbed species will desorb, causing a peak with a maximum at a
certain typical temperature and with a certain typical width. From these results one
can derive kinetic data. It is difficult to relate the resulting TPD to elementary rate
constants since both the coverage of the reactant and the desorption rate constant are
varied simultaneously during the TPD. It is also often not clear whether the desorption
peak is associated with one or several processes. Many techniques have nevertheless
been described in literature to extract pre-exponential factors and activation energies
from TPD traces [2–5]. These even include estimations of coverage-dependent ac-
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tivation energies. To deduce the lateral interactions present in the adlayer from the
coverage-dependent activation energies requires a detailed model, however.

If the temperature is increased in a step-wise fashion, followed by a plateau of
constant temperature, then on this plateau the rate constants do not change, only the
coverage does. The kinetics measured on these plateaus are isothermal, and we there-
fore refer to the set of isothermal plateaus separated by temperature steps as “multi-
isotherms” [6]. This kind of experiment would for a simple first order desorption
reaction yield only one sharp desorption peak with an exponential decay at one of the
plateaus. For a second order desorption also only one desorption peak is expected.
Surprisingly, experiments of this type for atomic nitrogen on Rh(111) [1] and CO on
Rh(100) [7] show multiple desorption peaks, indicating desorption processes with dif-
ferent rate constants. The fact that these rate constants are dependent on the coverage
implies the presence of lateral adsorbate-adsorbate interactions (or adsorbates bound
to different sites). These lateral interactions are now clearly visible within one exper-
iment, whereas in a conventional TPD many experiments have to be done to clearly
discern their effect. Since these lateral interactions are clearly visible from the multi-
isotherm, they serve as an excellent starting point for trying to model the effect of
adlayer interactions on the desorption rate.

In this work we discuss the experimentally reported multi-isotherm by Zaera et
al. [1], and explain its shape in terms of lateral interactions. We compare this multi-
isotherm to a simulated multi-isotherm for a simple recombinative desorption model
without lateral interactions, and show that there is a significant difference between the
two. We then introduce an improved model with lateral interactions. To get the correct
values for the lateral interactions we use a fitting procedure based on an Evolutionary
Strategy optimisation procedure. This assures efficient exploration of the parameter
space, and also reduces the risk of getting stuck in a local minimum. The kinetic
parameters obtained in this way yield a better description of the experimental multi-
isotherm, and the kinetic parameters are physically more reasonable than for the model
without interactions.

6.2 MODEL

6.2.1 MODEL IMPLEMENTATION

Our model consists of a lattice of fcc and hcp sites. These two sites form a regular
honeycomb grid (Figure 6.1) with the length of each side of the hexagon equal to��� � � lattice vectors, and the sides of the hexagons ( � � , � � and � � ) at a 30 degree
angle with the lattice vectors ( � � and ��� ) of the (111) surface. Every site is labelled f
or h according to its type, with a prefix to indicate the type of adsorbate: N or * (the
last stands for a vacant site).

Based on the results from previous DFT-calculations [8], we have excluded the
sites nearest to an adsorbate from occupation (at distance 	 ��	 , see Figure 6.1 ). Four
other kinds of lateral interactions � 	 1 � have been taken into account: � 2, at the second
neighbour site (one lattice vector, 	 � 	 apart), � 3, at the third neighbour site ( ��� � �
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Figure 6.1: Excluded sites and lateral interactions � 	 1 � around an adsorbate in the
two-site model.
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Figure 6.2: Our kinetic Monte Carlo model: nitrogen atoms occupy the threefold sites
on the Rh(111) surface, and are allowed to diffuse around. They recombine at the
(111) steps in the surface.
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lattice vector or 2 	 ��	 apart), � 4, at the fourth neighbour site ( � � �!� lattice vector
apart), and last � 5 at the fifth neighbour site ( � � lattice vector or 3 	 ��	 apart).

We have included recombinative desorption of N � at the (111) steps (see also
Figure 6.2): � 	 
 � ��� � � � � �  � � 
 � ��� � � � � � 	 � � 	 �����,� � � �
� � � ��� � (6.1)

and diffusion of N:

	�
 � ��� � � � � � � � 
 � ��� � � � � � � � 
 � ��� � � � � � � 	�
 � ��� � � � � � (6.2)

The rate constant for desorption is modified by the lateral interactions:

� ��� � ��� � �
	 � � � � /�	��
 � " � �� � � � (6.3)

where � and
� /�	��


are the Arrhenius parameters at zero coverage, " is the Brønsted-
Evans-Polanyi coefficient for recombinative desorption, and � � equals the change in
reaction energy due to lateral interactions.

The kinetic parameters we have used are listed in Table 6.1. For simplicity we
have treated the threefold sites as equivalent in our kMC model, though a difference in
binding energy of typically 10 kJ/mol has been observed between fcc and hcp sites [8].
A similar difference in binding energy is expected between step and terrace sites, but
these were also for simplicity treated as equivalent. Diffusion was not modelled with
Arrhenius-type rate constants for the TPD/TPR simulations because such diffusion
increases with several decades over the simulated temperature range. Instead, rate
constants for diffusion were taken sufficiently large (in practice they were set to 1000
s
� �

, modified by the lateral interactions), such that detailed balance was satisfied.
Tests with various prefactors have shown that the reduction of nitrogen diffusion only
slightly lowers the rate of nitrogen formation. So our modelling of the diffusion yields
an adlayer at equilibrium without too much computer time spent on diffusion. Note
that no diffusion of nitrogen was allowed across the steps in the surface. The grid size
used was 256x128 with two subsites per unit cell for the TPD/TPR simulations. The
two subsites per unit cell represent the fcc and hcp site for each surface atom. The step
density was 1/29, i.e., the surface consists of 29 atom wide terraces ending in a (111)
type step. The step density of 1/29 is the one expected for a crystal with a miss-cut of
2 � . The surface can also be defined using the Miller index as a Rh(29 29 27) surface.

Lateral interactions across the step are not taken into account; only adsorbates
on the same side of the step edge (de-)stabilise each other. This was realised by
separating the 29 grid lines representing one terrace, from the next terrace by three
empty grid lines representing the step. The periodicity in terms of our simulation grid
was therefore 29+3=32, while the simulated terrace size was, as mentioned before, 29.
All coverages in this chapter are expressed as the number of adsorbates per number of
terrace atoms.

In view of the difference in energy between reactant and product we have taken
diffusion to be a middle transition state ( "&�� 3 � ), and we have taken the Brønsted-
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Figure 6.3: Schematic energy diagram for recombinative desorption of nitrogen from
Rh(111). The activation energy for the recombination reaction is larger than for the
desorption reaction, and is therefore rate determining. The activation energy of the
recombination reaction at the steps is lower than the activation energy on the terrace
due to a different transition state geometry. The activation energy for the (111) step is
expected to be lower than for the (100) step since the (100) step binds adsorbates more
strongly. The reverse of the recombination reaction is the dissociation of adsorbed
dinitrogen into nitrogen atoms.

Evans-Polanyi coefficient for recombinative desorption to be 0.2, based on the exten-
sive data set on step-mediated reactions presented in Ref. 9. For the Evolutionary
Strategy simulations a reduced diffusion rate of 100 s

� �
modified by lateral interac-

tions was used, combined with a smaller grid of 128x64.

6.2.2 MODEL CHOICE

The recombinative desorption of nitrogen from fcc(111) surfaces has been studied
using numerous techniques. Some of those are able to distinguish between terrace
and step site reactivity. Below we will summarise the most important experimental
results connected to our model. As shown in Fig. 6.3, the recombinative desorption
of nitrogen is a two-step process. First, two nitrogen atoms on the surface recombine
to form an adsorbed nitrogen molecule. The weakly adsorbed nitrogen molecule then
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desorbs rapidly into the gas phase. The recombination step is rate determining in
this process, since it has the highest activation energy. The activation energy of the
recombination reaction is known to depend on the type of site where the reaction
takes place: the reaction at step sites is different from the reaction on the terrace. The
activation energy for the recombination reaction is much higher at the terrace than at
the steps. This is especially striking since the binding energies of the reactants and
products of the reaction (nitrogen atoms and adsorbed dinitrogen) vary less strongly.
The reason why the activation energy for the terrace reaction is much higher is that the
transition state geometry for the recombination reaction at the terrace is very different
from the transition state geometry at the steps. Due to this difference in geometry the
transition state is better stabilised at the steps than at the terrace. This is the reason for
the large difference in the activation energy between terrace and steps. Finally, please
note that the energy levels for adsorbed dinitrogen on both steps and terrace have been
drawn at equal height. This is an approximation, since in practice it has been shown
that the dinitrogen binding energy varies with the surface geometry [10].

Studies on Rh(533), or Rh 4(111)
�

(100), using angular resolved thermal desorp-
tion mass spectrometry [11], indicated that nitrogen desorbs from the steps in the
surface. A similar study for Rh(111) at much higher temperatures reported two des-
orption peaks, one sharp around zero degrees, and one broad at around thirty degrees
to the surface normal [12]. The temperature of 700–1000 K used in this study is
considerably larger than the normal nitrogen desorption temperature of nitrogen on
Rh(111), 450–650 K. This presence of two channels at higher temperatures might be
compared to the case of nitrogen desorption from Ru(001) [13]. In this case poisoning
of the steps resulted in an up-shift of 200 K of the nitrogen desorption peak, strongly
indicating the role of the steps in the recombination. The authors were unable to assert
whether the desorption peak at higher temperatures was due to reaction at the terrace,
or by reaction at some unpoisoned parts of the steps. DFT calculations of the same
authors on the Ru(001) surface also indicated that the (100) steps can effectively dis-
sociate nitrogen. The dissociation reaction on the terrace had a much higher activation
barrier. Since the dissociation reaction is the reverse of the recombinative desorption,
one expects these steps to be active in the recombination reaction as well. The (111)
step was not discussed in this study. A prerequisite for recombinative desorption at
defects in the surface is that diffusion across the terrace to those defects is fast. This is
also the case for ruthenium, even though the activation barrier for diffusion of nitrogen
on ruthenium is relatively large. For nitrogen on rhodium, the activation barrier for
diffusion is much smaller [14], and diffusion to the active site should therefore pose
no problem.

When comparing the reactivity of the (111) step with the (100) step, two things
will play a role. First of all, the activity, and second, the rate of deactivation (poi-
soning) during the reaction. Calculations of the dissociation of the NO molecule on
stepped ruthenium surfaces indicate that both the (111) and the (100) step are well able
to dissociate NO [15,16]. Since NO and nitrogen are similar diatomics with strong in-
ternal bonds, one would also expect nitrogen to dissociate (or recombine) well on both
types of steps. Studies of NO dissociation on stepped rhodium surfaces also support
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the idea that both (111) and (100) steps are able to dissociate NO [17–19]. From the
intrinsic reactivity point of view, it is therefore likely that nitrogen recombination can
take place at both (100) and (111) steps in the surface. A principle feature of (100)
steps is that they bind adsorbates more strongly than (111) steps. This is because (100)
steps are more open than (111) steps. A stronger bond with the adsorbate is favourable
for the dissociation reaction, but unfavourable for the recombinative desorption.

The preparation of nitrogen adlayers usually involves adsorption of NO, after
which the oxygen is removed by reaction with carbon monoxide or hydrogen [20–22].
Alternatively, a beam of activated nitrogen can be directed at the surface. One can also
allow ammonia to decompose on the surface under evolution of hydrogen. The main
method, however, involves dissociation of NO on the surface, after which the oxygen
is removed. This oxygen is known to poison the (100) steps, but not the (111) steps,
on Ru(001) [23]. A similar poisoning of the (100) steps was seen on Rh(533) [11].
The presence of trace amounts of oxygen in a nitrogen adlayer is very difficult to avoid
because of the preparation procedure. These traces of oxygen will preferentially bind
to defects and steps, because of the stronger binding strength.

Based on these observations we think that at low temperatures (450–650 K) the
nitrogen recombination reaction on Rh(111) mainly proceeds through a reaction at
the steps. At higher temperatures ( � 700 K) a second direct reaction on the terrace
may also be possible. The (111) step appears to be intrinsically more active in the
recombination reaction than the (100) step, based on its lesser binding strength. Based
on the same difference in binding strength it is also less likely to get poisoned during
the preparation of the nitrogen adlayer. This explains our model choice. To the best of
our knowledge there has been only one report on a surface reconstruction of Rh(111)
induced by nitrogen atoms. A (2x1) reconstruction was suggested for local nitrogen
coverages of 0.5 ML or higher and in the joint presence of oxygen [24].

Please note that the reaction mechanism proposed here is different from the one
proposed in Ref. 1. In this reference desorption from the perimeter of nitrogen is-
lands was proposed, the reaction at steps was deemed less likely. With respect to
this other mechanism we would like to note that the nitrogen island formation pro-
posed by the authors still awaits experimental confirmation. The desorption product
in
� �

N/
���

N isotope exchange experiments mainly consists of
� �

N
���

N. This is cited by
the authors to support the hypothesis of nitrogen desorption from the perimeter of the
nitrogen islands. This observation can also be explained by the step mediated desorp-
tion mechanism. From electronic structure calculations and STM images [15, 23] it is
clear that the nitrogen atom formed in the dissociation reaction of NO is preferentially
deposited at the bottom of the step, while the oxygen atom is deposited on top of the
step. If

� �

N is already present on the terrace and a small amount of
���

NO is dissoci-
ated on the step, then close to the bottom of the step there will be mainly

���
N, while

at the top of the step there will be mainly
� �

N (if the oxygen is somehow removed).
The dinitrogen species formed by recombinative desorption at the step will therefore
mainly consist of

� �

N
���

N, as was also observed experimentally. The supposed limited
mobility of the nitrogen atoms quoted by the authors of Ref. 1 is not very realistic
since both STM and electronic structure calculations have indicated a low diffusion
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barrier for nitrogen [8, 14].

6.3 OPTIMISATION TECHNIQUES

Optimisation in high-dimensional systems is notoriously difficult, especially when a
noisy stochastic method is used. We have therefore followed the following optimisa-
tion procedure. First, an Evolutionary Strategy method was used to efficiently explore
phase space. Next, the optima found in this procedure were refined with a Simplex op-
timisation. The advantage of the Evolutionary Strategy is that it is well able to avoid
local optima (which are many in multidimensional parameter space) in search for a
global optimum, thanks to the mutations and crossovers during the process. Also,
it is able to deal with noisy responses, which is necessary since the kinetic Monte
Carlo simulations are stochastic. The Simplex optimisation is very useful to refine the
optimum.

6.3.1 EVOLUTIONARY STRATEGY OPTIMISATION

The Evolutionary Strategy (ES) we have used [25, 26] works with a set of chromo-
somes % - . Each chromosome % - encodes a set of � kinetic parameters (listed in Table
6.1, these are sometimes referred to as genes) to be optimised; it can therefore be seen
as a vector of size � with each element storing a possible value of a kinetic parameter.
Each chromosome % - has a counterpart � - which stores for each of the kinetic pa-
rameters how fast they change during the optimisation procedure. All chromosomes
together ( 1 � � ��� �435363 � � , where � is the total number of chromosomes) form a popula-
tion.

To optimise the fitness � in the simulation (and thus getting better parameters),
we generate � new chromosomes by modifying the � old chromosomes. The modifi-
cation process involves crossover and mutation. The new chromosomes are evaluated
by doing a simulation, and graded accordingly. Next, we retain only the � best chro-
mosomes of the offspring, and generate � new chromosomes from them.

The crossover process is characterised by the fact that information of two chromo-
somes is combined to make a new chromosome: the values of the kinetic parameters
they encode are averaged to form a new chromosome. This kind of crossover, where
the values of the genes are averaged, is referred to as intermediate crossover. In the
case of mutation, a single parent chromosome is taken, and the value of one kinetic
parameter it encodes is randomly changed. The size of the mutation changes during
the optimisation; early in the optimisation large changes are preferred to cover large
areas of parameter space, but later on the changes need to be more subtle in order not
to loose sight of the minimum found. This is what the � - vectors are used for: during
the mutation step the kinetic parameter in % - is changed by an amount proportional
to the value for that parameter in � - . To be exact, the amount is equal to a random
number drawn from a normal Gaussian distribution with width specified by the appro-
priate value in � - . Crossover and mutation are also applied to the � - vectors. Selection
causes these vectors to be large at the beginning of an optimisation run, and small near
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convergence. For details on the reason for this see Refs. 25 and 26. Typical values
for during our optimisations include 50 generations of each � � ��� 	 chromosomes,
each encoding the � � � � � parameters listed in Table 6.1. Half of the chromo-
somes is discarded after each step, from the other � � � � a new generation is created.
Chromosomes from the parent generation are not allowed to pass on to the offspring
unchanged.

6.3.2 SIMPLEX OPTIMISATION

An ordinary Simplex optimisation was used for refining the optima found. It had a
Spendley style convergence criterion and start simplex [27,28]; the reflection was de-
termined using the Weight Centroid Method according to Ryan [29]. The choice for a
Simplex optimisation was motivated by its easy and straight-forward implementation.

6.3.3 DEFINITION OF THE FITNESS

For the optimisation an error in the simulation results has to be defined, which can
then be minimised. We have looked at different error definitions � :

� 9�� � �
7

��� ��
� � � �

	�� 	 � � � � � ���?	 � � 9 � � � � (6.4)

� � ="9 � �
7

��� ��
� � � �

	 �?	 � � � � � ��� 	 � � 9 � � 	 (6.5)

� ��� � � �
7

��� ��
� � � �

	 �?	 � � � � � ���?	 � � 9 � � 	
�?	 � � � � � � �?	 � � 9 � � � � (6.6)

where � is the mean squared, absolute or fractional error in �?	 � � , the time depen-
dent observable. The observable was chosen to be either the coverage of nitrogen or
the desorption rate. � (a small number) was introduced into the last formula to prevent
near-zero values of the observable from completely dominating the value of the error.
It functions as a cut-off for the case that the absolute value of the observable is small,
and equal to the difference between the experimental and simulated value.

The observable �?	 � � was determined at 7 � �  time intervals during the experi-
ment, and each measurement was compared to the simulated values at the correspond-
ing simulated times. The sum is over the different times

� � � � �
, with

� � ��� � �435363 ��7
and

� � � � s.
The choice of the fitness criterium in the Evolutionary Strategy is quite important.

In our case, the fitness only reflects the difference between experiment and simula-
tion. The standard mean squared error value emphasises the largest outliers when
comparing two traces. The other two error definitions, which are based on the abso-
lute difference and the relative difference, are less dominated by the largest outliers.
We considered these for a particular reason. The desorption trace we try to model
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Table 6.1: Definition and domain of the kinetic parameter set used.

Parameter Range Unit Description
x -16 – 0 - ln( � � ��� � )=

� �?	 � � � �����
 � � �
y 23 – 100 -

� � 	 � � � �����
 � � �" 0.2 - BEP coefficient
�

� 2 -5 – +30 kJ/mol second neighbour int.
� 3 -5 – +30 kJ/mol third neighbour int.
� 4 -5 – +15 kJ/mol fourth neighbour int.
� 5 -5 – +15 kJ/mol fifth neighbour int.�

Based on the values provided in Ref. 9

has five sharp desorption peaks, followed by plateaus where the desorption rate goes
almost to zero again. Both features are important to reproduce in our model. By using
absolute-difference or relative-difference based error values we were able to direct the
algorithm search more on reproducing the drop in the desorption rate than on the sharp
initial desorption spikes.

We circumvented the problem of reproducing the desorption spikes and the drop
in the desorption rate simultaneously by not looking at the desorption rate, but at the
coverage of nitrogen still left on the surface. The coverage of nitrogen as a function of
time indicates what fraction has reacted. The difference in coverage between succes-
sive measuring points stores the average desorption rate in that interval. The previous
definition based on the desorption rate only does not look at the history of the adlayer:
a desorption peak is a desorption peak, independent of what fraction of the nitrogen
has reacted so far. A coverage-based fitness value is therefore better (more specific)
than a desorption-based fitness value, since aside from the momentary desorption rate
it also contains information on the overall progress of the desorption process. The fit-
ness function � used to optimise our parameter set was therefore chosen to be based
on the mean squared error in the coverage

� � �?9�� 	 � ��� �
7

� � ��
� � � �

	 � 	 � � � � � � � 	 � � 9 � � � � 3 (6.7)

The experimental coverages were calculated from the experimental desorption trace
using the experimentally determined coverage at the beginning of the experiment.

6.4 THE MULTI-ISOTHERM

6.4.1 ANALYSIS OF THE MULTI-ISOTHERM

The solid line in Figure 6.4 shows a multi-isotherm for the model without lateral
interactions, but with nitrogen recombination at the steps and an Arrhenius-type re-
combination rate constant. For low temperatures, the recombination rate is negligible
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Figure 6.4: Multi-isothermal desorption trace (top) and atomic nitrogen coverage
(middle) for the desorption of N � from a Rh(111) surface. Experiment (dotted line)
compared to a model with an Arrhenius type recombination rate constant and no
adsorbate-adsorbate interactions (solid line). The surface was sequentially heated to
500, 530, 560, 600 and 1000 K (bottom). The initial coverage of atomic nitrogen was
0.38 ML. Experimental data from Ref. 1, mapped onto 7 � � � � � points.
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and the coverage of nitrogen remains close to the starting coverage. When the tem-
perature is stepped to a higher value, at some point the recombination rate becomes
significant, and a small, almost constant desorption rate is seen in the desorption trace.
The coverage decreases linearly with time. If the temperature is stepped once again,
the recombination rate constant increases sharply, and the remaining nitrogen on the
surface is quickly consumed. This results in a sharp decay in the coverage of nitrogen
and also a sharp decay in the desorption rate. The only reason why the desorption rate
decreases in this interval is that there is no nitrogen left over to desorb. The recombi-
nation reaction rate constant remains constant during the entire interval. Finally, if the
temperature is stepped once more before all nitrogen has reacted, the remaining nitro-
gen leaves the surface, also in a sharp peak. Note that between the previous-to-last and
last constant temperature plateau, the desorption rate does not go to zero. Since there
is nitrogen left to desorb, the rate has a significant value. It is only after all nitrogen
has reacted that the desorption rate becomes zero.

When we now look at the experimental trace (dotted line in Fig. 6.4), we see that
at each temperature plateau we get a desorption peak, but this peak quickly decreases
to zero. When the temperature is raised again we get another desorption peak, and
this peak again decays quickly. This continues until there is no nitrogen left to react.
Since at each of the constant temperature plateaus the coverage of nitrogen is larger
than zero, the drop to zero of the desorption rate must be caused by a change in the
recombination rate constant. The trace appears as a superposition of many simple
temperature-step desorption traces, each with its own recombination rate constant.
Since there remains an appreciable amount of nitrogen present on the surface, the
desorption rate decreases by a change of the recombination rate constant.

The trace can be understood on the basis of the presence of significant lateral inter-
actions. At high coverages, the nitrogen atoms repel each other strongly. This causes
an increase in the recombination rate constant. So if we go to the first constant temper-
ature plateau, nitrogen will start desorbing because of the strongly repulsive interac-
tions. As a consequence of the desorption process, the coverage starts decreasing, and
the nitrogen atoms can redistribute to avoid some of the repulsive interactions. This
causes a decrease in the recombination rate constant, and the desorption rate drops
close to zero. If we then increase the temperature again, the recombination rate con-
stant increases. More nitrogen desorbs, and the repulsion between the nitrogen atoms
further decreases. This causes again a reduction of the recombination rate constant,
and the desorption rate again decreases to close to zero, even though there is still a lot
of nitrogen left on the surface. This cycle is repeated until the repulsions between the
nitrogen atoms become negligible (i.e., the coverage becomes low) and the effective
recombination rate constant becomes approximately equal to the recombination rate
constant without repulsive interactions. In this case the desorption rate will not drop
until the coverage becomes zero. The multi-isotherm desorption trace can now be seen
as a consecutive stripping of parts of the adlayer.

The decay of the desorption peak is then strictly speaking not single component
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Table 6.2: Mean squared error in the coverage and optimised kinetic parameters as
defined in Table 6.1 for models with different number of lateral interactions. The
activation energy and lateral interactions are in kJ/mol, the prefactor in s

� �
. The

mean squared value of the experimental data is 0.064.

parameters �?9�� 	 � � �����
 � � � � � 2 � 3 � 4 � 5
x, y 0.003 220 20.0 - - - -
x, y, � 2

�
0.001 60 4.8 21 - - -

x, y, � 2, � 3
�

0.001 165 14.7 20 17 - -
x, y, � 2, � 3, � 4

�
0.001 158 14.1 26 18 7 -

x, y, � 2, � 3, � 4, � 5
�

0.001 156 13.5 22 15 6 5

but bi- or multi-component� � 
��	
�� ���� � � � � 	 � � � � � � � � 	 � � � � � ������� (6.8)

where � � is the coverage of nitrogen atoms that experience lateral interactions, giv-
ing rise to an increased effective recombinative desorption constant � � , and � � � is the
coverage of nitrogen “feeling” fewer lateral interactions, giving rise to a smaller re-
combinative desorption constant � � � . Since � � � � � � , the individual components are
separated into different desorption peaks.

6.4.2 MODEL WITHOUT INTERACTIONS

The calculation presented in the beginning of Section 6.4.1 was a model with the best
fitness found for the case without lateral interactions. The values for the activation
energy, the pre-exponential factor and the mean squared error for this model are listed
in Table 6.2. This table also summarises the results for the more elaborate model with
lateral interactions. The pre-exponential factor and the activation energy for the re-
combinative desorption model without interactions are unusually large. Typical values
reported in literature based on TPD analysis are 10

� / � �
s
� �

and 120 kJ/mol [20–22].
These parameters are well able to reproduce a conventional TPD, but result in a pre-
mature desorption compared to experiment when performing a multi-isotherm (Figure
6.5). The much higher values obtained by our optimisation cause the desorption trace
to match the experimental one better. It is important to realise here that while the
conventionally reported values of 120 kJ/mol and 10

� / � �
s
� �

do reproduce the normal
TPD, they do not at all properly reproduce the multi-isotherm, and are therefore just
as unrealistic as the values reported in Table 6.2 for the model without interactions.

6.4.3 MODELS WITH INTERACTIONS

The models with lateral interactions show a better fit to the experiment than the model
without interactions. The first question one should ask is how many interactions would
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Figure 6.5: Multi-isothermal desorption trace (top) and atomic nitrogen coverage
(middle) for the desorption of N � from a Rh(111) surface. Experiment (dotted line,
from Ref. 1) compared to a model with an Arrhenius type recombination rate constant
using the literature values of the activation energy (120 kJ/mol) and the prefactor cor-
rected for the amount of steps (30

�
10
� / � �

s
� �

) (solid line). No adsorbate-adsorbate
interactions were taken into account. The surface was sequentially heated to 500, 530,
560, 600 and 1000 K (bottom). The initial coverage of atomic nitrogen was 0.38 ML.
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Figure 6.6: Multi-isothermal desorption trace (top) and atomic nitrogen coverage
(middle) for the desorption of N � from a Rh(111) surface. Experiment (dotted line,
from Ref. 1) compared to a model with an Arrhenius type recombination rate constant
and four adsorbate-adsorbate interactions � 2, � 3, � 4 and � 5 (solid line). The sur-
face was sequentially heated to 500, 530, 560, 600 and 1000 K (bottom). The initial
coverage of atomic nitrogen was 0.38 ML.
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be needed to reproduce the experimental isotherm: can we do with less? The answer
to this question is given by the experimental isotherm. Upon heating to 600 K, there
is a desorption peak which again decreases to zero, indicating that at the beginning of
the temperature plateau there were still interactions present in the adlayer. These have
been removed at the end of the 600 K plateau. The coverage at the end of the plateau
is 0.18 ML, so we know that for coverages larger than 0.18 ML there are interactions
present in the adlayer. The longest-range interaction in our four-interaction model is
over � � substrate lattice vectors, the next one spanning two substrate lattice vectors.
So for coverages lower than 0.25 ML we do not expect to have interactions in our
simulated adlayer, provided that it is well equilibrated. In other words, for coverages
below 0.25 ML, we expect our system to behave like the model without interactions,
and the decrease to zero of the desorption rates during the temperature plateaus is not
expected to happen. We will therefore not be able to describe properly the right part
of the multi-isotherm trace. The interesting range is therefore the low-temperature,
high-coverage part of the multi-isotherm.

The models with one to four interactions all give a very reasonable fit to the exper-
iment, as seen from the �?9�� 	 � � value in Table 6.2. The model with only one interaction
has an unreasonably small value for the prefactor, and the estimate should therefore be
disregarded. The model fits with two to four interactions consistently yield activation
energies between 155 and 165 kJ/mol, and a prefactor between 10

���
and 10

���
s
� �

.
The lateral interactions are significant (15–25 kJ/mol) at close range, in agreement
with previous DFT calculations, which yielded values of 40 and 22 kJ/mol respec-
tively [8]. At longer range the interactions are, as expected, smaller (5–10 kJ/mol) and
they tend to go to zero with increasing distance. The decay to zero of the interactions
at a distance close to two lattice vector compares well to the experimentally measured
decay of the interactions between nitrogen atoms on Ru(001) [30]. The range of val-
ues for the activation energy of 155–165 kJ/mol agrees well with the DFT estimate of
155 kJ/mol [9]. Since we know that experimentally lateral interactions are present for
coverages down to 0.18 ML, we will discuss below our results for the model with four
interactions.

6.4.4 MODEL WITH FOUR INTERACTIONS

The low-temperature, high-coverage part of the multi-isotherm fit for four interactions
shows some similarities to the experimental isotherm (Figure 6.6). The problem here
is that the fitness we defined judges the entire multi-isotherm (including the part we
can not reproduce), and not specifically on the first part, which we might expect to
reproduce better. The best traces we obtain are therefore a balance between getting the
first part right, and reducing the lack of fit in the second part. Nevertheless, we do want
to point out some features in these traces (Fig. 6.6). First of all, the first desorption
peak (at 500 K) in the simulated multi-isotherm is missing. This first desorption peak,
associated with close-range interactions, is expected to be present in our simulation as
well. It is not found however. This may be due to a different (slightly higher) starting
coverage in the experiment. If we increase the starting coverage in our simulations to
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a value slightly higher than 0.38 ML, we can also reproduce the first desorption peak
at 500 K (see the dotted line in Figure 6.7).

For the temperature plateau at 530 K, we see a distinct desorption peak, which is
nearly constant in time. When the temperature is jumped to 560 K, the desorption
rate increases, and then decays to some smaller non-zero value. These two peaks
together are due to lateral interactions in the adlayer, and the decay in the peak at
560 K indicates that some of the interactions in the adlayer are removed by desorbing
nitrogen. The decay in the peak at 560 K is not nearly as sharp as the experimental
decay, however. For the temperature plateau at 600 K and the heating to 1000 K we see
an ordinary recombinative desorption without lateral interactions present. Overall, the
coverage as a function of time follows the experiment much better than for the more
simple model depicted in Fig. 6.4.

As for the values for the kinetic parameters fitted from the experiment (Table 6.2),
the activation energy and pre-exponential factor are very high in the absence of lateral
interactions. With the inclusion of lateral interactions they get more reasonable values.
The differences between the simulated multi-isotherm can be due to deficiencies in the
model, but also due to the uncertainty in the experimental starting coverage (

�
0.05

ML) and a slight overshoot in the temperature program when stepping to the next
plateau (5–10 K). Though there is a considerable lack of fit between our model and
the experiment, we do want to show some implications of the model thus formulated.

The fact that the different peaks in the multi-isotherm are caused by nitrogen atoms
experiencing lateral interactions can also be shown by repeating the multi-isotherm
for different starting coverages. In this case, for lower coverages one expects the first
desorption peaks (due to interactions) to become less intensive, while the other peaks
(due to less or non perturbed nitrogen) remain the same. This is exactly what is shown
in Figure 6.7 where the onset of desorption is shifted to higher temperatures for lower
coverages.

The model including the interactions fitted for the multi-isotherm also properly
describes the ordinary temperature programmed desorption trace with a constant heat-
ing rate. We therefore show the results for three different starting coverages of ni-
trogen for our model with all four interactions (Figure 6.8) and the model without
any interactions (Figure 6.9). The experimentally observed substantial shift to lower
temperatures of the desorption peak with higher coverages [1, 20–22] is much better
reproduced by the model with the interactions than by the model without the interac-
tions. This observation has also been made by the groups of Zhdanov and Weinberg
when they modelled nitrogen desorption from Rh(111) [31, 32]. These models were
respectively a mean field and a single lateral interaction Monte Carlo model. The ap-
proximate temperature range for the desorption is also comparable to the experimental
one.
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Figure 6.7: Multi-isothermal desorption trace (top) and atomic nitrogen coverage
(middle) for the desorption of N � from a Rh(111) surface. Model with an Arrhe-
nius type recombination rate constant and four adsorbate-adsorbate interactions � 2,
� 3, � 4 and � 5. Different starting coverages of 0.13 ML (solid line), 0.26 ML (dashed
line) and 0.43 ML (dotted line) were used. The surface was sequentially heated to
500, 530, 560, 600 and 1000 K (bottom).
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account. The heating rate was 10 K/s.
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6.5 DISCUSSION

6.5.1 OTHER FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE DESORPTION

The recombinative desorption of nitrogen is influenced by many factors. We have
attributed the shape of the multi-isotherm to lateral interactions solely. Below we
discuss some additional factors, which do not explain the multi-isotherm shape.

A slow diffusion of nitrogen to the active (step) sites on the surface will cause a
tailing in the desorption rate in the isothermal plateaus. This tailing is expected to be
of the form of ��� � � . The tailing observed in the multi-isotherm on the other hand
shows a stronger decay. Also, when stepping the temperature to the next plateau, the
diffusion rate is expected to increase, and the reaction is expected to be less diffusion
limited. Based on these two arguments we can therefore conclude that the shape of
the multi-isotherm is not caused by a diffusion limitation.

In our model we have assumed that the nitrogen recombines at the (111) step. If the
nitrogen reacts instead at the (100) step, the reaction mechanism remains largely the
same: the nitrogen has to diffuse to the step, and may react there under the influence
of lateral interactions. The distribution of nearest neighbour sites is slightly different
for the (111) step than for the (100) step, since in one case the reaction takes place
between two fcc bound nitrogens, while in the other case one nitrogen is bound fcc
and the other one hcp.

A different step density then the one we used will only affect the pre-exponential
factor found. The “real” pre-exponential factor can be found by the following relation� ��� � � � �

� ��� � �
� ��� � � � � ��� � � (6.9)

where
� � ��� � � and

� ��� � � are the simulated and real step densities respectively. A differ-
ent step density alone will not explain the shape of the multi-isotherm. The choice for
a 2 � miss-cut or a step density 1/29 was motivated by the desire to keep the diffusion
length in our simulations reasonable, thus reducing simulation time. The actual miss-
cut reported for the experiment was 0.1 � , which is very low. The defect density of this
crystal may be larger than this value due to crystal wear and tear.

In order to reproduce the multi-isotherm it is not necessary to assume desorption at
the steps. A similar multi-isotherm can be generated by assuming desorption from the
terrace (but with lateral interactions included!). The choice to model the desorption
reaction at the steps is fully based on the strong indications in literature that it in
fact takes place there. The resulting kinetic parameters obtained by modelling the
desorption on the terraces will be similar except for the pre-exponential factor, which
can be related to the pre-exponential factor for the step reaction if the diffusion of
nitrogen is fast: � 
 � ������ � � ��9 
�� � � (6.10)

where
�

is the fraction of step sites.
Recombinative desorption through a combination of the (100) step, the (111) step

and the terrace is a possibility. In this case the total desorption rate is the sum of
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the individual desorption rates connected to the basin of nitrogen on the terrace. This
combined desorption process does not provide an explanation for the experimentally
observed decay in desorption rate in the isothermal plateaus and can therefore be ex-
cluded.

A higher or lower bonding energy for nitrogen bound at the top or bottom of the
steps will cause (non)preferential bonding at these sites. The influence on kinetics is
that the probability of finding a nitrogen atom at one of these sites differs from the
average probability of finding a nitrogen atom somewhere on the terrace. This effect
results in a change in the effective pre-exponential factor derived from the experiment,
but does not further influence the kinetics (or explain the multi-isotherm shape).

Since the lateral interactions are surface-mediated, they may well change across
the surface. The interactions influencing the desorption rates are those at the steps. Lit-
tle or no information can be derived on the interactions at the terrace, but by similarity
to the step interactions we have taken them to be identical. The case of different inter-
actions on the terrace and close to the steps is similar to the case of (non)preferential
bonding to the steps in that it results in a different effective pre-exponential factor
due to a non-isotropical chance of finding a nitrogen atom at a particular site on the
surface.

A difference in binding energy has been observed for nitrogen bound to fcc and
hcp sites. This will effectively cause one of the two to be preferred over the other one.
Just as for the case of (non)preferential bonding to the steps, and differing interactions
on the terrace and close to the steps, this will not greatly influence the kinetics.

Strongly bound nitrogen (at defects) is expected to desorb in a separate peak. This
peak should be visible by, instead of ramping the temperature from 600 to 1000 K,
using additional temperature plateaus. In this way it may be possible to discern defect-
bound nitrogen, and maybe even to get a quantitative estimate of the amount of defects
on a surface [7].

One could propose that the decrease in reaction rate on the isothermal plateaus
is due to some poisoning process. This would involve blocking of the active step
sites. The problem associated with this explanation is that after a temperature step the
activity increases again, and then drops again. This then could be explained in two
ways. (1) The poison is removed by the temperature step, and the activity is restored.
Next, the step is poisoned anew. This does not seem very likely. (2) The poison is not
removed by the temperature step, and the subsequent activity drop is due to a further
poisoning of the active sites. This would imply that after four isothermal plateaus
over 99.9% of the active sites would be poisoned. This explanation is therefore also
not very likely.

For nitrogen on Rh(111) it is well-known that only the threefold hollow sites
are occupied [33]. It is therefore not expected that the different peaks in the multi-
isotherm are due to differently bonded nitrogen atoms, i.e., that for example one is
due to top-bound nitrogen, the next due to bridge-bound nitrogen, and another one
due to threefold-bound nitrogen. Although in this multi-isotherm we do not expect
the shape to be influenced by occupation of different sites, for other molecules this
may well be the case. For example, for NO on Rh(111), the top bound NO molecules
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are known to be bound less strongly than the threefold bound NO molecules [8]. This
would almost certainly cause two separate peaks in the multi-isotherm.

6.5.2 OTHER ISSUES

The advantage of using a multi-isotherm is that it contains more information than a
conventional TPD. The disadvantage is that the values for the different kinetic param-
eters can not be extracted directly from the experimental trace. This is due to the fact
that the simple models that are assumed to get these values from the TPDs are not
valid for the more difficult case discussed here. The quality of the obtained parame-
ters highly depends on the quality of data it is based on, and the quality of the model
it is fitted to. In this work we have taken experimental data which are more suited
than ordinary TPD traces, and fitted it to a more realistic model. The fitting process
then yields parameters which look reasonable, but one has to keep in mind that many
approximations were made (see previous section) in building the model. For an un-
equivocal determination of the kinetic parameters a critical comparison of these values
to the ones obtained by other (experimental and theoretical) methods is essential.

Finally, it is interesting to note a similarity to electrochemistry. In the electrochem-
ical equivalent of a temperature-programmed desorption trace, called linear sweep
voltammetry, the potential is linearly increased, yielding a current which is due to
reactions on the surface studied. A different technique referred to as potential-step
experiments involves a change in the potential to some value, where it is kept until the
current decreases to zero. After this the potential may be stepped to a higher poten-
tial. In electrochemistry it has long been accepted that the potential-step experiments
(which are equivalent to our multi-isotherms) yield much more information on the
kinetics of the surface reactions than the linear sweep voltammetry.

6.6 CONCLUSIONS

We have analysed the shape of an experimentally measured desorption experiment
of nitrogen on Rh(111) with a particular temperature programmed desorption proto-
col, referred to as multi-isotherm. In this temperature program, the temperature is
increased in a (semi)stepwise fashion to some temperature, followed by maintaining
the temperature constant at this temperature for a prolonged time, after which the
temperature is stepped to the next value. We attribute the shape of the experimen-
tal isotherm to the presence of lateral interactions between the nitrogen atoms on the
surface. We have shown that the presence of these lateral interactions in the adlayer
is very well discernible from these so-called multi-isotherms, much more so than for
ordinary TPDs.

A similar multi-isotherm shape as observed experimentally can be generated us-
ing a Monte Carlo model by assuming that the recombination reaction takes place
under influence of lateral interactions. The values of the kinetic parameters in this
model (i.e., the pre-exponential factor, activation energy and lateral interactions) were
fitted using an Evolutionary Strategy type optimisation algorithm, and are physically
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reasonable. Since the lateral interactions in the experiment range up to three substrate
lattice vectors, the experimental multi-isotherm was not fully reproduced by our model
(which includes lateral interactions ranging up to two substrate lattice vectors). The
kinetic parameter set fitted for the multi-isotherm reproduces a standard temperature-
programmed desorption experiment with a constant heating rate. Though in principle
values for kinetic parameters may be extracted by detailed modelling of an experi-
mentally measured multi-isotherm, it is strongly recommended to verify these model
dependent values using different independent techniques. Finally, it is worth notic-
ing that a text-book standard reaction like recombinative desorption of nitrogen can
still pose a significant challenge to modellers, when confronted with information-rich
experimental data like multi-isotherms.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUDING REMARKS

7.1 ACHIEVEMENTS

We successfully modelled the effects of lateral interactions for several adsorbate-on-
metal-surface systems. We explained the formation of the two experimentally ob-
served ordered structures for the system of NO on Rh(111). Moreover, we explained
that the occupation of top sites next to threefold sites at higher coverages was due to
lateral interactions. Finally, we reproduced the suppression of the NO dissociation
reaction in the presence of its dissociation products.

For the system of (R,R)-bitartrate on Cu(110) we were able to demonstrate that the
lateral interactions are in part direct and in part through-surface. The direct interac-
tions cause the ordered structure formed to be chiral for this molecule. A adsorption-
induced stress along the copper rows results in empty troughs in the ordered struc-
ture for (R,R)-bitartrate. This adsorption-induced stress also explains the formation of
empty-trough ordered structures for similar molecules like acetic and succinic acid.

For the system of the bridge-bound anion on a fcc(111) metal surface we found
two peaks in linear sweep voltammetry. These two peaks correspond to adsorption in
a disordered phase and a disorder-order transition in the adlayer. The shape of these
peaks is greatly influenced by the presence of lateral interactions, changing the sweep
rate, the presence of defects in the surface and the way the anion is discharged on the
surface.

For the system of nitrogen recombination at step defects on Rh(111), we found
that lateral interactions play a very important role. This is particularly clear from
the multi-isotherm desorption experiments we compare our models to. These multi-
isotherm experiments are temperature-programmed desorption experiments, in which
the temperature is kept constant for some time, after which the temperature is in-
creased in a stepwise (or semi-stepwise) fashion to a higher value. This is repeated
until desorption is complete. By using an Evolutionary Strategy-type optimisation
algorithm we were able to extract physically reasonable kinetic parameters from an
experimentally measured multi-isotherm.
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7.2 SHORTCOMINGS

In the methodology section we stated that by using the lattice-gas approximation we
can circumvent inclusion of the fast internal motions of the molecules. This facili-
tates a description of our systems for much larger time scales. As a result, we found
that there are processes occurring on the surface that differ significantly in time scale.
Specifically, diffusion of the adsorbates is much faster than a reaction of the adsorbates
in most cases. Here a reaction can be anything: adsorption, dissociation, recombina-
tion or desorption. The time scale for diffusion typically is in the range of milliseconds
to microseconds, whereas the reactions (and thus the overall experiment) take place
on the scale of seconds to minutes. The reason why diffusion is much faster than a
typical reaction is that the activation energy barrier for moving to another site is much
smaller than for a ‘real’ chemical reaction, where bonds are broken. A simulation of
adsorbates on surfaces therefore mainly consists of moving adsorbates around on the
surface, while only occasionally a reaction takes place. In practice we can argue that
the adlayer is fully equilibrated by means of diffusion during the time between two
subsequent chemical reactions. In our simulations we make use of this property to
reduce the diffusion rate constant: we fix it to a certain value smaller than the original
one. This is a proper procedure as long as the adlayer is still fully equilibrated be-
tween two subsequent reactions. One can estimate whether the adlayer is equilibrated
by checking the ratio of the time scales for diffusion and reactions, or by increasing
the diffusion rate in the simulations and checking whether the results change. Since
we reduce the number of events we have to describe in our simulations by reducing
the diffusion rate constant, we reduce the otherwise significant computational cost.

The defining property of a lattice-gas model is that the adsorbates are fixed to a
certain site. This is a good approximation at low coverages. At high coverages this
can create a problem. Adsorbates can only diffuse around in a lattice-gas model if a
neighbouring site is empty and accessible. Adsorbates can not simply shift a little to
allow other adsorbates to pass by at some penalty; either they can pass, or they can’t.
This causes the adlayer to be frozen in at high coverages: all the adsorbates are fixed
to their positions and none can move. On the other hand, bonding to less favourable
sites and other adsorption geometries of the molecule do allow diffusion even at high
coverages. We encountered this complication for the case of NO on Rh(111). In this
case inclusion of bridge-bound NO helps diffusion at coverages close to saturation.
For the case of (R,R)-tartaric acid on Cu(110), we also saw a significant reduction in
the diffusion rate at high coverages. A different adsorption geometry (e.g., diagonally
across two copper rows) might circumvent this. Extending the model in such a way
helps us prevent the adlayer from becoming frozen in at high coverages, but it has
the severe drawback that it requires more complicated –and therefore less reliable–
interaction potentials.
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7.3 QUESTION MARKS

“You ought to worry about the potentials and models you use –and if you already do,
you should worry more.” The reality of a Monte Carlo model is the consequence of
a number of choices and approximations. Depending on how good these choices are,
the model may resemble ‘the real world’ very strongly. Even if the model chosen
has nothing in common with reality, it may fit the experiment nicely. John Harding’s
entering remark

�

on this subject clearly warns against accepting that everything a
model produces is true.

We made a great effort to make our potentials reliable. We extensively describe
each model, and we relate the choices that define our models to the relevant literature
available. Where possible we have used kinetic parameters derived from experiments
or electronic structure calculations. If the parameters were not known in advance, we
obtained them using a robust fitting algorithm. Finally we tried to keep the models
simple. The different models each display a certain level of intricacy, by having a
certain number of accessible sites, a certain number interactions and the presence
or absence of defects in the surface. The main simplifying factors in the model for
NO on Rh(111) are that, although different sites and many interactions are used, the
molecules are simple, and the interactions are isotropic. In the model for (R,R)-tartaric
acid adsorption, the molecule is complicated, but restricted to only one adsorption
geometry. This still makes estimation of the interactions possible. For the case of
sulfate adsorption under electrochemical conditions, there is much speculation on the
atomic detail. The model anion described in that chapter will therefore remain just
that –a model anion. As regards the final study of nitrogen on Rh(111), we only have
one simple adsorbate, which takes part in a well-studied reaction. This allows us to
study the interactions in great detail.

Adsorbate-induced surface reconstructions will instantly invalidate most of the
assumptions made in our models. Such reconstructions have been reported for high
coverages of nitrogen and oxygen on Rh(111), for high coverages of acetic and formic
acid (but not tartaric acid) on Cu(110), and for (bi)sulfate on Cu(111). For the low
coverages of atomic species (less than half a monolayer) treated in our models we do
expect to be safe from reconstructions, however.

7.4 FINAL THOUGHTS

The different models presented in this thesis aimed to improve our understanding of
some well-defined experiments probing model catalyst surfaces. We have found that
the ideal lattice gas picture with adsorption, diffusion, reaction, and desorption has
its shortcomings. The interactions between the molecules greatly influence the be-
haviour of these systems. The lateral interactions may decrease a reaction rate, as for
the case of NO dissociation, or increase it, as for the case of recombinative desorption

�

J. H. Harding, University College London, during the CCP5 Methods in Molecular Simulation Summer
School 2003 at King’s College London
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of nitrogen. The effect of lateral interactions on a reaction rate is also seen for the
electrochemical case of anion adsorption, where lateral interactions strongly influence
the shape of the voltammogram. Furthermore, these interactions can cause the adsor-
bates to order into islands, as shown for NO on Rh(111), and (R,R)-tartaric acid on
Cu(110). Finally, the need to reduce interaction energies can cause the occupation of
a more weakly bonding second type of adsorption site. We saw and modelled this for
NO on Rh(111), which occupies top sites next to threefold sites at higher coverages.
This shows how important the structure of the adlayer is for the kinetics of the ad-
layer. While lateral interactions are often masked in a conventional TPD, their effect
is much more visible when conducting a multi-isotherm experiment. Reporting multi-
isotherms next to the classical TPDs would therefore greatly improve the insight into
whether adsorbate-adsorbate interactions are present in the experimental adlayer and
in which coverage ranges.

If these lateral interactions are accounted for, as in our case in a lattice-gas ki-
netic Monte Carlo model, then most of the effects seen for the experimental systems
can be explained. One may also use these models to make an educated guess at the
outcome of similar experiments, or to investigate the possibility of different reaction
mechanisms. Therefore the logical extension for describing experimental behaviour of
adsorbates on surfaces lies in the inclusion of adsorbate-adsorbate interactions. This
cannot be achieved using classical rate equations, but is very well feasible with kinetic
Monte Carlo modelling, as shown by the examples in this thesis. An essential require-
ment in building these more detailed models is to provide enough information from
other techniques to base this model on; if this information is not available the kinetic
Monte Carlo model can not add any useful insight. Multi-technique studies and joint
research of experimentalists and theoreticians are thus required to further elucidate the
behaviour of adsorbates on surfaces.



SUMMARY

In this thesis we analyse the effects of lateral adsorbate-adsorbate interactions on the
properties of adsorbates on surfaces. Our models are based on the lattice-gas approx-
imation; the evolution of our systems with time is described by means of a kinetic
Monte Carlo algorithm. The lateral interactions can be decomposed into a hard contri-
bution, since bonding to neighbouring sites is excluded for small adsorbate-adsorbate
distances, and a soft contribution, in the form of an energetical penalty. This penalty
corresponds to the reduction in binding energy of the adsorbate due to other adsor-
bates present. The kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm uses a set of rate constants to gen-
erate a time evolution of the system. The lateral interactions are accounted for by
taking values of these rate constants that depend on the occupation of neighbouring
sites. The values of the rate constants are then determined by means of the Brønsted-
Evans-Polanyi relationship, which relates the energetical penalty due to bonding of
neighbouring adsorbates to a change in the rate constant.

In the first model we describe how lateral interactions cause NO molecules to
form ordered structures on the Rh(111) surface, and we describe how they force NO
to occupy top sites next to threefold sites at higher coverages. We also show that at
intermediate coverages lateral interactions suppress the dissociation of NO into ni-
trogen and oxygen atoms. The values for the different interactions and the binding
energies for the different sites were estimated using electronic structure calculations,
and then implemented in the kinetic Monte Carlo model. This system is of interest
since rhodium particles are widely used to reduce NO emissions from car exhaust
gases.

In the second model we describe how a large molecule, in this case (R,R)-tartaric
acid, orders on the Cu(110) surface. The ordering is due to a combination of direct and
through-surface interactions. The direct interactions are caused by hydroxyl groups of
neighbouring adsorbed (R,R)-tartaric acid molecules interacting. These interactions
have a low (but specific) symmetry and the ordered structure formed hence is chi-
ral. The overall high symmetry of the surface and its reactive sites is thus reduced
upon adsorption of (R,R)-tartaric acid. The values for the different interactions were
estimated using electronic structure calculations. The fact that the symmetry of the
surface is broken by adsorbing (R,R)-tartaric acid is exciting, since it may provide a
way to perform enantio-selective catalysis on ‘ordinary’ heterogeneous catalysts.

In the third model we describe the adsorption of a bridge-bound anion on an
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fcc(111) metal surface under electrochemical conditions. For this case we have shown
that depending on the nature of the anion, the nature of the surface and the nature
of the interactions between the anions, one has different kinetics of adsorption. In
electrochemistry one can obtain a quantitative measure of the adsorption kinetics by
measuring the current through the electrode. A comparison of the model’s adsorption
kinetics to experimental data therefore is possible. The model described here bears
many similarities to adsorption from sulfuric acid solutions onto metal (111) surfaces.
This has been extensively studied experimentally since perchloric acid and sulfuric
acid are the main electrolytes in use.

In the last model we revisited the system of NO on Rh(111), and only focused on
the recombinative desorption of nitrogen. Though conventional temperature-programmed
desorption traces of this reaction are easily reproduced using an Arrhenius-type rate
constant, this is not the case for other temperature programs. We show that for such a
more informative temperature program, referred to as multi-isotherm, the presence
of lateral interactions is immediately revealed. We also show that a more elabo-
rate model including lateral interactions is required to correctly model these multi-
isotherms. Since many interactions are present, these were fitted with an Evolutionary
Strategy-type optimisation algorithm.

The overall picture of these systems is that lateral interactions have a large in-
fluence on the adsorption, desorption, reaction, site occupation and ordering of the
adsorbates. Though modelling these interactions requires significant effort, explicit
inclusion of these interactions is required to gain more insight into the behaviour of
adsorbates on surfaces.



SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift analyseren we het effect van laterale adsorbaat-adsorbaat interacties
op de eigenschappen van adsorbaten op oppervlakken. Onze modellen zijn gebaseerd
op de roostergasbenadering en de ontwikkeling van deze systemen in de tijd wordt
beschreven door een kinetisch Monte Carlo algoritme. De laterale interacties kunnen
worden opgedeeld in een harde component, aangezien het binden aan naburige ad-
sorptieplekken uitgesloten is voor kleine adsorbaat-adsorbaat afstanden, en een zachte
component, in de vorm van een energetische straf. Deze straf correspondeert met
de vermindering van de bindingsenergie van het adsorbaat door de aanwezigheid van
andere adsorbaten. Het kinetisch Monte Carlo algoritme gebruikt een set reactiesnel-
heidsconstanten om de tijdsontwikkeling van het systeem te genereren. De laterale
interacties worden meegenomen in de simulaties door de waarden van deze reactie-
snelheidsconstanten afhankelijk te maken van het al dan niet bezet zijn van naburige
adsorptieplekken. De waarden van de reactiesnelheidsconstanten worden dan bepaald
door middel van de Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi vergelijking, die de energetische straf
door het binden van naburige adsorbaten relateert aan een verandering in de reactie-
snelheidsconstante.

In het eerste model beschrijven we hoe laterale interacties NO moleculen geor-
dende structuren doen vormen op het Rh(111) oppervlak. We beschrijven hoe laterale
interacties bij hoge bedekkingsgraden NO dwingen ook bindingsplekken bovenop
metaalatomen te bezetten, terwijl ze bij lage bedekkingsgraden alleen op bindingsplek-
ken tussen drie metaalatomen gebonden zitten. We laten ook zien dat bij tussen-
liggende bedekkingsgraden laterale interacties de dissociatie van NO in stikstof- en
zuurstofatomen onderdrukken. De waarden voor de verschillende interacties en de
bindingsenergieën voor de verschillende bindingsplekken worden eerst afgeschat door
gebruik te maken van elektronenstructuurberekeningenen vervolgens geı̈mplementeerd
in het kinetisch Monte Carlo model. Dit systeem is interessant aangezien rhodium
deeltjes veel gebruikt worden om de uitstoot van NO in autouitlaatgassen terug te
brengen.

In het tweede model beschrijven we hoe grote moleculen, van in dit geval (R,R)-
wijnsteenzuur, ordenen op het Cu(110) oppervlak. De ordening wordt veroorzaakt
door een combinatie van directe interacties tussen de moleculen en interacties die
door het oppervlak heen gaan. De directe interacties worden veroorzaakt door hy-
droxylgroepen van naburige geadsorbeerde (R,R)-wijnsteenzuurmoleculen die elkaar
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afstoten. Deze interacties hebben een lage (maar specifieke) symmetrie en de geor-
dende structuur die gevormd wordt is daardoor chiraal. De hoge symmetrie van het
hele oppervlak met zijn reactieve bindingsplekken is dus verlaagd door adsorptie van
(R,R)-wijnsteenzuur. De waarden voor de verschillende interacties worden afgeschat
door gebruik te maken van elektronenstructuurberekeningen. Het feit dat de sym-
metrie van het oppervlak gebroken wordt door (R,R)-wijnsteenzuur te adsorberen is
spannend aangezien het een manier kan zijn om enantioselectieve katalyse uit te voe-
ren met conventionele heterogene katalysatoren.

In het derde model beschrijven we de adsorptie van een anion dat onder elektro-
chemische omstandigheden bruggend tussen twee metaalatomen bindt aan een fcc(111)
metaaloppervlak. We laten voor dit geval zien dat men, afhankelijk van de aard van
het anion, de aard van het oppervlak en de aard van de interacties tussen de anionen,
een andere adsorptiekinetiek krijgt. In de elektrochemie is het mogelijk een kwanti-
tatieve maat voor de adsorptiekinetiek te krijgen door de elektrische stroom door de
elektrode te meten. Een vergelijking van de adsorptiekinetiek die we hebben gevonden
voor ons model met experimentele resultaten is hierdoor mogelijk. Het model dat we
hier beschrijven blijkt veel overeenkomsten te hebben met de adsorptie van anionen
uit zwavelzuuroplossingen op metaal (111) oppervlakken. Dit is experimenteel uit-
gebreid bestudeerd aangezien perchloorzuur en zwavelzuur de meest gebruikte elek-
trolieten zijn.

In het laatste model hebben we het systeem van NO op Rh(111) opnieuw ter hand
genomen en alleen gekeken naar de recombinatieve desorptie van stikstof. Hoewel
conventionele temperatuurgeprogrammeerde desorptie resultaten voor deze reactie
makkelijk gereproduceerd kunnen worden, is dit niet het geval voor andere, meer
complexe, temperatuurprogramma’s. We laten zien dat uit zo een meer informatief
temperatuurprogramma, waarnaar we verwijzen als multi-isotherm, de aanwezigheid
van laterale interacties meteen duidelijk is. We maken ook duidelijk dat een model
met laterale interacties nodig is om deze multi-isothermen op een juiste manier te
modelleren. Aangezien er veel interacties aanwezig zijn, zijn ze benaderd met een
optimalisatiealgoritme van het type Evolutionaire Strategie.

Het overkoepelende beeld dat deze modellen geven is dat laterale interacties een
grote invloed hebben op de adsorptie, desorptie, reactie, de bezetting van bindingsplek-
ken en de ordening van adsorbaten. Hoewel het modelleren van dergelijke interacties
een behoorlijke inspanning vereist, is het nodig interacties in het model mee te nemen
om een goed inzicht te krijgen in het gedrag van adsorbaten op oppervlakken.
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